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Summary

The ability to monitor and possibly predict locations and conditions for
onset of rapid mass movements are essential for mitigation and risk assess-
ment in mountainous regions such as the Swiss Alps. Despite the ubiquity
of such natural hazards, considerable gaps remain in basic understanding
of triggering mechanisms and prediction of spatial extent of potentially un-
stable zones. Vegetation cover plays an important role in slope and bank
stabilization through complex interactions between hydromechanics and bi-
otic factors. Plant roots play important role in reducing damage of other
natural hazards such as flooding and debris flows as related to slope and
bank stability in catchments. This work attempts to improve understand-
ing of triggering mechanisms of shallow landslides in vegetated slopes by
proposing and testing a new modeling framework for the quantification of
root reinforcement at various spatial scales from the single root to the stand.
The study begins with a review of the state of the art of methods and mod-
els for quantifying root reinforcement highlighting knowledge gaps the must
be addressed to advance understanding and provide more realistic estimates
of the role of root reinforcement and modes of failure that are upscalable
from the single root to forest stand. The primary knowledge gap lies in the
need to consider dynamic mechanical behavior of lateral root reinforcement
at different spatial scales requiring explicit estimates of root distribution
and dynamic reinforcement.

Formulation of knowledge gaps paved the ways for implementation of
mechanical and hydrological concepts within a new modeling framework
that is spatially resolved from the tree to the stand scale. The modeling
framework is comprised of two main modules: a first is concerned with
estimation of root geometrical and distribution information (number per
diameter class considering the distance and the dimension of tree stems),
and a second module characterizes the mechanical behavior of root bundles
(The Root Bundle Model). The numerical results of the model enable
isolation of most influential variables on root reinforcement (such as root
size distribution, root length, root branching patterns and root tortuousity)
and provided guidance for a series of laboratory and field experiments for
model calibration and validation. To this end, a novel experimental pullout
device was constructed to measure force-displacement behavior of individual
and bundles of roots. We used the device to collect data for calibrating the
Root Bundle Model in well defined soil and root systems. Subsequently,
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we performed field pullout tests using the same set up to determine pullout
behavior of natural root bundles in forested soil profiles for model validation
under natural conditions. We applied the modeling framework for two case
studies illustrating the importance of spatial and dynamic characterization
for realistic implementation of root reinforcement in assessment and analysis
of shallow landslides triggering mechanisms.

The main outcomes of this work can be resume in three important con-
clusions:

• In many cases lateral root reinforcement contribute more than basal
root reinforcement to the stability of shallow landslides with volumes
smaller than 1000-2000 m2 (depending on the situation).

• It is important to consider the progressive failure of root bundles to
obtain realistic force-displacement characterization of root reinforce-
ment, such as the Root Bundle Model does.

• The spatial characterization of root reinforcement at single tree scale
is fundamental to understand and predict the triggering mechanisms
of shallow landslides in vegetated slopes.

The presented methodology gives the possibility for the first time to
upscale the mechanical effects of root reinforcement at the hillslope scale
considering a realistic spatial characterization of its force-displacement be-
haviors. The implementation of such method in models for the simulation
and prediction of shallow landslides represents an important advance be-
cause it allows the three dimensional quantification of forces redistribution
in an unstable slope. Moreover, this methodology may be applied to the
quantitative analysis of other important processes related to rooted-soil me-
chanics such as tree stability and rockfall interactions with trees.

From a practical point of view, the results of this work help to better
quantify the role of protection forests. The proposed modeling framework
represents for the managers and decision makers an important support tool
for the evaluation and management of protection forests. For instance, in
specific conditions of slopes subject to shallow landslides, it is now possible
to define the minimal dimension of unstable masses and the typologies of
forest structures that assure enough local root reinforcement. Based on such
informations, the planing of eventual forest interventions can be evaluated
quantitatively.
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Riassunto

Il monitoraggio e la previsione di rapidi eventi gravitativi sono elementi
importanti per la gestione dei pericoli naturali in regioni montane come
l’arco alpino. Nonostante la sovente ricorrenza di tali eventi, molte ri-
mangano le incertezze sui meccanismi base di formazione di tali fenomeni
e pertanto sulla loro previsione spazio-temporale. I danni dovuti a peri-
coli naturali come piene e colate di fango sono molto spesso connessi ad
altri processi piú a monte, come frane superficiali o stabilitá degli argini.
In questo contesto, la vegetazione contribuisce alla stabilitá dei versanti
tramite un complessa interazione tra effetti diretti ed indiretti. In questo
lavoro vengono presentati risultati volti a migliorare la comprensione e la
quantificazione dei meccanismi che portano alla formazione di frane super-
ficiali sotto copertura vegetale e la descrizione di un nuovo metodo per
la quantificazione del rinforzo radicale a diverse scale spaziali. Nella prima
parte del lavoro viene fatta una revisione dello stato attuale delle conoscenze
riguardo i metodi usati per la quantificazione del rinforzo radicale, individ-
uando e discutendo quali sono le conoscenze fondamentali che mancano
per lo sviluppo di una metodologia piú avanzata per la stima del rinforzo
radicale (dalla singola radice a scala di pendio). La discussione di tale revi-
sione a portato alla conclusione che l’aspetto dinamico del rinforzo laterale
delle radici a differenti scale é l’aspetto piú importante che probabilmente
é stato trascurato. A tale scopo, nuove funzioni per la stima della dis-
tribuzione delle radici e della dinamica di rinforzo sono risultate necessarie.
Sulla base di questo primo studio, concetti di meccanica ed idrologia sono
stati implementati in una nuova metodologia per la caratterizzazione della
dinamica del rinforzo radicale considerando diverse scale di risoluzione. La
metodologia presentata é costituita da due gruppi di funzioni: un primo
gruppo di funzioni é stato sviluppato per la stima della distribuzione di
radici laterali (numero per classe di diametro) considerando la distanza e le
dimensioni degli alberi, mentre un secondo gruppo di funzioni é stato con-
cepito per la caratterizzazione della dinamica del rinforzo radicale (il Root
Bundle Model). I risultati di questo modello numerico hanno consentito
l’individuazione dei parametri che influenzano in maniera fondamentale i
risultati (tipo distribuzione dei diametri delle radici, lunghezza delle radici,
tipo di biforcazioni delle radici e tortuositá delle radici), e di conseguenza
ha consentito di pianificare in maniera oculata una serie di esperimenti di
laboratorio ed in campo per la calibrazione e validazione del modello. A
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questo punto si é presentata la necessitá di realizzare un nuovo tipo di stru-
mentazione che consentisse di registrare la forza di trazione e lo spostamento
di ogni singola radice di un fascio eterogeneo. L’ uso di tale apparecchio in
condizioni controllate di laboratorio ha consentito la calibrazione del ”Root
Bundle Model”. La validazione del modello é stata fatta con esprimenti in
situ testando fasci naturali di radici preparate in profili verticali del suolo.
Infine, la nuova metodologia é stata testata in due casi di studio per valu-
tarne l’ applicazione nella previsione e l’analisi di frane superficiali in bosco.
In questo modo si e’ mostrato l’importanza di tale tipo di risultati per la
gestione delle instabilitá di pendio nella pratica, ma anche l’importanza di
quantificare l’influenza della vegetazione a livello scientifico per compren-
dere i meccanismi di formazione delle frane superficiali. In breve, le conclu-
sioni piú importanti di questo studio possono essere riassunte nei seguenti
punti:

• In molti casi il contributo laterale delle radici é piú importante di
quello basale, soprattuto per frane con volumi minori di 1000-2000
m3 (a seconda delle condizioni).

• É molto importante considerare la rottura progressiva di un fascio di
radici per ottenere un caratterizzazione della dinamica del rinforzo
radicale, come nel caso del ”Root Bundle Model”.

• La caratterizzazione spaziale del rinforzo radicale alla scala di singolo
albero é fondamentale per comprendere e fare previsioni sui meccan-
ismi di formazione delle frane superficiali in pendii vegetati.

La metodologia che viene qui presentata offre oggi la possibilitá per la
prima volta di fare un’ upscaling degli effetti meccanici del rinforzo rad-
icale a scala di pendio, considerando una caratterizzazione spaziale della
dinamica di tale rinforzo. L’implementazione di tale metodo in modelli per
la simulazione e la previsione di frane superficiali consente il calcolo della
ridistribuzione di forze in tre dimensioni durante la formazione di una frana.
Inoltre, questo metodo puó essere applicato nelle analisi quantitative di altri
importanti processi legati alla meccanica dei suoli radicati come l’instabilitá
degli alberi dovuta all’impatto della caduta di sassi o a forti venti.

Da un punto di vista pratico, i risultati di questo lavoro aiutano a meglio
quantificare il ruolo dei boschi di protezione e delle opere di ingegneria
naturalistica. In particolare, il tipo di modello proposto rappresenta uno
strumento unico per i gestori del territorio e selvicoltori per la valutazione
e gestione dei boschi di protezione. Per esempio, in certe condizioni di
pendii soggetti a smottamenti e frane, oggi é possibile definire le dimensioni
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minime di possibili masse instabili e le tipologie di strutture forestali in
grado di garantire localmente un rinforzo radicale sufficiente. Sulla base di
tali informazioni é perció possibile pianificare eventuali interventi forestali
in modo quantitativo.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Landslide cause many injuries, deaths, and damages around the world, af-
fecting political decisions and management strategies. In mountainous ar-
eas, the effects of natural hazards are exacerbated by topography and lim-
ited accessibility. In Switzerland, debris flows and landslides occur regularly.
About 8% of natural slopes are considered unstable [Romang et al., 2003].
With increases in population and tourism in this alpine region [Wehrli et
al., 2007] risks due to natural hazards have increased significantly. On av-
erage, landslides in Switzerland cause more than 3 million Swiss francs of
damage and kill 6 people per year [BAFU, 2010]. Landslides and related
erosional processes have also important impacts difficult to quantify [Brang
et al., 2006]. For example, the amount of sediment moved and deposited in
a catchment is strongly related to its landslide and erosion activity. Thus,
the intensity of debris flows and floods are indirectly related to hillslope
and bank-stability processes.

The term landslide is generally used to describe a wide range of processes
from large rock slides to small shallow landslides of soil. Various classifica-
tion schemes based on dimensions, velocity, or source material have been
proposed [van Asch et al., 2007]. Herein, we use the term shallow landslide
to indicate a rapid mass movement of soil less than 2 meters deep. For
those types of mass movements, vegetation is recognized to influence both
the hydrology and the mechanics of the slope, affecting the susceptibility of
the slope to landsliding.

In the context of slope stability, vegetation can have a positive effect on
the hydrology of a hillslope by increasing interception, evapo-transpiration,
drainage capacity and field capacity. Negative effects are stem flow, lo-
calized infiltration, and the creation of hydrological discontinuities in the
soil profile. The positive effect of evapo-transpiration and interception are
widely recognized, whereas the effects on drainage capacity are far behind

1
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to be understood and quantified. From a mechanical point of view, veg-
etation has other positive effects such as root reinforcement, buttressing
effects, arching effects, and, in some cases, better soil structure and ag-
gregate stability. Negative effects are increased weight and wind throws
solicitations, both not well understood. While negative mechanical effects
are not always important or can often be neglected, positive effects such as
root reinforcement may play an important role. Traditionally, only basal
root reinforcement crossing the slope-parallel failure surface of a landslide
was considered. In recent years the importance of lateral root reinforce-
ment on the perimeter of the sliding mass was also recognized. As a general
rule it is known that the stabilization effect of lateral root reinforcement is
inversely proportional to the volume of the unstable mass. In Switzerland,
many landslides are small (≤ 400 m3) [Rickli and Graf, 2009] and thus one
expects vegetation to play a considerable role in lateral reinforcement.

In Switzerland 43% of the forest cover is classified as protection for-
est and about 15,000 ha of this forest (3.5%) is maintained by government
subsidies every year [LFI3, 2010]. Protection forests are defined as forests
whose primary function is the protection of people and assets against the
impacts of natural hazards or adverse climate [Brang et al, 2007]. The Swiss
government is heavily involved in the management of protection forests with
investments in research and practical site interventions. In 2008, 97 million
Swiss francs were spent for protection against natural hazards, and 60% of
that amount was used for the management of protection forests [BAFU,
2010]. Switzerland is one of the first European countries that developed
detailed guidelines for the management of protection forests on the basis
of state-of-the-art scientific knowledge. Moreover, the interest in bioengi-
neering techniques to stabilize slopes susceptible to landslide or erosion has
increased all around the world in the last two decades. These techniques
promote friendly environmental protection at low costs [Koch, 2003] and
thus are more sustainable than traditional civil engineering techniques. For
slope stabilization, bioengineering techniques are based on the use of natu-
ral materials such as stones, wood, and live plants. The effects of vegetation
in bioengineering are generally considered to be limited to erosion control
and stabilization of slopes that are less than 2 meters deep [Florineth, 2004].
Quantifying these effects still remains a difficult problem. Models proposed
thus far yield controversial results and are either too crude or too complex
for practical applications. For both the management of protection forests
and for the planning of protection measures that use live plants, a good es-
timation of root reinforcement is very important and needs suitable models
that can be considered in both academic and practical studies.

In the context of the TRAMM project [CCES, 2010], this Ph.D. fo-
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cuses on the spatial and the dynamical quantification of root reinforcement
from the scale of single root up to a forest stand (see Figure 1.1). As ex-
plained in more details in the introductions of the following chapters, the
first important works on this topic were done in the ’70 and ’80 by Wu
et al. [1979] and Waldron and Dekassian [1981] using simple approaches
that found widespread applications in science and practice. Only recently,
new advanced methods were introduced and discussed [Pollen and Simon,
2005; Mickovski et al., 2009], in particular the ”Fiber Bundle Model”. This
model, first used by the material science community, allows a better esti-
mation of the maximal root reinforcement and, more importantly, is able
to characterize the force-displacement behaviors of bundles of roots (see
Figure 1.2).

The characterization of the force-displacement behavior of root rein-
forcement is important because it permits to better understand the role of
root networks in the triggering mechanisms of shallow landslides. However,
not all experiments required to understand the capability of this new ap-
proach have been performed and not all possible extensions of the model
have been tested yet. Therefore, new numerical and experimental results
are presented in this work aiming to cover these gaps.

The main objective of this work was to extend the knowledge about the
triggering mechanisms of shallow landslide on vegetated hillslopes using new
experimental and modeling approaches. In particular, we aim to develop
a quantitative framework for the characterization of the root dynamical
reinforcement at scales that range from the single root to forest stands.
In a logical series the fundamental steps to achieve this objective can be
summarized as:

Figure 1.1: Illustration of upscaling sequence of root reinforcement consid-
ering scales ranging from a single root to a forest stand: [a] scale of a single
root, [b] scale of a bundle of roots, [c] a single tree root system, and [d]
scale of a forest stand on a hillslope. Part of Chapter 2.
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Figure 1.2: Example of tensile strength of a bundle of roots as a function of
displacement. The graph shows the difference between Wu’s model (WM)
and the fiber bundle model (FBM). Part of Chapter 6.

• Highlight knowledge gaps for the upscaling of root reinforcement to
the stand scale.

• Develop a new model for the dynamical quantification of root rein-
forcement.

• Develop an upscaling framework for the spatial characterization of
root reinforcement in vegetated hillslopes.

• Calibrate and validate the models with specific laboratory and field
experiments.

• Test the developed modeling framework with case studies.

In the following chapters, we present five papers in a logical sequence
that starts from the preliminary review and conceptual work (Chapter 2),
goes though the modeling (Chapter 3) and experimental work (Chapter 4),
and concludes with the application of the modeling framework to two case
studies (Chapter 5 and 6).

1.1 References
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2.1 Abstract

A review of present modeling approaches for root reinforcement in vege-
tated steep hillslopes reveals critical gaps in consideration of plant-soil in-
teractions at various scales of interest for shallow landslide prediction. We
propose a new framework for systematic quantification of root reinforce-
ment at scales ranging from single root representation to single tree root
system, to reinforcement within a stand of trees. In addition to standard
basal reinforcement considered in most approaches, we highlight the critical
role of roots in stabilizing slopes through lateral reinforcement. We review
primary geometrical and mechanical properties of root systems and their
function in reinforcement of soil mass. We consider stress-strain relation-
ships for a bundle of roots using the formalism of the fiber bundle model
(FBM) that offers a natural means for up scaling mechanical behavior of
root systems. We propose extension of the FBM to consider key root and
soil parameters such as root diameter distribution, tortuosity, soil type, soil
moisture and friction between soil and root surface. The spatial distribu-
tion of root mechanical reinforcement around a single tree is computed from
consideration of root diameter and density distributions based on easy to
measure properties. Root reinforcement distribution for a stand of trees
was obtained from spatial and mechanical superposition of individual tree
values considering their positions on a hillslope. Potential applications of
the proposed approach are illustrated in a numerical experiment of spatial
strength distribution in a hypothetical slope with one thousand trees ran-
domly distributed. The analyses result in spatial distribution of weak and
strong zones within the slope where landslide triggering is expected in large
and continuous zones with low reinforcement values. Mapping such zones
would enhance the quality of landslide susceptibility maps and optimization
of silvicultural measures in protection forests.

2.2 Introduction

Landslides and debris flows are common natural hazards in alpine regions
[Schmid et al., 2004; Lateltin et al., 2005]. The significant role of veg-
etation in stabilizing hillslopes and mitigating some of the risks posed by
such hazardous mass movements is well established [Wu et al., 1988a; Sidle,
1992; Watson et al., 1999; Montgomery et al., 2000; Osman and Barakbah,
2006;]. Consequently, vegetation plays prominent role in risk mitigation
strategies for such natural hazards, for example, by promoting and manag-
ing protective forest covers. Notwithstanding the considerable body of re-
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search, complex interactions between vegetation and natural slopes present
a challenge; even basic questions concerning the extent to which vegeta-
tion increases slope stability elude quantification. Nevertheless, efforts to
incorporate root reinforcement effects in models for hillslope stability and
landslide occurrence must continue.

Several state-of-the-art models for shallow slope stability such as GEOtop
[Simoni et al., 2007] and SHETRAN [Bathurst et al., 2007] implement hy-
drological and mechanical modules to evaluate landslide susceptibility in
large catchments. Similar models are also available for small [a few square
kilometers] catchments [Montgomery and Dietrich, 1994; Sidle and Wu,
2001]. The role of vegetation in these models is incorporated by introduc-
ing an additional cohesion term for the basal failure surface. The effect
of vegetation is thus reduced to an apparent cohesion term homogeneously
distributed in root zone layer over the landscape. Understandably, a more
detailed description might be computationally prohibitive for large catch-
ments, however, for smaller scale applications (e.g., a single hillslope) and
even for derivation of a more realistic upscaling of an effective cohesion
term, spatial and temporal variations exhibited by root cohesion must be
considered (figure 2.1). Recent studies have used Finite Elements to rep-
resent detailed cohesion behavior in three-dimensional systems [Kokutse
et al., 2006], and in two-dimensional analysis considering basal root rein-
forcement [Van Beek et al., 2005; Danjon et al., 2007; Genet et al., 2008].
Variations in mechanical reinforcement at the root-zone-scale are partic-
ularly important for small and shallow landslides with lateral dimensions
of 10 to 2000 m2 [Reneau and Dietrich, 1987]. Naturally, we should ex-
pect complexities arising from the distribution of root sizes and details of
root-soil mechanical reinforcement [Krogstad, 1995; Schmidt et al., 2001;
Sakals and Sidle, 2004; Danjon et al., 2007], however, such interactions also
demonstrate that application of uniform cohesion term may represent an
oversimplified picture that could overlook susceptibilities emerging when
more complete stress-strain relationship of root systems and characteristics
of their distribution are included in calculations of slope stability.

The stabilizing effects of vegetation on steep slopes have been addressed
in many recent studies [Sidle and Wu, 2001; Pollen et al., 2004; Tosi, 2007].
For shallow bedrock or shallow slip surfaces, the primary mechanical func-
tion of roots is enhancement of basal shear strength. For deeper soil bedrock
interface and similar scenarios, basal root reinforcement is relatively minor
because only a small fraction of roots may reach the depth of a failure
plane [Schmidt et al., 2001; Rickli, 2001, Nicoll et al., 2006]. Lateral root
reinforcement may affect onset and size of a shallow landslide [Reneau and
Dietrich, 1987; Schmidt et al., 2001; Roering et al. 2003; Gray and Barker,
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of upscaling sequence of root reinforcement consid-
ering scales ranging from a single root to a forest stand: [a] scale of a single
root, [b] scale of a bundle of roots, [c] a single tree root system, and [d]
scale of a forest stand on a hillslope.

2004]. In the presence of significant lateral root reinforcement, the area that
must be destabilized in order to trigger a landslide increases [Reneau and
Dietrich, 1987]. Notwithstanding preliminary attempts to quantify lateral
root reinforcement [Krogstad, 1995; Zhou et al., 1998; Roering et al., 2003;
Sakals and Sidle, 2004] a comprehensive modeling framework for spatial
distribution of lateral root reinforcement is urgently needed.

The primary objectives of this study are to review present models for
vegetation hydro-mechanical function in steep slopes, to identify concep-
tual and practical gaps in present models, and to introduce elements of
a new modeling framework for quantifying lateral root reinforcement con-
sidering scales ranging from a single root to an entire stand. The role of
root reinforcement in hillslope stability and landslide triggering would in-
clude explicit consideration of root distributions and mechanical properties
of bundles of roots, with special focus on tensile root reinforcement (figure
2.2). The study is organized as follows: we first review root properties af-
fecting soil mechanical reinforcement; following a discussion of limitations
and gaps we propose tools for quantifying root distribution and derive new
methods to estimate mechanical properties [e.g. behavior of bundles of
roots]. Finally, we discuss potential extensions of the proposed approach
and its suitability for modeling landslide triggering in steep terrain.
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of the activation of root reinforcement during the
formation of a tension crack of a shallow landslide.

2.3 Review on Root Properties Relevant

for Root Reinforcement

The key properties of roots known to affect mechanical reinforcement of
steep hillslopes are root size [diameter, length], spatial arrangement and
associated soil root mechanical interactions. In the following we summarize
typical values reported in the literature concerning number and size of tree
roots and related topological information such as branching and tortuosity
[Dupuy et al., 2005a; Hamza et al., 2007; Wu, 2007]. For brevity we provide
a summary of the state of the art in root reinforcement modeling at different
scales from single root to tree stand, illustrating that a more consistent
and encompassing framework for organizing and implementing information
is needed. Data from several studies are used to propose a new modeling
framework.
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Root distribution

Root types

A commonly employed classification of root mechanical function is based
on root diameters distinguishing between so called fine and coarse roots
[Santantonio, 1990; Tobin et al., 2007]. Fine roots are smaller than 1-2 mm
in diameter and typically represent less than 5% of total tree biomass. Fine
roots are denoted as tertiary root system and provide more than 90% of
the water and nutrient uptake of a root system. Within this class of roots
other physio-genetic classes of roots are distinguished [Majdi et al., 2005;
Zobel, 2005] exhibiting complex topological features, most prominently root
branching order [Wang et al., 2006; Borja et al., 2008]. The mass distribu-
tion of fine roots depends on growth and death of individual root tips with
relatively high turnover rate [Majdi et al., 2005; Borja et al., 2008] depend-
ing on local conditions [Johnsen et al., 2005] and season. Pregitzer et al.
[2002] considered the life cycle of lateral fine roots as deciduous elements in
the same sense as leaves or needles.

Coarse roots [>2 mm] make up 15-25% of total tree biomass and consist
of four classes: taproot, lateral roots, basal roots and adventitious roots
[sinkers]. They can be subdivided into primary and secondary roots [Zobel,
2005], with secondary roots originating from the primary roots that are
connected directly to the stem. Those root classes have a structural role
and their distribution is less influenced by belowground competition. In
some cases, coarse roots of neighboring trees may form grafts (Faser et al.,
2005].

Root diameter-density distributions and root length

The spatial distribution of root diameters around a tree defines typical root
architectures classified as one of three types: heart roots system, plate roots
system and tap root system [Kokutse et al., 2006]. Numerous studies report
measurements, characterization and visualization of root systems [Drexhage
and Gruber, 1999; Danjon et al., 2005; Danjon and Reubens, 2008]. How-
ever, only a few provide data regarding root diameter distribution. Ex-
perimental results linking root frequency and root diameters obtained for
various distances from tree stem are reported by Coutts [1983], Henderson
et al. [1983] Wu et al. [1988b], Moroni et al. [2003], Sakals and Sidle [2004]
and Kondo et al. [2004]. It is well known that development and structure of
root systems under natural conditions are controlled by both genetic char-
acteristics and external factors operating in the rooting environment [Genet
et al., 2008]. Root mass distribution around a tree, for example, is seldom
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symmetrical under most natural conditions due to heterogeneities in micro-
topography, soil physical properties, distribution of nutrients, soil water,
below-ground competition [Coutts, 1989; Nicoll and Ray, 1996; Chiatante
et al., 2003a, 2003b; Nicoll et al, 2006], light interception by the crown, soil
temperature [Steel et al., 1997], site cultivation, prevailing wind direction
and soil movement [Reubens et al., 2007].

Measurements of root distributions around individual isolated trees re-
vealed that fine-root biomass (FRB) decreases with increasing distance from
the stem [Ammer and Wagner, 2005]. The density of fine roots is assumed
to be uniformly distributed in the lateral direction under homogeneous for-
est canopy [Stober et al., 2000; Puhe, 2003]. The resulting homogeneous
fine root density under a stand is due to the fact that overlapping root sys-
tems of neighbouring trees may increase fine root density up to maximum
value sustainable by below ground resources [Brisson and Reynolds, 1994;
Casper et al., 2003]. For intra or interspecific competition, studies have re-
ported vertical niche differentiation [Schmid and Kazda, 2002; Achat et al.,
2008], which may modify root density patterns. In contrast with the notion
of uniform fine root distribution, several studies reported spatial variations
in fine root density [Bedeneau and Auclair, 1989; Mller and Wagner, 2003;
Yanai et al., 2006] and total root biomass density [Genet et al., 2008], espe-
cially in tree stands where the growth is limited by extreme climatic factors
or irregular canopy cover [Puhe, 2003]. Achat et al. [2008] pointed out
that variability of fine root distribution is clearly a function of observation
surface [high variability for a surface of 0.0025 m2 and lower variability
considering surface of 0.04 m2]. The distribution and amount of root mass
depend also on the season [Babu et al., 2001]. Tree density in a stand
seems to be an important factor influencing the mean fine root biomass
[Puhe, 2003; Borja et al., 2008].

At the scale of a single tree root system, Roering et al. [2003] have
shown a strong correlation between tree stem diameter at breast height
[DBH] and root zone effective radius, defined as maximum distance from
the stem where coarse roots are found (Figure 2.3). Typically, the lateral
extent of a tree root zone is considered to be about 1 to 3 times its crown
radius [Kuiper and Coutts, 1992; Drexhage and Gruber, 1998; Casper et
al., 2003; Gray and Barker, 2004; Johnsen et al., 2005].

In addition to lateral extent of a root zone, in some cases, the maximum
rooting depth is another important factor for root reinforcement function.
Root depth is often restricted by bedrock, porosity, moisture, soil struc-
ture, nutrients, and by climatic conditions [Tobin et al., 2007]. Laio et al.
[2006] presented a model linking mean rooting depth with soil type and
climatic conditions. High values of mechanical impedance limit root pen-
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etration. Typical values for root penetration pressures are in the range of
0.8 to 1.5 MPa, depending on soil hydration conditions and spatial hetero-
geneity in soil strength [Clark et al., 2003]. Montagu et al. [2001] show that
compensatory growth occurred when roots encountered horizontally com-
pacted layers, but not when they encountered vertically compacted layers.
When cracks or old root channels exist, roots clump together and may grow
through compacted layers [Clark et al., 2003]. Variations in root density
with depth are often expressed in terms of a simple parametric model such
as an exponential decay or a gamma function [Abe and Iwamoto, 1990; Abe
and Ziemer, 1991; Abernethy and Rutherfurd, 2001; Schenk and Jackson,
2002; Bischetti et al., 2005; Laio et al., 2006; Docker and Hubble 2009]
(Figure 2.4). Docker and Hubble [2009] present the results of root system
architectural analysis and how the quantity of root material varies both
with depth and lateral distance from the tree stem. The advantage in con-
sidering the importance of the 2D root distribution for the estimation of
root reinforcement is limited by the fact that only information on root cross
section area are used, instead of root diameter distributions [as needed for
the RBM].

Root length exerts considerable influence on the amount of displace-
ment needed to engage its maximum tensile strength. Studies have found
that root length is linearly correlated with root diameter [Waldron and
Dakessian, 1981; Wu et al., 1988b]. However the definition of root length
is often inconsistent and may be interpreted differently as a function of the
root geometry and topology. In this work we define root length as the sum
of root segments connecting the considered root cross-section with the fur-
thermost root tip belonging to the main root [length to the end of the root
system].

Root geometrical features

Root systems form complex structures of interconnected fibrous elements re-
sulting in diverse root system architectures affecting their hydro-mechanical
function. Mechanically important characteristics of root structure are branch-
ing order [Wang et al., 2006] and branching intervals along the root. The
branching order decreases towards the origins of the root system [tree stem]
as branches merge together defining branching points, with the distance be-
tween a pair of such points known as root branching distance. Two types of
branching geometry are often distinguished: either an apex that continues
to grow straight and produces second-order lateral branches, or two termi-
nal apices appear and replace the former single apex at the tip of the root
[Dupuy et al., 2005b]. While the number and order of branches is important
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Figure 2.3: Literature-based allometric relations between the maximum
extent of lateral roots [down to 1-2 mm in diameter] and tree stem diameter
at 1.3 m high [DBH], considering different tree species. Note Vanomsen
[2006] considered roots larger than 50 mm in diameter only, these data
were not used in the linear regression.

for the pullout resistance, the branching angle has only a limited influence,
as it varies during the application of a tensile stress before the maximum
resistance is reached [Nilaweera and Nutalaya, 1999; Dupuy et al., 2005a].
Another geometrical factor is the tortuosity defined as the ratio between
effective length of a root and the length of a straight line joining both ends
of the root. This parameter is considered important in the first part of the
strain curve of a root tensile test because it reduces the apparent Youngs
modulus of the root tissue to 60%. Theoretically the resisting force pro-
duced by each root during a landslide failure, is a function of its orientation
and strain. Given the range of possible root orientations and tortuosity,
some of the roots will be strained past breaking while others are just begin-
ning to strain and some have not even straightened [Krogstad, 1995]. Gray
and Ohashi [1983] have shown from laboratory tests that perpendicular ori-
entations of reinforcing fibers provide comparable reinforcement to random
orientated fibers. Analytical calculation [Waldron, 1977] shows that a cor-
rection factor for the geometry effects for a single root ranges between 1.1
and 1.3 for shear reinforcement; usually a mean value of 1.2 is used in the
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calculations [Bischetti et al., 2005].

Root mechanical properties

Mechanical properties of individual roots

A wealth of information is available regarding tensile strength of roots for
different plant species and root diameters [Nilaweera and Nutalaya, 1999;
Operstein and Frydman, 2000; Abernethy and Rutherfurd, 2001; Gray and
Barker, 2004; Pollen et al., 2004; Bischetti et al., 2005; Mattia et al., 2005;
Tosi, 2007; De Beats et al., 2008].

The dependency of the stress-strain relationship on root diameter are at-
tributed to variations in tissue density and cellulose content and are affected
by branching order [Genet et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2006]. Considerably
less information is available concerning values of Young’s modulus or the
slope of the stress-strain relationship during root tensile tests. Some infor-
mation may be found in Operstein and Frydman [2000], Tosi [2007], Fan
and Su [2008] and Commandeur and Pyles [1991] (Figure 2.5).

Knowledge of the Young’s modulus is important for quantifying pro-
cesses inducing mechanical activation of the root-soil interface and its shear
strength [Mickovski et al., 2007]. For measurements in soils, root tortuos-
ity may affect the apparent Youngs modulus because a tortuous root may
stretch with reduced stress transmission to the root tissue [Commandeur
and Pyles, 1991].

One of the most challenging mechanical parameters to quantify is the
shear strength at the interface between root and soil [Waldron, 1977; Wu
et al. 1988a; Gray and Barker, 2004; Dupuy et al., 2005a; Wu, 2007] due
to its dependence on soil type, water content [Fan and Su, 2008; Pollen,
2008], root-soil interface cohesive strength, root-soil interface friction angle
and root-soil interface shear stiffness [Sivakumar Babu et al., 2008]. Ennos
[1989] reported that root hairs and root exudation promote anchoring of
young roots due to enhanced contact area between root and soil. Czarnes
et al. [1999] observed that increased water content induces longer roothair
production in corn seedlings resulting in higher friction in dry soils. The
friction between soil and root determines the type of mechanical failure:
in cohesive soils, small roots tend to break under dry conditions and slip
out under wetter conditions [Pollen, 2008]. When roots break, the observed
root strength drops abruptly to zero, whereas when a root slips out, the ap-
parent root strength may drop to lower values that decrease exponentially
with slip distance [Mickovski et al., 2007; Docker and Hubble, 2008]. The
friction coefficient determines the activated root length during a pull out
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test [Waldron and Dakessian, 1981] and influences the apparent tensile stiff-
ness of the root as shown in Hamza et al. [2007]. An additional attribute
affecting root-soil friction is the number of branching points. Experimental
evidence suggests that increasing the number of branching points increases
pullout force [Mickovski et al., 2007] and influences the type of failure [Nor-
ris, 2005].

In summary, mechanical properties of individual roots imparting tensile
soil reinforcement are related principally to root maximum tensile strength,
Youngs modulus of a root, soil compression properties, root tortuosity, di-
mensions and frequency of root branching points and magnitude of friction
coefficient at the root-soil interface. The influence of water content on root
mechanical behavior may be lumped into soil compression properties and
also into the friction coefficient at the root-soil interface. In the following
sections we demonstrate how these parameters fit into the proposed mod-
eling framework for upscaling root reinforcement and mechanical response.

Mechanical properties of root bundles

In recent years, models for mechanical interactions of bundles of roots have
been formulated within the formalism of the fiber bundle model [Sornette,
1989; Kun et al., 2007] as alternative building blocks to standard single
root models [Wu et al., 1979]. The fiber bundle model (FBM) framework
describes stress-strain relationships of populations of fibers linking applied
stress to macroscopic displacement of the bundle. The FBM is well estab-
lished for modeling mechanical fatigue and failure of composite materials,
and has recently been employed for describing root reinforcement [Pollen
et al., 2004] employing similar concepts to Waldron and Dakessian [1981].
The study of Pollen and Simon [2005] demonstrated that FBM results are in
better agreement with laboratory and field tests than the standard single-
root model of Wu et al. [1979], which tends to yield overestimates of the
stress. The FBM could be used to explain consistent biases and correction
factors proposed by various authors [Bischetti et al., 2005; Wu, 2007] that
are required to fit the model of Wu et al. [1979] to experimental data.

The application of an FBM approach to root reinforcement modeling
enables reliable simulation of global failure behaviors of experimental re-
sults reported in the literature [Wu and Watson, 1998; Anderson et al.,
1989; Ekanayake and Phillips, 1999; Pollen et al., 2004; Goldsmith, 2006;
Mickovski et al., 2007], where stress-strain curves are obtained from highly
variable reinforcement subjected to a few centimeters of displacement.

The simplest and classical application of the FBM uses global load shar-
ing [GLS] rules as in Pollen et al. [2004] where stresses are uniformly re-
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distributed between all surviving fibers in the bundle, and the stress-strain
relations are subsequently calculated considering constant Youngs modulus.
Furthermore the thresholds of maximal tensile strength of the different fiber
classes are usually estimated using statistical models [such as the Weibull
distribution].

Numerous other possibilities are available for extending the FBM ap-
proach to consider different failure mechanisms, load sharing, and fiber
properties. The modeling of the mechanical behavior in a bundle of roots
offers distinct advantages over single root representation where many of the
geometrical and mechanical properties of a root system may be represented
and accounted (for example the distribution of root classes, estimation of
maximum tensile strength, estimation of Youngs modulus, estimation of
root length]. More important, the composite behavior of the root system
may naturally emerge within such a framework. Finally, progressive failure
of soil root systems is accommodated and adds realism to the modeling of
such complex processes.

Figure 2.4: Root distribution as a function of soil depth. The data reported
in Schenk and Jackson [2002] represent the mean of 33 soil profiles of Boreal
forests and 48 soil profiles of cool temperate forests mostly considering
percentage weight. The data of Bischetti et al. [2005] are the mean values
of root section area of three Norway spruces excavated in north Italy.
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Figure 2.5: Values of elastic modulus versus root diameter [with bark] for
different plant species [Sesbania cannabina, Medicago sativa, Rosmarinus
officinalis, Pistacia lentiscus and Cistus].

Knowledge gaps in root reinforcement modeling

The key gaps in quantifying root reinforcement and their mechanical be-
havior in natural systems are best understood by considering the target
prediction scale, namely the stand scale and reflecting back on mechanical
behavior at the intermediate scales [root zone and single root]. The open
questions [and gaps] pertain to how one should systematically consider
reinforcement imparted by roots of spatially distributed stands of trees,
each with a characteristic root zone with variations of root length, size and
strength as a function of distance from the stem, and how to incorporate
their progressive mechanical response where not all roots are activated and
fail at the same displacement or applied load. Only a few models have thus
far considered the spatial distribution of root reinforcement with explicit
consideration of the structure of vegetation cover [Sakals and Sidle, 2004;
Kokutse et al., 2006; Genet et al., 2008]. Of these only Sakals and Sidle
[2004] account for root distribution; however, the basis of their root rein-
forcement model is the Wu et al. [1979] approach for single root mechanics.
Some progress could be gained from consideration of root bundle models
such as the FBM [Pollen, 2008] which offers a more realistic means for up-
scaling and quantifying root reinforcement. A cursory review of the widely
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used Wu approach, shows the consistent overestimation of this method.
The importance of considering the spatial distribution of trees in a stand,

root system distribution and architecture [at least in a general sense], and
the gradual and cooperative activation and failure of bundles of roots, could
be addressed [at least partially] by extension of the FBM formalism. Of
course, the implementation of such new methodology and framework re-
quires new parameterization and experimental data not considered previ-
ously. In the context of the proposed framework in this study, information
regarding root distribution and characteristics of failure mechanisms of in-
dividual pulled roots is particularly important and limiting.

2.4 A Modeling Framework for Root

Reinforcement in Steep Slopes

In this section we propose a modeling framework for quantifying root re-
inforcement in soils at scales ranging from single root to an entire stand
of trees, addressing key knowledge gaps discussed above. Among the novel
elements in the proposed framework is the explicit treatment of root dis-
tribution effects on mechanical reinforcement, overlapping of root systems,
and development of building blocks for integrating mechanical interactions
at all scales. We defer detailed tests of various modules and limit the
presentation to essential elements and conceptual steps [assumptions and
limitations] required for introducing the new framework. A general road
map for the proposed root reinforcement framework is depicted in Figure
2.6.

Root distribution model

Recognizing the laborious and prohibitively expensive task of detailed char-
acterization of root distributions, various correlations have been proposed
for estimating root-related parameters from above ground and easy-to-
measure properties of a tree. For mechanical reinforcement considerations
we are particularly interested in quantifying the frequency of roots of dif-
ferent diameter classes at different position in a forest stand. Our modeling
approach consists in a static fractal branching model [Tobin et al., 2007],
similar to those used by Diggle [ROOTMAP, 1988], Lynch et al. [Sim-
Root, 1997], Ozier-Lafontaine et al. [FractRoot, 1999] or Pages et al. [Root
Typ, 2004]. We propose the use of simple morphogenetic parameters such
as mean radial branching distance and root diameter proportionality factor
[Van Noordwijk et al., 1994; Ozier-Lafontaine et al., 1999; Vercambre et al.,
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Figure 2.6: A roadmap for the proposed modeling framework. The input
parameters needed for the modeling are the position of the tree and other
attributes like dimension of the tree [DBH], tree species, soil type and soil
water content. These inputs are used to run the single root pullout model
and the root distribution model. The outputs of these models flow together
in the root bundle model [RBM] for the calculation of displacement depen-
dent root reinforcement in the different zones of a vegetated hillslope.

2003; Collet et al., 2006]. The parameters considered may vary among dif-
ferent tree species and we limited the review and modeling in this study to
spruce tree species [Picea abies ]. Ultimately, we opted for modeling mean
root density distribution in three dimensions for different root diameter
classes (figure 2.7). The starting point for our modeling of root distribution
is the information regarding fine root distribution. The distribution of root
diameters associated with primary and secondary root systems is assumed
to be strongly correlated with mean fine root distribution and distance from
the tree stem. The total number of fine roots associated with an individual
tree may be estimated from the sapwood area, crown volume, or other tree
properties [Mller and Wagner, 2003; Sakai et al., 2007; Al Alfa et al., 2008;
Cermak et al., 2008; Wälder and W”alder, 2008] as follows:
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Nfr = µP (2.1)

where Nfr is the total number of fine roots, µ is a pipe theory coefficient
and P is an allometric parameter of a tree such as Leaf Area Index, sapwood
area, crown volume or stem basal area. Additionally, the maximal lateral
(radial) extent of a root system (dmax) may be estimated using empirical
relationships such as proposed by Roering et al. [2003] and Ammer and
Wagner [2005]. We employed a model similar to that of Ammer and Wagner
[2005] to estimate density of fine roots (Dfr) as a function of distance from
a single tree stem (dstem) as depicted in figure 2.8.

Dfr =
Nfr

dmax

[
0.6 + 0.4

dstem
5DBH

]
if dstem < 5DBH (2.2)

and

Dfr =
Nfr/dmax
2πdstem

if dstem > 5DBH (2.3)

The importance of fine root distribution is in reflecting conditions of inter
and intra-specific competition: we assume that two neighboring root sys-
tems may overlap without influencing root distribution if their combined
fine root density remains below a threshold value. The maximum fine root
density threshold value is considered as a characteristic of the forest stand
reflecting climatic and soil factors, notably organic matter, field capacity
and specific surface area [Ostonen et al., 1999]. The scarce number of liter-
ature values report fine root density values in the range between 10 and 40
roots per vertical square meter for different tree species [Coutts, 1983; Wu
et al., 1988b; Moroni et al., 2003].

The density of coarse roots as a function of distance from the stem is
deduced by assuming a constant value of branching distance [BD] [Van No-
ordwijik et al., 1994; OzierLafontaine et al., 1999]. At each branching point
a coarse root may split into finer diameter roots, maintaining a constant
proportionality factor [PF ] between pre-branching crosssectional areas of a
coarse root and the sum of cross-sectional areas of finer roots after branch-
ing [Van Noordwijik et al., 1994; Wang et al., 2006]. The proportionality
factor varies between 0.75 and 1. Maximum root diameter [RDmax] at a
prescribed distance from stem can be calculated according to:

RDmax = [[dmax − dstem]/BD]CSAfrPF (2.4)

where CSAfr is the mean cross-section area of fine roots, dstem,max and
dstem are the maximum rooting distance from the stem (figure 2.1) and
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Figure 2.7: Illustration of lateral root distribution at three different dis-
tances from tree stem. Note the decrease in maximum root diameter with
increasing distance [calculated values for spruce are given in Figures 2.8 and
2.9].

the distance from stem at which RDmax is calculated, respectively. For a
given maximum lateral root system extent and for a given fine root density
the diameter of coarse roots at each branching point is computed defining
root diameter as a function of the distance from the stem. Hence, for each
distance from a tree, a maximum root diameter [RDmax] is computed as
an upper bound for root diameter distribution [assigned a value of zero
frequency for convenience]. The fine root frequency at the same distance
corresponds to a value shown in Figure 2.8. The number of roots as a
function of root diameter for diameter values between fine root size and
maximum diameter is calculated on the basis of empirical root distribu-
tion data [Waldron and Dakessian, 1981; Wu et al., 1988b; Moroni et al.;
2003]. The resulting root distribution function used for the estimation is
the following:
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Figure 2.8: Fine root density distribution [crossing a soil vertical profile of
1 m2] as a function of distance from tree stem, for different tree diameters
(denoted DBH in [mm]). Fine root density attains a maximum value at a
radial distance equal to five times tree diameter.

Nroot = Dfr [[log[RDmax]log[RD]]/log[RDmax]]RD
λ (2.5)

where λ is the fitted exponent for an empirical set of data as show in Figure
2.9. Based on the relationships presented in Figures 2.8 and 2.9 it is possible
to determine the coarse and fine root spatial distribution around a tree. For
illustration purposes we calculated the root distribution for a spruce tree
with 300 mm DBH under homogeneous soil and environmental conditions
(figure 2.10). Although we do not plan to model vertical distribution of
roots, this information could be estimated using the statistics of root depth
distributions [Nicoll et al., 2006; Schenk, 2008] and maximum rooting depth.
Based on the estimation of a maximum rooting depth, which depends on
the tree dimension, the eco-hydrological conditions, the pedology of the site
and other morphological root parameters, it is possible to extrapolate the
root diameter distribution along the soil profile.

Mechanical properties of individual roots

After establishing size and spatial distribution of root diameters, we now
focus on other topological attributes important for mechanical reinforce-
ment. The geometry and the main structural elements of the root analogue
used for the parameterization in modeling of root mechanical behaviors are
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Figure 2.9: Modeled and measured root distribution [in a vertical square
meter] determined for a tree with a stem diameter of 200 mm [DBH] at 2.5
m distance from the stem. The data were collected for eight spruces with
diameter between 150 and 300 mm in a trench area of 0.25 m2 at 2.5 m
distance from tree stem. In this case µ has a value of 08.

shown in figure 2.11. The choice of parameters and applied range of values
were based on literature data presented in the review section. In the fol-
lowing section we highlight main derivations used for modeling single root
pullout behavior. The mechanical properties of individual roots with differ-
ent diameters are estimated considering various mechanical and geometrical
interactions. For low tensile stresses applied to roots embedded in soil, stud-
ies observed lower than average Youngs modulus values [typically for up to
5% strain] attributed to geometrical adjustment of roots from their initially
tortuous arrangement as they stretch [Commandeur and Pyles, 1991]. We
assume that part of this stretching mechanism is likely to take place in the
early stages of tensile crack formation in soil, and it is implemented in the
model with the following condition:

ifε < Tt then Et = Et (2.6)

where ε is the strain, Et is the apparent Youngs modulus of tortuous roots
and E is the Youngs modulus of straight roots [equal to Youngs modulus of
the root material]. An empirical reduction coefficient t is assumed to vary
from 0 to 1. The tortuousity threshold [Tt] is estimated to vary between 0
and 5%. Both the threshold and the reduction coefficient are dependent on
root tortuosity of and soil conditions (soil type, confining pressure and water
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Figure 2.10: Root distribution of a spruce with 300 mm stem diameter
(DBH). The thickest roots are close to the tree and the maximum root
diameter decreases with increasing distance. The projection of these results
on the two vertical planes corresponds to the graphical results shown in
Figures 2.5 and 2.6, respectively [blue and red lines].

content). With subsequent increase in applied stress and resulting strain,
the load is balanced by root-soil friction along the root surface considering
the entire root geometry contributing to friction. During this phase, stress
increases without appreciable extension of the root that distributes the load
along the rootsoil interface [Waldron and Dakessian, 1981]. Hamza et al.
[2007] observed that for such conditions, Youngs modulus initially increases
followed by a decrease when the entire root is activated and contributes to
friction. This behavior is implemented in the proposed model by varying
Youngs modulus with strain according to:

Eapp = Eβε−α (2.7)

where Eapp is the apparent Youngs modulus of progressively activated root
length. The coefficient β and α are fitting parameters derived from lab
experiments. Owing to the sensitivity to root-soil friction the resulting
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stress depends also on the strain rate. This dynamic effect of the root-soil
shear interface is reported by Mickovski et al. [2007] and is considered in
the new model as a dynamic friction coefficient [fd]. In addition to root-
soil friction, we consider an increase in resistance due to the presence of
branching points [τbr], as reported by several studies [Dupuy et al., 2005a;
Norris, 2005; Mickovski et al., 2007]. The additional resistance due to
this effect ranges from 0.1 to 5 N per branching point depending on soil
moisture and branching order. The total slip-out friction of a root [Fricttot]
is calculated as follows:

Fricttot = {[τroot−soilπRD[RL−∆x]] + [ηbr[[RL−∆x]/BD]]}fd (2.8)

where τroot−soil is the root-soil interface friction (MPa), ηbr is the additional
friction coefficient due to the presence of a single branching point (N), RL
is the root length (mm), ∆x is the displacement, BD is the branching point
distance, and [RL−∆x] represents the progressive reduction of the portion
of root length on which friction forces are activated. The root length [RL]
is estimated as in Pollen [2008]

RL = ξRDγ (2.9)

where ξ ranges between 200 and 1000 and γ between 0.5 and 1 [Pollen,
2008]. Although Pollen [2008] claims that variations in soil moisture do
not affect significantly slip-out behavior of a pulled root, our preliminary
calculations lead us to conclude this might be important and should be
considered (figure 2.12). To the best of our knowledge, there are no studies
providing quantitative information regarding effects of soil water content on
friction at the root-soil interface. In this study the friction is considered to
change linearly with soil volumetric water content within a range of values
between 0.1 and 10 kPa for loamy soils (additional studies of this effect are
needed). For calibration of the threshold of maximum root tensile strength
it is important to consider that laboratory data obtained from tensile tests
[Bischetti et al., 2005] may result in overestimation of the maximum ten-
sile strength under field conditions as shown by Tosi [2007] or Docker and
Hubble [2008]. The values of maximal tensile stress from laboratory tensile
tests are similar to values of maximum pullout resistance of field exper-
iment considering the root diameter at the point of rupture and not the
root diameter at the scarp surface. For illustration purposes, we computed
mechanical behavior of two roots differing in diameter (figure 2.12). The
calculations for a root with 3 mm diameter and a length of 370 mm predict
slip-out under either wet or dry conditions. A root of 7 mm diameter and
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with 670 mm length would break under dry conditions and slip out under
wet conditions. Note changes in the apparent Youngs modulus under wet
conditions due to root tortuosity and soil compression behavior. The results
illustrate that roots are more likely to slip out in sands than in cohesive
soils.

Figure 2.11: Visualization of the root analogue used for parameterization
and modeling of tensile strength behavior (left), compared with the geom-
etry of a possible real root. The black dots mark branching points.

Mechanical properties of root bundle model [RBM]

Combining models for root density distribution (figure 2.10) and mechanical
behavior for individual roots (figure 2.12) enables calculation of a stress-
strain relationship for a bundle of roots. We modified the classical fiber
bundle model (FBM) calling it the root bundle model (RBM). While in
most applications of FBMs load steps are applied [Pollen and Simon, 2005],
we calculated stress-strain behavior for stepwise increase of root bundle
displacement using the democratic load sharing FBM rule [Sornette, 1989;
Kun et al., 2007]. Geometrical parameters for each root such as root length,
tortuosity, and number of branching points are combined with mechanical
parameters (Youngs modulus, maximum strength of individual root Fmax),
to obtain the dominant failure mechanism, i.e. stretching due to tortuosity
or root-soil mechanical properties, slipping out, or breaking. The main
orientation of roots is assumed to be perpendicular to the tension crack. In
the actual version of the model we also assume that the mechanical behavior
of each single root is dominated from the end of the root present only on one
side of the considered tension crack. Stress values for all individual roots
are added and contribute to the stress of the bundle as long as individual
values are below their respective Fmax values. For higher displacement
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Figure 2.12: Simulated pullout behaviors for single roots with different
diameters and moisture conditions in a loamy structured soil [Dry = 01 and
Wet = 09 saturation]. In this case the 7 mm diameter root [RD] under dry
conditions breaks while the root of the same diameter under wet conditions
slips out due to the reduced rootsoil friction. IIV indicate characteristic
phases of a failure: [I] tensile strength imparted by geometrical properties
of the root pulled apart; [II] the mechanical properties of the root tissue
determines this part of the relationship; [III] root slippage and associated
abrupt drop in root-soil interface friction; and [IV] residual tensile strength
due to friction at rootsoil surface during slipping out.

values broken roots do not contribute to load sharing of the bundle. For
roots that are slipping out, however, the residual tensile strength is added
to the resulting stress of the bundle. The total force of the bundle (Ftot) is
a function of displacement (∆x) expressed as

Ftot(∆x) =
N∑
i=1

Fi(∆x)ni (2.10)

where Fi(∆x) is the pull-out force of a root belonging to diameter class i, N
is the number of diameter classes and n is the number of roots present in the
bundle of diameter class i. Fi(∆x) is calculated for each root diameter class
using the single root pullout model. An example of the force-displacement
relationship for a hypothetical bundle of roots in wet and dry loamy soil is
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shown in figure 2.13. The variation of the bundle pullout force as a function
of the displacement can be expressed with the differential equation

∂Ftot(∆x)

∂∆x
=

N∑
i=1

Fi(∆xf )ni −
N∑
i=1

Fi(∆x0)ni (2.11)

where ∆xf and ∆x0 are displacements at two different loads. Summariz-
ing, we calculate the macroscopic stress-strain behavior of a bundle of roots
as the sum of each single root stress-strain curve crossing a tension crack
(figure 2.14). The idealized root bundle is composed of different classes
of root diameters, which are related to different classes of root length and
macroscopic root-soil friction coefficient.

Figure 2.13: Force displacement relationship for a bundle of roots [spruce,
2000 mm distance, DBH = 300 mm] in loamy soil for two different moisture
conditions (Dry = 10% saturation and Wet = 90% saturation). The stress-
strain relationships of the individual roots are added. For dry conditions the
maximum reinforcement is about 15 kPa. For wet conditions more roots do
not break but slip out and the residual strain results in higher reinforcement
for large displacement values.

Mechanical properties of vegetated hillslopes

Assessing the plant-root contribution to the mechanical behavior of vege-
tated hillslopes requires upscaling of the contributions from individual roots
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to root zone response and then to the stabilizing forces within a heteroge-
neous stand (figure 2.14). Based on the modeling approach presented in
previous sections, for each position in the landscape the root distribution
and the stressdisplacement relationship of the bundle can be computed as
a function of near-surface distance from the stem. This information can be
used, for example, to delineate near-surface weak zones of a hillslope. For
that purpose the maximum reinforcement σmax can be determined for each
hillslope element in the vicinity of a tree. An example of the calculation of
σmax is given in figure 2.13. The maximum reinforcement as a function of
distance from the tree is shown in figure 2.15.

Figure 2.14: Bundle of lateral roots crossing a tension crack of landslide
in Herrenboden [Switzerland]. [Photo courtesy of Hunziker U. BELOP,
Stalden, Switzerland].
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By assigning to each element of the hillslope a maximum stress value
according to figure 2.15, the reinforcement distribution can be computed
for a natural stand. For elements in the vicinity of several trees the rein-
forcement of each tree is added. In a numerical experiment shown in figure
2.16, 1000 trees with diameters ranging from 100 to 500 mm and with a
minimum distance of 1000 mm, were randomly distributed in a site of 5000
m2 with a slope gradient of 90% (figure 16a). The grid spacing of the slope
was 100 mm and for each grid element the maximum reinforcement was
computed (figure 2.16b). To assess the critical load required for destabiliz-
ing the slope, we classified the slope into regions that are stronger or weaker
than an applied stress (Figure 2.16c, grey zones are stronger and black zones
are weaker). For a stress of 5 kPa the zones with weak reinforcement form
a continuous weak zone from the left to the right (figure 2.16c). Hence,
for a stress of 5 kPa the slope is expected to fail if the lateral and basal
boundary conditions of reinforcement are set to zero. Such analyses will
enable to determine critical zones and loads for entire hillslopes.

Figure 2.15: Maximum root reinforcement for spruce [Picea abies] as a
function of distance from tree stems differing in stem diameter. The re-
inforcement increases with increasing stem diameter and decreases with
increasing distance from the tree.

2.5 Discussion and conclusions

The role of root reinforcement in vegetated hillslopes is an important hydro-
mechanical factor that varies in space (stand, species, soil type and depth)
and in time with changes in hydrologic conditions. The addition of a uni-
form cohesion term may suffice for large landscape-scale applications; how-
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ever, it may not reflect conditions prevailing in a particular hillslope and
formation of weak zones associated with highly localized landslides. The
modeling approach proposed in this study enables determination of root
reinforcement at scales ranging from a single root to an entire stand on
a hillslope. The proposed root distribution parameterization is far from
ideal; however, we rely on literature field data as a starting point pending
future validation. Experimental values regarding geometrical factors such
as number of branching points or tortuosity are rare and must be verified
in future studies. Additionally, the importance and relevance of postulated
mechanical effects such as variations of Young’s modulus, dynamic root-soil
friction, and mobilized increasing root length await experimental verifica-
tion. The model of root distribution and root reinforcement was based on
the properties of individual trees assuming uniform root distributions. In
a stand with trees competing for resources within the same soil volume,
mechanical and geometrical root properties may be different compared to
a single tree. Owing to the complexity of topography, water flow paths
and soil formatting processes we should expect considerable deviations in
root distributions and mechanical behavior relative to uniform root zones
assumed in the derivations. The spatial distribution of root reinforcement
must be analyzed in the field and related to hillslope properties and con-
sidering overlapping of root zones in a stand. The spatial superposition
implicit in the hillslope scale modeling must be verified in experiments and
with additional observations. During a landslide, not only tensile stresses
but shear and compression stresses are expected to be important and should
be considered. In this paper we focus on quantification of tensile strength.
The introduction presents evidence of the importance of lateral root rein-
forcement where tensile strength is a fundamental parameter for inferring
root reinforcement for both tensile and shear conditions. Considering po-
tential triggering mechanisms of landslides, local mechanical failure would
result in displacement of a soil volume inducing stress on the roots. If
the stress is higher than the strength of the roots they may break and the
stress must be redistributed to other roots. To model such a cascade of
stresses and root failure detailed information on the stress-strain behavior
of root reinforcement are needed. The results of the framework presented
for the quantification of root reinforcement may be implemented in slope
stability models which represent the mechanical forces between neighbored
root systems as a bond. The mechanical properties of the bond correspond
to the stress-strain behavior of the rooted soil and change as a function of
the root distribution, soil condition and displacement. Figure 2.17 shows
the representation of a hillslope with a network of bonds. In this study
we attempted to balance awkward a fine line between detailed review and
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introducing of a new framework based at present on literature information.
The limitation of the proposed framework lies in the relatively demanding
parameterization and computational burden; hence it would be limited to
small-scale applications (forest stand or hillslope) and would not be suitable
for an entire catchment. Nevertheless, coupling information on soil thick-
ness, topography and hydrology would make it possible to better define
mass and shape of potentially unstable zones. A more practical application
consists of field evaluation of the optimal structure of forest cover to maxi-
mize slope stabilization. General information of slope stability parameters
(steepness, soil cohesion, soil internal angle of friction) will help to assess
the contribution of vegetation in slope stabilization [Casadei et al., 2003].
Furthermore, data like those shown in figure 2.15 may be used to define
the minimal distance between trees of different dimensions to optimize root
reinforcement. The collection of field data on position and attributes of sin-
gle tree may constitute a big effort even for restricted areas. However, the
increasing development of airborne techniques will mean that the collection
of those types of data will be less time consuming in the future [Korpela et
al., 2007].

2.6 Summary

This study presents a review of quantitative aspects of root distribution
and mechanical root properties. To model the tensile root reinforcement
more realistically than presently practiced, we consider tortuous root ge-
ometry, dynamic friction between root and soil and we implemented these
mechanisms into a root bundle model (RBM). The RBM computes the
stress-strain relationship as a function of radial distance from a tree stem.
To deduce the mechanical properties of an entire stand from individual
RBM behavior, we computed maximum reinforcement for each location
within the slope. Large and continuous regions of weak reinforcement are
expected to be prone to failure and may contribute to the risk of landslide
occurrence. These regions could be determined with the proposed modeling
approach for various reinforcement threshold values. The model should be
extended to describe perturbations emerging when local soil mass becomes
unstable. Such an extension would require computation of stress distribu-
tion for displacement of a soil volume and the redistribution of resulting
loads. With such a completed model approach we will contribute to the
optimization of management of protection forests in mountainous regions
and to the assessment of unstable slopes.
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Figure 2.16: Numerical example of a stand (5000 m2) with 1000 trees. In
figure 2.16a the positions of the trees are shown with the radius of the circles
indicating the size of the tree (the radius of the circle equals the fourfold
of the true radius). In this application of the model no fine root density
threshold was considered. In figure 2.16b, the maximum reinforcement at
each position is shown with zones with less than 2 kPa in red, 2-5 kPa in
yellow, 5-10 kPa in green and higher values in blue. The reinforcement
values are segmented into zones that are weaker (black) or stronger (gray)
than an applied stress of 5 kPa (figure 2.16c). For a stress of 5 kPa (and
all higher values), the weak zone forms a continuous path from the left to
the right and may initiate the failure of the slope as indicated by the white
intersection.
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3.1 Abstract

Roots play a major role in reinforcing and stabilizing steep hillslopes. Tra-
ditionally mechanical behavior of roots during slope failure was modeled by
upscaling the behavior of static individual roots. Recent studies, however,
have shown that much better predictions of slope stability can be made if the
progressive failure of bundles of roots are considered. The characteristics
of progressive failure depend on interactions between soil deformation and
root bundle geometric and mechanical properties. We present a detailed
model for quantitative description of mechanical behavior of a bundle of
roots under strain-controlled mechanical forcing. The Root Bundle Model
(RBM) explicitly considers typical values of root-size spatial distribution
(number and dimension of roots), geometric factors (diameter-length pro-
portion, tortuosity, and branching characteristics), and mechanical charac-
teristics (tensile strength, Young’s modulus) and interactions under various
soil conditions (soil type, confining pressure, and soil moisture). We provide
systematic analyses of the roles of these factors on the mechanical response
of the bundle and explore the relative importance of various parameters
to the macroscopic root-soil mechanical response. We distinguish between
increased strength imparted by small roots at small deformations and the
resilience imparted by larger roots to growth of large tensile cracks (Figure
3.11) showing that the maximal reinforcement of fine roots is reached within
the first 5 cm of displacement whereas a root of 20 mm diameter may reach
its maximal pullout force after 10 cm displacement. The model reproduces
the gradual straining and ultimate residual failure behavior of root systems
often observed in hillslopes with progressive growth of tension cracks (Figure
3.18) allowing a better estimation of the root reinforcement (error of about
20%) than the widely used model of Wu (error of about 50%). These results
enhance understanding of root reinforcement mechanisms and enable more
realistic implementation of root reinforcement modeling for stability calcu-
lations of vegetated slopes, and for guiding ongoing experimental efforts to
gather critical root-soil mechanical information.

3.2 Introduction

Roots fulfill a diverse array of functions in plant life ranging from capture
and transport of subsurface resources, to mechanical anchoring and stabiliz-
ing of trees in support of growth, and to resilience to external stresses such
as wind, snow accumulation, rock impact, and soil creep (Coutts, 1983;
Schmidt et al., 2001; Rickli, 2001; Casadei et al., 2003; Johnsson et al.,
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2006). Roots also stabilize soil on steep slopes by virtue of their extensive
proliferation and mechanical properties. Additionaly, plant water uptake
by roots decreases soil moisture, thereby increasing matric potential and
mechanical strength. Often, these disparate mechanical effects have been
lumped into an apparent increase soil cohesion as defined in Mohr Coulomb
analysis.

The processes by which roots stabilize slopes depend to a large extent on
their size, spatial distribution, and geometry (diameter-length proportion,
tortuosity, and branching characteristics). In some cases roots stabilize a
slope by bridging across pre-existing weak zones and basal shear planes, and
thus become loaded during failures of these zones [Schwarz et al., 2010]. For
shallow and laterally extensive root networks, slope stability may increase
when sufficient roots cross potential tension cracks (scarp) that define the
perimeter of a shallow landslide [Schwarz et al., 2009].

Various methods to quantify effects of root reinforcement along a land-
slide shear plane have been proposed [e.g., Wu et al., 1979; Ekanayake and
Phillips, 1999; Pollen, 2008]. Wu’s approach [1979] is widely used as it in-
corporates data on root and soil mechanical properties in an easy-to-apply
model. A limiting assumption in Wu’s model is that all roots break si-
multaneously which is not supported by observations [Pollen et al., 2004;
Wu, 2007; Fan and Su, 2008] and results in a consistent over-prediction of
actual root reinforcement function. Early models typically did not consider
geometrical and stress-strain behavior of root bundles, a necessary element
for describing complex interactions between roots and soil matrix. They
also overlooked the function of roots of different sizes in reinforcement as
discussed in a recent review by Schwarz et al. [2009]. These root size and ge-
ometrical characteristics determine how root reinforcement is progressively
activated during gradual loading and soil deformation.

Recently, concepts of fiber bundle models (FBM) have been applied to
root reinforcement and bank stability problems [Pollen et al., 2004; Pollen,
2008; Mickovski et al., 2009]. The classical FBM model assumes an incre-
mental stress loading in which an imposed tensile force is distributed across
unbroken fibers. When a root or fiber breaks, its load is redistributed over
the remaining fibers. During each load step, force is redistributed until ei-
ther equilibrium is reached or the entire bundle fails. Fiber bundle models
show better fit to experimental data [Pollen et al., 2004; Pollen, 2008; Mick-
ovski et al., 2009] and rely on simple power-law relationships between root
size and mechanical behaviors. However, details of root-soil interactions
and root failure mechanisms such as root stretching, size-stiffness relation-
ship, and root-soil friction, which control whether roots slip or fail, are not
included. In particular, existing models do not consider the mechanical
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of a pulled bundle of roots modeled by the RBM at
three stages of deformation: a) plan view and b) cross-sectional views. The
RBM considers root bundle uphill of the transverse failure plane.

properties of soil at all. Present fiber bundle models also do not include
models for the estimation of the root size distribution where geometric and
mechanical properties vary with root size. Moreover, root reinforcement
models are typically not tuned to study lateral reinforcement (with the
notable exception of Schmidt et al. [2001]).

The mechanical behavior of pulled roots depends on numerous parame-
ters (detailed below). Previous studies [e.g., Waldron and Dakessian, 1981;
Comandeur and Pyles, 1991; Dupuy et al., 2005; Mickovski et al., 2007;
Fan and Sun, 2008] provide a basis for identifying first-order control vari-
ables that must be included in any root-reinforcement model. One such
class of variables is related to root geometry, which is notoriously difficult
to characterize precisely [Danjon and Reubens, 2008]. Only a few studies
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describe how the various geometrical features of roots (e.g., variation of
diameter with length, branching points, tortuosity) contribute to the me-
chanical behavior of individual roots [Dupuy et al., 2005; Mickovski et al.,
2008]. Most research has focused primarily on individual variables such as
root diameter or branching pattern [e.g., Stokes et al., 1996; Dupuy et al.,
2006; Mickovski et al., 2007]. For example, recent studies have shown the
importance of branching points on the stress-strain behavior of pulled roots
[Dupuy et al., 2005; Mickovski et al., 2007].

An additional set of key variables is related to the intrinsic mechani-
cal properties of individual roots and bundles. A common measure of root
reinforcement is the maximum tensile strength of a root which primarily
depends on root diameter. Root stiffness (Young’s modulus) is also known
to depend on root diameter [Operstein and Frydman, 2000; Tosi, 2007; Fan
and Su, 2008]. Commandeur and Pyles [1991] showed that root tortuosity
is also an important parameter influencing the macroscopic elastic behavior
of a pulled root. Tortuosity should therefore induce an apparent Young’s
modulus smaller than the root’s intrinsic Young’s modulus due to frictional
interactions between the root and the surrounding soil as the root reconfig-
ures during pulling. Consequently, stiffer roots mobilize more stress than
less stiff roots for the same amount of strain. Friction at the root-soil in-
terface is usually considered constant and frictional forces are calculated
assuming a constant root diameter [Waldron and Dakessian, 1981; Ennos,
1990]. In reality, root diameter decreases along the root axis, and the acti-
vation of root-soil friction depends on the pullout force. Moreover, root-soil
friction changes considerably during stretching and slippage but this aspect
is neglected.

The primary objective of this study was to quantify the effects of various
root geometrical and mechanical parameters on the tensile strength of an
individual root and on the mechanical behavior of a bundle of roots under
pullout tests. We included the effects of root length, root diameter and
its variation along the root, maximum tensile strength, Young’s modulus,
root-soil interface friction, branching-point frequency, and root tortuosity
into a numerical fiber bundle model that describes the mechanical dynamic
pullout behavior of roots embedded in a soil matrix during strain-controlled
deformation. The model strikes a compromise between complexity arising
from root-soil interactions and oversimplifications of previous models by
judicious selection of a minimum number of parameters needed to describe
key features of the geometry and mechanics of pulled roots. The model
considers how a bundle of lateral roots of different diameters contributes
to the global reinforcement at different strain increments during the failure
of a shallow landslide. Only root sections away from the tree stem are
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used in the calculations, with the pullout direction away from the root tip
(Figure 3.1). The model is built on a hierarchy of sub-models [Schwarz
et al., 2010]: (1) a detailed description of the geometry and mechanics of
individual roots; (2) a root frequency-size distribution model; (3) a strain-
controlled pullout model of a bundle of roots that includes the effects of
root elongation, root-soil friction, and root failure.

The specific objectives of this study are therefore to: (1) Present a
new model (termed the Root Bundle Model or RBM) for the calculation
of the force-displacement relation for an individual root, (2) Analyze the
pullout behavior of a bundle of roots during strain loading, and (3) analyse
root reinforcement characteristics of a bundle of roots for different root-size
distributions and under various soil conditions.

3.3 Geometrical and Mechanical Model for

Individual Roots

Experimental pullout tests on individual roots embedded in a soil matrix
show that following initial (elastic) root stretching, roots may then either
slip out or simply fail and break [Norris, 2005]. Figure 3.2 shows these
different responses on a schematic force-displacement diagram. The first
part of the pullout curve is dominated by the elastic properties of root and
soil. The non-linear behavior that follows is documented experimentally
[Hamza et al., 2007; Mickovski et al., 2007] and is due to the progressive
activation of root-soil interfacial friction (details of this effect are described
later). The maximum pullout force is reached when either the maximum
(intrinsic) tensile strength of the root is exceeded (Figure 3.2, gray dashed
line), or when root-soil friction drops reducing the pullout force and the root
slips out (Figure 3.2, dark dashed line). Once broken, a root carries no load.
During slip, the pullout curve may display complex behavior resulting from
interactions between root strength, root elongation, and root-soil friction.

Individual Root Geometry

Single root geometry is characterized by a length-diameter relationship,
branching points, and tortuosity. Various empirical relationships [e.g., Wu,
1988; Pollen, 2008] have been proposed for characterizing root length as a
function of root diameter (Figure 3.3). Here we use the relation

L = L0 d
Le , (3.1)
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Figure 3.2: Pullout curves of an individual root on a force-strain diagram.
The initial elastic stretch of a root (solid line) may be followed by gradual
slip out (black dashed line), or abrupt failure and breakage (vertical gray
dashed line). [Waldron and Dakessian, 1977].

where L is the length of the root following its axis, L0 and Le are empirical
coefficients, and d is the root diameter measured where the root is pulled
(that correspond to the value of dn). In subsequent calculations, unless
noted otherwise we have used Le = 0.63 and L0 = 335, values that fit data
of secondary lateral roots of spruce ( Picea abies L.) in a forest stand near
Zurich, Switzerland [see Vanomsen, 2006, for description of field site].

A root has n branching points and n + 1 root segments (Figure 3.4).
The mean branching distance or mean segment length (b) is

b = L/(n+ 1). (3.2)

Each root segment is assumend to have a constant diameter. The root
diameter is assumed to increase from a minimum of 1 mm at the root tip
(d0) to a maximum value of dn at the other end.

The variation of root cross sectional area along the root length is calcu-
lated as

Ai = si(i+ 1)A0, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, (3.3)

where Ai is the cross section area of root segment i, A0 is the cross sectional
area of root segment 0 (equal to π/4 mm since d0 = 1 mm), and si is the
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Figure 3.3: Measured data of 27 secondary lateral roots of spruce ( Picea
abies L.) trees (circles) and fitted empirical equation (equation (1), solid
black line). Dash and dot-dash gray lines show empirical models used by Wu
[1988] for various tree species and of Pollen [2008] for herbaceous species,
respectively. The fitting of equation 1 has a residual standard error of 217
on 25 degrees of freedom and a SSE of 216.

scaling factor for root segment i. Since the scaling factor (or so-called
root diameter proportionality factor) [Van Noordwijk et al., 1994; Ozier-
Lafontaine et al., 1999; Vercambre et al., 2003; Collet et al., 2006] is defined
as

si =
b

L

Ai
A0

, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, (3.4)

the root diameter of segment i is given by [Schwarz et al., 2009]

di = d0

√
si(i+ 1), 1 ≤ i ≤ n. (3.5)

Root tortuosity is represented by dividing a root segment into connected
sub-segments that meet at an angle γ (Figure 4) given by

γ = cos−1
(

1

z

)
, (3.6)
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where z is a tortuosity factor defined as

z =
L

D
, (3.7)

and D is the straight distance between the root tip and the pull location
(Figure 3.4). For simplicity we assume that tortuosity is identical for all
segments.

Figure 3.4: (a) Root geometry and root analogue. (b) Notation for a 4-
segments root (n = 3).
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Individual Root Mechanics

Mechanically, each root is characterized by a maximum tensile strength,
Tmax, and intrinsic Young’s modulus, Ef , that depend on root diameter.
Numerous data indicate that Tmax is proportional to the root diameter to
some power, viz.,

Tmax = α dβ, (3.8)

where α and β are fitted coefficients. Table 3.1 shows values of these coeffi-
cients for spruce species ( Picea sp.) reported by several authors [Abernethy,
2000; Bischetti et al., 2007; Genet et al., 2008].

Table 3.1: Published values of coefficients α and β in equation 8 for Tmax

in MPa and d in millimeters.

Reference α β

Abernethy [2001] 49.4 -0.8
Bischetti et al. [2007] 28.1 -0.7

Genet et al. [2008] 37.9 -0.5

To estimate Young’s modulus, we use the formula of Schwarz et al.
[2010] that best fits data found in the literature

Ef = 696 d−1, (3.9)

where Ef is Young’s modulus in MPa and d is in millimeters. The apparent
elasticity of a root results from the combined effects of elasticity of the root
itself, tortuosity, and soil properties. While the extension due to the root
itself is limited by the maximum tensile strain at strength threshold Tmax,
the extension due to tortuosity may not exceed a strain of z − 1, typically
around 10–20% [Commandeur and Pyles, 1991]. Considering the common
elasticity formulation, we thus define an apparent Young’s modulus (Eapp)
as

Eapp =
σ

ε
=

F D0

A0 ∆x
, (3.10)

where σ and ε are, respectively, the stress and strain in the root, F is the
pullout force, D0 is the initial distance between the root’s two end points,
and ∆x is the displacement where the root is pulled.
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We assume that, in each segment, the resulting strain εi is the sum of
two strain components due to root stretching and tortuosity,

εi = εf
i + εt

i =
f tot
i

Ai

(
1

Ef

+
1

Et

)
, (3.11)

where εf
i and εt

i are strains due to the root material and to tortuosity, re-
spectively, and f tot

i is the pulling force in the segment. Assuming that Et is
linearly proportional to Ef (where the ratio λ = Et/Ef depends on tortuos-
ity and soil compressibility, the so-called compression index) [Commandeur
and Pyles; 1991], equation (11) reduces to

εi =
λ+ 1

λ

f tot
i

AiEf

. (3.12)

Root–Soil Interfacial Friction

Friction at the root-root interface depends on soil type, soil moisture and
confining pressure. We distinguish two major sources of friction: friction at
the root-soil interface and friction at branching points. Interfacial friction
changes from static friction during the stretching phase of a pullout test, to
dynamic friction during the slip out phase. Furthermore, based on studies
of fiber-reinforced concrete [e.g., Naaman et al., 1991] static friction may
be separated into bonded and debonded friction.

Bonded Friction

In this section we show why bonded friction can be neglected following the
approach of Naaman et al. [1991]. Bonded friction is considered a perfectly
elastic response to local slip between the fiber and the matrix resulting in
a frictional resistance at the fiber-matrix interface of the form

τb = kS, (3.13)

where τb is bonded friction, k is the bond modulus, and S is the local slip
which depends on the difference between fiber and matrix Young’s moduli,
Ef − Em (for an extended explication of this formulation see Naaman et
al. [1991]). When τb reaches the critical value of τmax

b , a debonding crack
grows along the fiber-matrix interface (Figure 3.5).

An illustration of how bonded friction varies along a constant diameter
root after a debonding crack has begun to grow is shown in Figure 3.6.
Integration of friction yields the total frictional force on a root. Even for
parameters value that maximize the effect of bonded friction (k = 109 Pa
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Figure 3.5: Hypothetical illustration of the propagation of a debonding
crack at the instance when bonds between the fiber and the surrounding
matrix reach a critical shear displacement.

m−1, τmax = 50 kPa, Ef/Em = 10−3) the component of bonded friction to
the total frictional force is relatively small (Figure 3.6).

When a root is stretched, its radius is reduced due to radial contraction
given by

∆d = εfνfd, (3.14)

where ∆d is radial contraction, εf is the fiber local strain, and νf is Poisson’s
ratio. Since

εf =
F

π(d/2)2Ef
, (3.15)
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Figure 3.6: Distribution of friction along a root when the debonded crack
extends to half the root length. Calculations were done with k = 109 Pa
m−1, τmax = 50 kPa, Ef/Em = 10−3, using the formulation of Naaman et
al. [1991].

we can calculate the value of ∆d along the root. With d = 2 mm, Ef = 106

Pa [Schwarz et al., 2010], νf = 0.3 [Dupuy et al., 2005], and F = 10 kN
(maximum value of pullout force based on our analysis), the Poisson effect
is at most 10% of the root diameter. The decrease in diameter promotes
debonding thereby further reducing the bonded zone between the fiber and
the matrix. Thus, we can safely neglect bonded friction in our calculations
as suggested earlier by Ennos [1990] and Li [1994].

Debonded Friction

Some authors have used a constant value for the root-soil friction (what
we call here debonded friction) in the range of 1 to 10 MPa [e.g., Waldron
and Dekassian, 1977; Abe and Ziemer, 1991]. In the RBM, the debonded
friction is calculated assuming that failure occurs when the Coulomb failure
criterion is reached, i.e.,

τd = c′ + σ′ tanφ, (3.16)
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where τd is debonded friction, c′ is the apparent cohesion, σ′ is the effective
normal stress, and φ is the residual root-soil friction angle. The effective
normal stress on a root segment depends on tortuosity because the pullout
force transferred to a tortuous root has a component which is always per-
pendicular to the root segment, leading to an asymmetrical local increase
of the normal stress. To include this effect, we replace σ′ by σ′tort, defined
as

σ′tort = σ′ +

(
f tot
i sin γ

π di b

)
, (3.17)

where f tot
i is the pullout force acting on each root segment (Eq. 28). When

only the first root segment is activated, F = 0 for all the other segments.
For vertical pullout tests, the confining pressure around a root segment also
varies as a function of soil depth.

Assuming, for the time being, that all segments of a root are activated
and neglecting the effect of tortuosity, the maximum pullout force due to
interfacial friction (F if) occurs just prior to slippage and is

F if = π b τd
n∑
i=0

di, (3.18)

assuming τd is constant in all root segments.
If instead of root segments of different diameters as assumed in the

RBM, the root diameter is a continuous function of distance along the root
(d = d(x)), then equation (18) may be replaced by

F if = π b τd

∫ l

0
d(x) dx, (3.19)

where l is distance along the root, and

d(x) = d0

√
s

b
x. (3.20)

Substituting equations (20) into (19) yields

F if(l) =
2

3
b τd d0

√
s

b
l3/2. (3.21)

Effect of Soil Saturation

The effect of unsaturated soil conditions is implemented using Bishop’s
effective stress approach [Lu and Likos, 2006]:

σ′ = σ − ua + χ(ua − uw), (3.22)
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where σ′ is the effective normal stress, σ is the total normal stress, ua is the
air pressure (assumed equal to 0 in our calculations), uw is the pore water
pressure, and χ is the effective stress parameter assumed to be a function of
the degree of saturation [Lu and Likos, 2006] with values ranging between
0 (dry) and 1 (fully saturated). Here we assume a linear relation between
matric suction (ua − uw) and the suction stress χ(ua − uw) as shown in Lu
and Likos [2006]. We also assume that once the water content reaches a
minimal threshold value (dry condition), suction stress drops to 0 for sandy
soil or remains constant for clay and loamy soil at a value corresponding to
the effects of cementation. We recognize that the effects of soil saturation
are more complex, especially for fine-textured soils. Changes in saturation
in fine textured soils modify strength properties as well as deformation
characteristics, leading to onset of plasticity as summarized in a recent study
by Nuth and Lalouie [2008]. Moreover, it may also introduce time and pull-
out rate dependency as described in the rheological framework of Ghezzehei
and Or [2000]. For simplicity we defer such constitutive relationships to
future studies and focus on standard applications as described next. We
use the following equations to calculate the effect of suction on apparent
cohesion as a function of water content

c′ = c′max

(
θsat − θ
θsat − θmin

)
, θ ≥ θmin, (3.23)

c′ = c′res, θ < θmin, (3.24)

where c′ is the apparent cohesion due to suction and cementation effects,
c′res is the residual cohesion in dry conditions and c′max is the maximum value
of apparent cohesion that a soil type may reach in optimal water content
conditions. For sand c′max ranges between 1 and 5 kPa [Gouldin, 2006] while
for clay c′max may have a wide range of values which range in the order of
tenths of kPa.

Dynamic Friction

If during pullout, the maximum tensile strength of a root is not exceeded,
the root slips out and frictional forces are initially reduced due to system
dynamics. This decrease is due primarily to breakage and deformation of
small lateral root hairs, rearrangement of soil particles, and changes in the
value of the confining pressure, but also to the reduction of the length of
the root embedded in the soil. To take these latter effects into account,
we introduce a frictional decay function which depends on embedded root
length, as proposed by Naaman et al. [1991] and Cuhna et al. [2008]. The
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dynamic component of the root-soil interfacial friction is then

τdyn = c τd

(
D(1 + εmax)−∆x

L

)ζ
+ (1− c) τd, (3.25)

where τdyn is dynamic friction, εmax is the maximum strain a root can
sustain, and c and ζ are empirical coefficients. Using literature data of
pullout tests of willow’s roots in sand [Mikovski et al., 2007], the best fit to
equation (25) results in values of c in the range of 0 to 1 (with the range
depending on soil type and conditions). The exponent ζ takes on values
between 1 and 10. These two coefficients determine the decay of dynamic
friction during slip out. For c = 0 there is no changes between the static and
the dynamic root-soil interfacial friction. For large ζ, root-soil interfacial
friction decays exponentially.

Branching Point Friction

Root branching points are represented as spherical elements that increase
root-soil interfacial friction. The estimation of this component of friction
is based on the following empirical observations and assumptions: (1) The
angle between main and side roots at branching point has no influence
[Dupuy et al., 2005]; (2) The mean diameter of the branching point is
larger than any connected root segments and is a function of the largest
root segment diameter; (3) The elasticity of lateral roots is neglected and
their activated pullout force is considered constant. Based on information
found in the literature [e.g., Stokes et al., 1996; Dupuy et al., 2005], we
calculate the friction due to branching point i on segment i as

f bpi = Y di (3.26)

where Y is an empirical branching coefficient.Combining interfacial and
branching point friction, the contribution of a root segment to the maximal
pullout force is

fi = π di b τd + Y di. (3.27)

The total pullout force transmitted to the root segment i is

f tot
i =

i∑
j=1

fj. (3.28)

Again assuming a straight root and activation of all root segments, the
maximum pullout force is

F tot
max = π do b τd +

n∑
i=1

fi, (3.29)
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or, substituting equation 27,

F tot
max = π do b τd + (π b τd + Y )

n∑
i=1

di (3.30)

Force-Displacement Calculation and Modeling
Techniques

The complete pullout force as a function of pullout displacement is obtained
by simulating a quasi-static pullout experiment where the pullout force is
computed during stepwise strain increments. A strain loading approach is
necessary to calculate the pullout forces in both the stretching and slip out
phases. Stress-loading provoques the complete failure of the bundle at the
maximum pullout force and hence cannot model the slip out phase.

Here we describe the algorithm to compute the pullout force in the
root bundle as a function of incremental displacement. This algorithm is
characterized by two main loops: (1) a stretching and breakage phase loop
and (2) a slip out phase loop (Figure 3.7). Initially a root supports no
load. During the initial stretching of a root, the pullout force required for
matching root strain at a given strain step is calculated through an iterative
process that considers progressive increments of activated root lengths. The
algorithm used in the model is as follows:

(a) Increment displacement, ∆x.

(b) Compute the elongation of the first root segment n, ∆D = bεn, with
εn given by equation 12 and fn in equation 12 given by equation 28.

(c) If ∆D < ∆x add a root segment and repeat step (b) (i.e., for n− i seg-
ments, ∆D = b

∑n
j=i εj) otherwise move to the next strain increment

(step (a)).

The algorithm is repeated until either the root fails or slips: if cumulative
friction exceeds the maximal tensile force of a root segment (estimated using
equation (8)), the root breaks. If all root segments have been activated and
the maximal tensile strength is not reached, then the root starts to slip
out and the algorithm in Figure 3.7 is used. This algorithm calculates the
pullout force of the root in the slipping phase considering the progressive
reduction of root length embedded in the soil and the axial contraction of
the root due to the decreased tensile stress transmitted through the root
segments.
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Figure 3.7: Flow chart of the module of the model use to calculate the
pullout force in the slip out phase of the force-displacement behavior of an
individual root.

The reduction of embedded root length is calculated as

∆Lem = D(1 + εmax)−∆x, (3.31)

where ∆Lem is the change of the embedded root length at the displacement
∆x, and εmax is the maximal strain reached by a root at the instance where
slip begins. We assume that prior to root slippage, embedded root length
is equal to L (in reality, part of the root is already out of the soil because
of tortuosity). Root contraction is calculated using the difference between
the strains reached at maximal and minimal pullout force according to

∆Lcon = L(εmax − εslip), (3.32)

where εslip
f is calculated iteratively using equations (12) and (28), consid-

ering an initial number of embedded root segments equal to Lslip/b, where
at the beginning Lslip = L −∆Lem. The resulting root length along which
frictional forces remain active during slippage (Lslip) is calculated for a pre-
scribed number of iterations (usually 10), according to

Lslip = L−∆Lem −∆Lcon (3.33)
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With the new embedded root length (Lslip), we recalculate friction and
total pull out force (equation(29)) over n activated root segments where
n = Lslip/b. As the total pull out force acting on a root decreases (smaller
embedded root length), the root contracts, further decreasing the length
of embedded root and thus total friction. The macroscopic consequence of
this iterative force balance is also known as stick-slip effect [Dietrich, 1977].

3.4 Root Distribution Model

The global mechanical behavior of a root bundle is strongly influenced by
the distribution and size of roots. Data on distribution of roots of different
diameter classes are scarce [e.g., Moroni et al., 2003; Wu et al., 1988; Zhou et
al., 1998]. Thus, we parametrize root distribution using the non-cumulative
Weibull probability function

p(d;m, k) =
m

km
dm−1 exp

[
−
(
d

k

)m]
(3.34)

with p(d) is the probability that a mapped root in a profile belongs to the
root diameter class d, and m and k are the shape and scale parameters of
the Weibull probability density function, respectively. We chose the Weibull
probability function due to its well-established analytical formulation which
may be adapted to various shapes of experimental distributions (in this case
better than the lognormal distribution), and because it tends to fit better
the distribution of big root diameter classes that are more important for
mechanical considerations. For the calculation of the probability of finding
a root belonging to a root diameter class within the range of diameter
between da and db, we use the following integral

p(da − db;m, k) =
∫ db

da

m

km
dm−1 exp

[
−
(
d

k

)m]
. (3.35)

This application of the Weibull probability function for the parametriza-
tion of the root distribution assume that the shape of the probability func-
tion remains identical for roots at different radial distances from the tree
stem; the only parameter that changes with distance from the tree stem is
the total number of roots found at each distance.

3.5 The Root Bundle Model (RBM)

Recent studies [Pollen and Simon, 2005] show the potential utility of the
Fiber Bundle Model (FBM) as a realistic framework for estimation of root
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reinforcement in river banks. The classical approach of the FBM consists
of simulation of a stress loading step of a bundle of fibers, where each fiber
has different maximal tensile strength. In the simplest application, the
fibers are considered to have identical length, which makes it possible via
a global load sharing rule (uniform transfer of loads of broken fibers to all
other fibers in the bundle) to compute analytically the entire stress-strain
behavior. However, differences in geometries and in mechanical properties
of individual roots may be important and complicate global pullout me-
chanical behavior of real root bundles. For these reasons, the assumptions
of constant Young’s modulus and constant root length are unrealistic and
may distort the mechanical response of root systems and their failure dy-
namics as related to triggering a landslide. By calculating mean values of
pullout force-displacement behavior of different root diameter classes, we
may relax some of the assumptions and consider roots of variable lengths
and mechanical properties. The resulting total pullout force of a bundle of
roots as a function of displacement can be expressed as a sum of pullout
forces of individual roots,

Fbundle(∆x) =
N∑
j=1

Fj(∆x)nj (3.36)

where Fj(∆x) is the pull out force of a root belonging to diameter class
j, and nj is the number of roots present in the bundle of diameter class
j. N is the number of diameter classes. Fj(∆x) is calculated for each root
diameter class using the individual root pullout module. This formulation
of the Root Bundle Model (RBM) may be defined as a strain step loading
model. In effect, we assume that roots bridging a crack are loaded under
tension with no interaction between neighboring roots. We also assume
that the orientation of roots has no effect on pullout forces.

3.6 Results

Individual Root Behavior

Pullout Phases

Figure 3.8 shows the different pullout phases calculated for a root without
branching points during slip out. In the first part of the force displacement
curve the stretching phase is non linear due to the progressive increase
of activated root length. This non-linear elastic behavior has also been
observed in field and laboratory experiments [e.g., Ennos, 1990; Hamza
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et al., 2007]. The point labelled 1 in Figure 3.8 indicates a point when
only part of the root-soil interface friction has been activated. At the point
labelled 2, all the root is activated and the maximal pull out force is reached.
The dotted gray line in Figure 3.8c shows that the maximal tensile strength
along the root is never reached, thus the root slips out rather then breaks.
Had the black continuous line associated with the point labelled 2 crossed
above the gray dotted line, the root would have been broken (this could
have happened had the root been longer, root-soil interfacial friction been
higher, or root strength been weaker). The gray dotted line is calculated
using equations (1), (2), and (8). The force distribution at point labelled
2 shows that root failure is most likely where the root is pulled. Under
natural conditions this may not always be true due to heterogeneity of root
material, root geometry, and soil interactions. Finally, the point labelled 3
indicates the moment were the embedded root length during the slip out
phase is equal to the activated root length at the point labelled 1. Figure
3.8c shows that the total pullout force at these two instances is different.
This is because during the stretching phase the diameters of the activated
root segments are larger than during the slip out phase; with more root-soil
interfacial area, the total friction is larger. The reduction of root diameter
along the root partly explains the exponential decay of the pullout force
during the slip out phase.

Sensitivity Analyses of Pullout Mechanical Behavior

Theoretical calculations of pullout behaviors of three roots of three different
diameter classes (1, 2, and 3 mm) are depicted in Figure 3.9. In Figure
3.9a the force-displacement curves show that small roots tend to slip out
while larger roots tend to break. This result, however, depends on the
nature of the relations used for estimating root length from root diameter.
Figure 3.9b shows force-displacement curves obtained with two different
root-length models found in the literature. In the case of Wu’s [1988] model
(see Figure 3.3), root-length estimates are small and roots do not break. In
contrast, Pollen’s [2008] model (Figure 3.3) for herbaceous plants yields
relatively long roots that tend to break. Figure 3.9 also shows that the
maximal pullout force and the displacement at maximal pullout force vary
non linearly with root diameters, thus showing that the apparent Young’s
modulus change as a function of the root diameter.

Figure 3.10 shows the influence of root diameter along its length on
the pullout behavior of individual roots. Roots with constant diameters
have higher total friction due to their larger surface areas than roots whose
diameters decrease toward their tips. This difference in the total root-soil
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Figure 3.8: Force-displacement behavior of a 2 mm diameter root (top)
calculated using the RBM. The three numbered points indicate the position
at which correspond the three illustrations of the slipping root (middle) and
the three curves (bottom), showing the cumulative force distribution along
the root length.

interfacial friction influences both the threshold of the slipping out root
diameter class (see the 4 mm diameter root in the Figure 3.10), and the
apparent cohesion of the breaking root classes.

To complete the picture of individual root mechanical behavior, we per-
formed sensitivity analyses of some key mechanical and geometrical param-
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Figure 3.9: Pullout forces versus displacement of representative individual
roots with diameters of 1, 2 and 3 mm, used for the calculation of root bun-
dle behaviors. a) results with 2 kPa of confining pressure, 25 ◦ of root-soil
interface friction angle, saturation of 0.9, tortuosity of 1.1, and branching
coefficient of 0.4 (also used as standard values in the sensitivity analysis).
b) A comparison of pullout behavior of individual roots using two different
equations to estimate root length (Wu’s [1988] and Pollen’s [2008] models)
is shown. The diameters of the individual roots are listed in the legend.

Figure 3.10: Comparison between numerical simulation considering (a) con-
stant or (b) variable root diameter along the root axes. Calculations were
done for 2 kPa confining pressure, soil saturation degree of 0.9, root-soil
friction angle of 25 ◦ and factor of tortuosity of 1.1.

eters to identify most sensitive ones. Parameters such as confining pressure
and root-soil interface friction angle had low influence on the global pullout
behavior of individual roots. The maximal pullout force changed by less
than 10% when considering extreme range of values for these two parame-
ters (15–45 ◦ for the root-soil interface friction angle, and 0–10 kPa for the
confining pressure). Results in Figure 3.11 show strong influences of two
other parameters: root branching coefficient (Y ) and root tortuosity (z).
As base values for the calculations we have used 2 kPa for soil confining
pressure (equivalent to 10–20 cm soil depth), tortuosity value of 1.1, friction
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angle of 25 ◦, branching point coefficient (Y ) of 0.4 (calibrated with field
pullout tests of roots with diameters ranging from 1 to 3 mm in diameter),
and degree of saturation value of 90% (close to saturation). In Figure 3.11a,
we observe that an increase in the value of the branching coefficient leads
to an increase of the total friction of the roots. Consequently, the activated
root length decreases and so does the apparent elasticity. A strong vari-
ation of the global friction influences the type of pullout out behavior, as
illustrated in Figure 3.11a: for a branching coefficient greater than 0.4 roots
tend to break while for a branching coefficient of 0.1 roots tend to slip out.

Commandeur and Pyles [1991] illustrated the importance of tortuosity
on the material (Young’s) moduli. Figure 3.11b shows the influence of
this parameter on the pullout behavior of individual roots when root-soil
interfacial friction is also considered. An increase in tortuosity leads to
an increase from 5 to 14 cm of displacement at failure while the maximal
pullout force remains constant at 350 N.

Figure 3.11: Influence of two parameters on pullout behaviors of an indi-
vidual root (with 9 mm diameter): (a) branching point coefficient and (b)
tortuosity.

The influence of soil moisture depends on soil type. For loamy soils
the maximal soil cohesion is about 10 kPa at 10% saturation, and residual
cohesion is 5 kPa for dry conditions (less than 10% saturation) [Schwarz et
al., 2010]. In this case, the variation of maximal pullout force is about 10%,
while the variation of displacement at maximal pullout force is about 20%.

Root Bundle Mechanical Response

Comparison between Single and Root Bundle

Erosion mitigation and slope stabilization studies often consider small roots
as more effective than larger roots in slope stability [e.g., Reubens et al.,
2003]. Results in Figure 3.12 provide new insights into this question and
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show that to obtain mechanical reinforcement equivalent to one 20 mm di-
ameter root, 23 roots with diameters of 2 mm are needed. Other differences
between the behaviors of the two types of root reinforcement are: (1) the
displacement at the maximal pullout force differs by about 50 mm; (2) be-
cause a 20 mm diameter root is considerably longer than a 2 mm diameter
root (2.5 m against 0.46 m, using our equation (1) with fitted coefficients)
the longer root can redistribute forces over greater distances in the soil.

Figure 3.12: Pullout behaviors for the same maximum pullout force for an
individual 20 mm diameter coarse root and 23 fine roots with diameters of
2 mm.

Figure 3.13 shows the breakage-slippage threshold on a length-diameter
plot for different values of branching coefficient and tortuosity. In general,
short roots (small values of L0) with low friction tend to slip, while long
roots with high friction almost always break. Results also show that once
the values of branching coefficient and tortuosity are fixed the threshold is
determined primarily by root length and does not depend on root diameter.

Effect of Root Size Distributions

Here we compare the influence of different root distributions on root rein-
forcement of a bundle of roots using measured root distributions and fitted
Weibull distributions.
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Figure 3.13: Thresholds of root diameter class separating breakage and
slippage for different coefficients of root diameter - root length regressions
(gray lines in the legend) and for different values of Tortuosity and Branch-
ing point coefficient (color lines in the legend).

Measured root distributions were obtained at three different distances
from root stems (0.5, 1.5, and 2.5 m) for nine spruce trees ( Picea abies L.) in
the educational forest of ETH Zurich (Switzerland) [Vanmosen, 2006]. Tree
stem diameter at 1.3 m height was in the range of 20 to 30 cm. Trenches
50 cm deep and 50 cm wide were dug tangentially to concentric circles
around selected trees and the position of the trench was chosen to minimize
overlapping root systems with neighboring trees. Figures 3.14 and 3.15 show
root size data measured in the field and found in the literature [Wu et al.,
1988; Zhou et al., 1998] and Weibull fits. We used the relative percentage
of distribution of each root diameter class for each distance from tree stem
for the fit of the Weibull distribution. The best fit was found for m = 1.2
and k = 1.9 using least square error minimization. The variance of the
model results is 0.19 with a standard error less than 0.01. Using the same
Weibull function, we fitted the data of Wu et al. [1988] and Zhou et al.
[1998], obtaining m = 1 and k = 0.8 for Wu and m = 1 and k = 3.3 for
Zhou (see Figure 3.15).
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Figure 3.14: Fitted field data of mean root density distribution for 9 spruce
trees at three different distance from stem (0.5, 1.5 and 2.5 m) using a
Weibull probability function. For this fit the sum of squared errors (SSE)
is 0.03.

Field measured root distribution data exhibit a linear relation between
distance from tree stem and the total number of roots present in a soil
profile. Figure 3.16 shows that (0.5 m away from the tree stem) there were
on average 88 roots per square meter in the top 0.5 m of soil profile. The
extrapolation of the linear regression indicates that, for trees with 20-30
cm in stem diameter, the maximal rooting distance is about 4.3 m. Such
information is important for realistic estimation of root reinforcement at the
scale of an individual tree allowing implementation of the RBM at different
distances from the tree stem.

Finally, Figure 3.17 shows how maximal root reinforcement varies with
distance from the tree stem for a measured field distribution and its Weibull
fit. The Weibull fit underestimates the pullout force particularly close to
the tree stem. This is because fitted Weibull distribution results in less
coarse roots than measured, which contribute most to root reinforcement.

3.7 Discussion

The proposed modeling approach quantifies the influence of key root pa-
rameters on the force at failure of an individual root and of a bundle of
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Figure 3.15: Fitting curves using the Weibull probability function for two
data sets found in the literature [Wu et al., 1988; Zhou et al., 1998]. The
used function parameters are m=1 and k=3.3 (SSE=0.0076) for the data
set of Wu et al. [1988] (a) and m=1 and k=2.5 (SSE=0,0005) for the data
set of Zhou et al. [1998] (b). To fit the Weibull model to the literature
data we use cumulative values of probability of the root diameter classes as
used from the authors. In the case of the data of Wu et al. (1988) the root
diameter classes are 0-2 mm, 2-4 mm, 4-7 mm, 7-15 mm and 15-30 mm. In
the case of the data of Zhou et al. [1998] the classes are 0-1 mm, 1-4 mm,
4-8 mm, 8-14 mm and 14-24 mm.

roots during pullout conditions. The model also yields an estimate of the
force-displacement behavior of root reinforcement that could be used in soil
strength or slope stability calculations. The innovative elements of this ap-
proach are the implementation of natural geometrical factors such as root
tortuosity and branching point friction in the analysis of the individual root
pullout behavior, the use of an analytical root distribution model, and the
use of a fiber bundle model approach to describe the global behavior of a
bundle of roots that includes different types of failure mechanisms (stretch-
ing, breakage, and slip out), an aspect not considered in other existing
models.

Individual Root Behavior

Due to their geometrical and mechanical properties small roots tend to slip
out first and then break, while under similar conditions larger roots (> 2
mm diameter) tend to break without slipping out (Figure 3.13). One of the
important outcomes of the proposed model is an estimation of the displace-
ment at the maximal tensile force, as discussed in Schwarz et al. [2009], this
is particularly important for better understanding how roots contribute to
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Figure 3.16: Distribution of the total number of roots at different distances
form tree stem. (Note that some of the 9 data sets collected for each distance
overlap).

the stabilization of a slope and how they influence the triggering of shal-
low landslides. Results show that the maximal tensile force of a root is
attained at different displacements for different root diameter classes. This
result represents a fundamental output needed for the application of the
Fiber Bundle Model approach to real roots. The estimation of root length
has a major influence on model prediction, as already mentioned by Ennos
[1990]. The small number of studies on this topic and the wide range of
values this parameter can assume depending on plant species and stand,
make estimation of root length quite challenging. Nevertheless, the use of
empirical relations calibrated fitted to field or literature data still provide
plausible estimation of root reinforcement. Results show that including
variations in root diameter along its length influences failure mechanisms
for smallest root diameter classes and the displacement at which maximal
pull out force occurs by about 10%. In general, higher friction (due to
either more branching points, increased tortuosity, or enhanced root-soil
interfacial friction) leads to an increase in both the maximal pullout force
and the displacement at maximal pullout force if a root slips out. When
the maximal pullout force exceeds root tensile strength, maximal pullout
force remains constant (at breakage threshold) and displacement at maxi-
mal pullout force decreases.

The decrease in displacement at maximal pullout force is due to the
reduction in activated root length needed to attain total friction equaling
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Figure 3.17: Modeled results of root reinforcement behavior for two different
soil moisture conditions (20 % degree of saturation for dry and 90 % degree
of saturation for wet), based on the root distribution data of Zhou et al.
[1998].

maximal root tensile strength. The most sensitive geometrical and me-
chanical parameters are tortuosity and branching point friction coefficient.
While mean tortuosity of roots may be quantified in a consistent way with
real values ranging from 1.0 to 1.2, the quantification of branching point
friction coefficient is more difficult. Only a few experimental data are re-
ported where attempts to quantify this parameter were made. The work
of Stokes et al. [1996], which focused on the influence of insertion angle
of lateral root branches on pull out force, showed that for a certain type
of branching pattern, a variation of branching angle from 30 ◦ to 90 ◦ in-
creased pullout force for an individual branching point by less then 5%.
Moreover, the numerical simulation of Dupuy et al. [2005] showed that the
most plausible variable for estimation of additional friction due to branch-
ing point is the diameter of the root’s main axis. In addition, Mickovski
et al. [2007] showed that, branching point positions (at different confining
pressures) influence friction. Parameters such as confining pressure, water
content, and root-soil interface friction angle show a maximal influence on
the displacement at maximal tensile force of about 10%, while the influ-
ence on maximal tensile force was even less pronounced. The non-linear
behaviors of stress-strain curves has also been observed during single-root
tensile tests in the laboratory (not embedded in soil) [Commandeur and
Pyles, 1991], even if in this case the non-linearity is less accentuated than
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when progressively activating roots (such as in a field pullout test). We
thus conclude that part of the non-linearity may be attributed to tortuosity
and to redistribution of forces between the fibers within the root material.

Slip Out Phase

The approach used for estimating residual root pullout force during slip out
phase is characterized by new and potentially important components. First,
we introduced the use of a dynamic friction to estimate root-soil interfa-
cial force distribution. Second, we considered an iterative process for root
contraction. Finally, we calculated the variation of root surface area along
the root axis based on the variation in root diameter. As shown in Figure
3.8, these factors influence the estimation of residual root slip out force. An
aspect not explicitly implemented in the model is the capacity of the soil
to fill the void left behind big root segments or by large branching points.
For plastic soils this mechanism will reduce the residual root-soil interfa-
cial friction force to near zero after a few millimeters of displacement. In
granular and cohesionless materials, however, the void left behind slipping
roots will be filled by soil grains and the residual-dynamic friction strength
will remain constant with a non-zero value. These effects are considered in
our calculations for empirically calibrated dynamic coefficient c (equation
(25)).

Effect of Soil Moisture

Depending on soil type, soil moisture may have important influence on pull-
out behavior of root bundles. On the one hand, increased matric potential
in wet sand will not only increase sand stiffness by increasing effective stress,
but would also modify friction and dilation behavior during shearing [Mick-
ovski et al., 2007]. In natural soils, moisture conditions and the structure
of the soil also strongly influence the compressibility of the soil [Lang et
al., 2003]. Soil-moisture conditions exert a relatively small influence on
the behavior of an individual root in comparison to other parameters. Soil
moisture influences both the root-soil interfacial friction and the apparent
Young ’s modulus. In contrast, soil moisture plays a major role in the global
behavior of a bundle of roots. Considering an individual root, the variations
of the maximal pull out force and displacement due to soil moisture are at
most 10%. However, even a small variation in soil moisture can lead to a
change in the type of failure (slipping instead of breaking). In this case,
these relative small variations may lead to big differences in the global pull
out behaviors of a bundle of roots, particularly when small roots outnum-
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ber coarse roots (as is the case in all real situations). Figure 3.18 shows
how soil moisture influences global pullout behavior of a typical bundle of
spruce roots. Generally speaking, roots in wet soil (60% to 100% degree of
saturation) show a smaller resistance to pullout and a higher displacement
at maximal pullout force. However, the effect of soil moisture on the global
behavior of a bundle is strongly influenced by root size distribution: it is
possible that the maximal pullout resistance is higher in wet soil than in
dry soil because of the residual strength of small roots.

Figure 3.18: Calculated values of maximal root reinforcement as a function
of distance from tree stem for two series of root distributions. First, we used
mean values of root distribution collected in the field (Uetliberg), second,
we used the fitted values of root distribution obtained using the Weibull
probability function. The considered soil profile was 50 cm width and 50
cm deep.

The Root Bundle Model (RBM)

One of the interesting results of the application of the RBM is the confir-
mation that maximal pullout force of different root diameters takes place
at different displacements, illustrating the shortcomings of one of the key
assumptions in Wu’s [1979] model. Furthermore, the RBM allows estima-
tion of mean displacement value at maximal pullout force for different root
diameter classes. The result highlights the importance of considering root
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diameter distribution (for a single root as well as at the stand level) and
shows that the use of Wu’s [1979] model, even for relative comparison, may
produce large errors due to the different root distributions [De Beats et
al., 2008]. In this study, the choice of the Weibull distribution to fit root
distribution data is justified on the basis of its mathematical flexibility and
its superior performance in estimation of the number of large roots when
compared with a log-normal distribution. Large roots have more influence
on the global behavior of a root bundle and thus estimating their numbers
is critical. The range of Wu’s model overestimation is strongly dependent
on details of root distribution. Assuming a unique value of maximal root
strength, Young’s modulus, and root length for each root diameter class
still leads to an overestimation (see Figure 3.19). The theory behind the
FBM [Sornette, 1989] shows that the variability of these values leads to a
lower global maximal strength of the fiber bundle. In the FBM extension
proposed in this work, we assumed that no interactions take place between
roots of the same bundle. In reality this may be true only if roots are
sufficiently far away from each other. Overlapping and interconnections
between roots would lead to a more complex mechanism of force redistribu-
tion and to a different stress-strain behavior for the bundle. Data indicate
that the mean inter-distance of roots ranges between one root every 0.1
to 0.3 meter [Zhou et al., 1998; Wu et al.,1988]. Some studies indicate
also that fine roots tend to be clustered [Achat et al., 2008], which means
that irrespective of their density, roots would be interacting. Considering
that at a certain distance from tree stems, the density of roots decreases
exponentially [Ammer and Wagner, 2005], it is reasonable to neglect root
interactions in slopes with sparse vegetation. Moreover, field observations
and results of numerical simulations show that fine roots play in many cases
a central role in slope stabilization. There are two reasons for these conclu-
sions: first, fine roots maximal strength is activated at small displacements
suppressing even the smallest of deformations before the system acquires
significant kinetic energy, and second, fine roots are more numerous and
their distribution on the slope more homogeneous than the distribution of
coarse roots. In situations where the growth of lateral coarse root networks
can be achieved, slope stabilization will be assured through maximal root
reinforcement of coarse roots and through an efficient horizontal redistribu-
tion of forces. As showed by Zhou et al. [1998] lateral root reinforcement
is displacement dependent, and our numerical simulations show that force-
displacement behaviors of a root bundle are strongly dependent on root
diameter distribution (Figure 3.19). Therefore, future implementation of
root reinforcement in slope stability calculations must consider this aspect,
either in an infinite slope approach or in detailed numerical models.
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Figure 3.19: Modeled behavior of root reinforcement for the data of Zhou et
al. [1998] for one square meter soil profile fitting the mean root distribution
with the Weibull distribution function. The calculated maximal reinforce-
ment using the Wu model [Wu et al., 1979] was 18 kPa, while the maximal
pullout forces predicted with the RBM is about 13 kPa, which is closer to
the measured values (0.22-16.9 kPa). It is important to consider that no
root distributions of the single data are reported, and thus just the mean
distribution was used for the root reinforcement estimation.

RBM and Slope Stability

Schwarz et al. [2009] highlighted the importance of the force-displacement
relations for realistic implementations of root reinforcement in slope sta-
bility calculations. Results of our model show that the implementation of
vegetation mechanical effects in slope stability calculation must take into
account two important aspects. First, not all roots break simultaneously
and thus the RBM approach allows a more realistic estimation of root rein-
forcement. Second, not all resisting forces on a slope act at the same time
or amount of displacement. Hence, maximal lateral soil cohesion should
not be added to the maximal lateral root reinforcement, because they reach
their maximal values at different displacements [Schwarz et al., 2009]. By
analogy, root reinforcement at the basal slip surface should be added to the
residual shear strength of the soil material and not to the maximal value
[Lang et al., 2003]. Moreover, with simple parameterization the model al-
lows estimation of root reinforcement at a high spatial resolution [Schwarz
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et al., 2009; Schwarz et al., 2010], and not at only at an average and uniform
stand scale values as usually done. In addition, the implementation of the
RBM in slope stability model permits a better estimation of the volume
of shallow landslides because the information on the force-displacement be-
havior of the rooted soil allows the simulation of crack propagation during
failure. The possibility to better estimate the volume of shallow landslides
is an important information for the modeling of sediment transport in a
catchment [Bathrust et al., 2007] and debris flow simulations [Christen et
al., 2007]. The results of this work and other studies [Casadei et al., 2003;
Schwarz et al., 2009], lead to a more general discussion on the role of veg-
etation in mitigating slope instabilities. Considering mechanical aspects
only, one can conclude that even shallow rooted slopes may be stabilized
by root networks but the effective contribution of a root network to slope
stability is strongly dependent on plant distribution, slope steepness, and
the hydro-mechanical properties of soil material.

3.8 Conclusions

In summary, we have presented a model for the estimation of root rein-
forcement which captures the mechanical behavior of root-soil interactions
more realistically and yields force-displacement pullout behavior of a root
bundle. Model estimates of tensile strength rely on the following charac-
teristic elements: a) variations of Young’s modulus as a function of root
diameter along each root, b) consideration of root tortuosity and compres-
sion properties of the soil, c) consideration of root deformations d) inclusion
of branching points as single friction element, e) incorporating of static and
dynamic root-soil friction, f) consideration of root-soil friction variation as
a function of soil water content and soil type, and g) accounting for the
progressive root-soil friction activation. This study highlights the role of
root bundle composition (size and geometry) on macroscopic mechanical
behavior of root bundles. The quantification of the stress-strain behavior
of a bundle of roots leads to new insights regarding the role of root reinforce-
ment in slope stability. The results show that the overestimation of root
reinforcement using the Wu’s approach ranges from 0 to 90%, depending
on root size distribution. Moreover, the sensitivity analysis of the model
highlights key topics for further research. These topics include: the need
for more quantitative methods for the estimation of root distribution and
root geometrical parameters (like root length, root tortuosity, and branching
patterns), the use of probability density functions to describe the variability
of the mechanical parameters of roots, implementation of these probability
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functions in a system of equations to obtain a mathematical description of
the root bundle mechanical behavior, and finally, a better understanding
of how roots contribute in space and time to the force redistribution on a
vegetated slope.
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4.1 Abstract

Root-soil mechanical interactions are key to soil stability on steep hillslopes.
Motivated by new advances and applications of the Root Bundle Model
(RBM), we conducted a series of experiments in the laboratory and in the
field to study the mechanical response of pulled roots. We systematically
quantified the influence of different factors such as root geometry and con-
figuration, soil type, and soil water content considering individual roots and
root bundles. We developed a novel pullout apparatus for strain-controlled
field and laboratory tests of up to 13 parallel roots measured individually
and as a bundle. Results highlight the importance of root tortuosity and
root branching points for prediction of individual root pullout behavior.
Results also confirm the critical role of root diameter distribution for realis-
tic prediction of global pullout behavior of a root bundle. Friction between
root and soil matrix varied with soil type and water content and affected
the force-displacement behavior. Friction in sand varied from 1 to 17 kPa,
with low values obtained in wet sand at confining pressure of 2 kPa, and
high values obtained in dry sand with 4.5 kPa confining pressure. In a silty
soil matrix, friction ranged between 3 kPa under wet and low confining
pressure (2 kPa) and 6 kPa in dry and higher confining pressure (4.5 kPa).
Displacement at maximum pullout force increased with increasing root di-
ameter and with tortuosity. Laboratory experiments were used to calibrate
the RBM that was later validated using six field measurements with natural
root bundles of Norway spruce (Picea abies L.). These tests demonstrate
the progressive nature of root bundle failure under strain-controlled pull-
out force and provide new insights regarding force-displacement behavior of
root reinforcement, highlighting the importance of considering displacement
in slope stability models. Results show that the magnitude of maximum
root pullout forces (1–5 kPa) are important for slope stability. The force-
displacement relations characterized in this study are fundamental inputs
for quantifying the resistive force redistribution on vegetated slopes and may
provide explanation for abrupt loss of strength during landslide initiation
and deformation.

4.2 Introduction

The study of root-soil mechanical interactions, often motivated by questions
related to slope stability or tree stability, has evolved from an early focus on
reinforcement and strength imparted by roots crossing a slip surface [Wu et
al., 1979; Waldron and Dakessian, 1981] or vertical root reinforcement along
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a profile [Abe and Ziemer, 1991], to considerations of lateral reinforcement
and dynamic aspects of root-soil interactions [e.g., Schwarz et al., 2010b,c].
Traditionally, studies focused on maximum tensile strength of individual
roots as basic input information for the estimation of root reinforcement
along a soil profile [Nilaweera and Nutalaya, 1999; Watson et al., 1999; Op-
erstein and Frydman, 2000; Tosi, 2007; De Beats et al., 2008; Docker and
Hubble, 2008]. Some studies also recognized the role of lateral distribution
of roots on the horizontal redistribution of forces on a slope [Reneau and
Dietrich, 1987; Schmidt et al., 2001; Roering et al., 2003; Casadei et al.,
2003; Schwarz et al., 2010c], and later considered the horizontal distribution
of root reinforcement [Sakals and Sidle, 2004; Schwarz et al., 2010c]. Shew-
bridge and Sitar [1990] showed analytically how reinforcement affects the
width of a shear zone and how the larger tensile strength of root-reinforced
soils exceeds bending stresses by an order of magnitude. Schwarz et al.
[2010c] showed in a case study of a shallow landslide on a vegetated slope
that the contribution of lateral root reinforcement was the only mechanical
contribution of vegetation to slope stability. This scenario is supported by
other observations of rainfall-triggered landslides in Switzerland [Rickli and
Graf, 2009]. These and other results indicate that for both shear and tensile
reinforcement one should focus on the root pullout behavior.

Numerous engineering studies on soil-nailing techniques and concrete
reinforcement have identified several key factors in the pullout behavior of
single or multiple soil nails or fibers [Wang et al., 1988; Naaman et al.,
1991a,b; Li, 1994; Teixeira et al., 2007; Cunha et al., 2008; Yang et al.,
2008]. Hong et al. [2003] showed that the friction at the soil-nail interface
was dependent upon the surface roughness of the nail and the confining pres-
sure; Su et al. [2008] reported that peak pullout shear resistance of soils
reinforced by nails was not significantly different for two different degrees of
soil-water saturation (38% and 75%). Some of these results may be useful
in the context of root pullout behavior, but the relatively complex geometry
and the mechanical heterogeneities of natural root systems necessitate spe-
cific considerations requiring new experimental data and models of root-soil
interactions. For example, some studies [Anderson et al., 1989; Czarnes et
al., 1999; Abernethy and Rutherfurd, 2001; Hamza et al., 2007; Mickovski
et al., 2007] have shifted from the standard measurement of the maximum
tensile strength of roots to the characterization of the force-displacement
behavior of pulled roots in a soil matrix, thus taking into account displace-
ment and root-soil interactions for the description of the pullout process
and root reinforcement in relation to various factors. Studies have also dis-
cussed the importance of factors such as root length, root branching pattern
and tortuosity, and how these factors affect the pullout behavior of natural
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roots [Stokes et al., 1996; Abernethy and Rutherfurd, 2001; Mattia et al.,
2005; Stokes et al., 2009; Mickovski et al., 2010].

There are only a few analytical or numerical studies that have addressed
the pullout behavior of individual roots [Ennos, 1990; Stokes et al., 1996;
Dupuy et al., 2005], and among these only one model is capable of predict-
ing the force-displacement behavior of a pulled root [Ennos, 1990]. In one
of the rare studies aimed at experimentally evaluating dynamic aspects of
reinforcement for a bundle of roots, Zhou et al. [1998] back-calculated the
global contribution of lateral root reinforcement as the difference between
the shearing resistance of rooted soil blocks and the shearing resistance
of soil blocks without roots. The progressive nature of root bundle failure
under a tensile or shear stress was recognized and discussed previously [Wal-
dron and Dakessian, 1981; Zhou et al., 1998; Schmidt et al., 2001; Docker
and Hubble, 2008; Cohen et al., 2009; Hubble et al., 2010], leading to the
recognition that Wu et al. [1979] root-area-ratio calculation of root-cohesion
often used for slope stability assessment must be revised [Docker and Hub-
ble, 2008; Stokes et al., 2009; Hubble et al., 2010; Mickovski et al., 2010].
A recent study by Pollen et al. [2004] introduced the concept of the fiber
bundle model (FBM) for the estimation of root reinforcement. As reviewed
in detail by Schwarz et al. [2010a], the FBM provides quantitative consider-
ation of geometrical and dynamic aspects of root reinforcement with model
parameters, providing more realistic root reinforcement estimates. Two ap-
proaches have been used for studying root reinforcement with the FBM.
One, first presented by Pollen et al. [2004], imposes a stress on a bundle or
roots. During a stress loading step, some roots break and their loads are
redistributed to intact roots according to some predefined rules [Thomas
and Pollen-Bankhead, 2010]. Depending on the redistribution rule, roots
may or may not have identical displacements, unless assumptions are made
regarding the geometry or mechanical properties of the roots, for example
a constant elastic modulus independent of root diameter. Also, with stress
loading, the bundle residual pullout forces past the maximum force cannot
be calculated because the bundle breaks at the maximum load.

A second approach, introduced by Schwarz et al. [2010b] and imple-
mented in the Root Bundle Model (RBM) [Schwarz et al., 2010a], loads the
bundle by a sequence of strain steps and the total pullout force is simply
calculated as the sum of pullout forces of individual roots in the bundle.
No assumptions are needed about load redistributions. Because all roots
have identical displacements, a complete description of root mechanics and
geometry can be included, yielding a more realistic distribution of stresses
among roots of the bundle. Also, calculations of forces can go beyond the
maximum force and thus estimate the bundle’s residual force at large dis-
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placements. Yet, the parametrization and calibration of the FBM remains
a challenge due to the complexity and heterogeneity of root-soil systems.
For improved understanding of the force-displacement behavior of a bundle
of roots and for a realistic prediction of root reinforcement, new types of
experiments and input data are required. Specifically, there is a need to
quantify key factors and parameters also identified in recent numerical and
analytical studies [Ennos, 1990; Dupuy et al., 2005; Schwarz et al., 2010a]
such as: root length, root branching distance, decrease of root diameter
past a branching point (using a scaling factor), root tortuosity, variation of
Young’s modulus, and maximum tensile strength as a function of diameter
and along the root length.

The primary objectives of this study were to improve estimation of
lateral root reinforcement by identifying and quantifying parameters con-
trolling root bundle mechanical behavior by means of laboratory and field
measurements and use these data to calibrate and validate the Root Bundle
Model of Schwarz et al. [2010a].

4.3 Materials and Methods

The Pullout Apparatus

We designed a novel apparatus to obtain experimental data on the pull-
out behavior of a root bundle composed of a heterogeneous population of
roots. The apparatus is capable of measuring simultaneously the pullout
force and displacement of single elements of the bundle. The device was
designed to conduct displacement-controlled experiments and can pull up
to 13 roots/fibers simultaneously (Figure 4.1). The pullout apparatus con-
sisted of a rigid structure (400 x 600 x 800 mm) where a rigid plate (400 x
600 x 25 mm) moved along four parallel guides with circular cross sections
(diameter 30 mm). On the stiff plate we installed 13 load cells (Omega
engineering, LCL-040) to which individual roots/fibers were attached, so
that the measurements of each pullout force is independent of the friction
between the rigid plate and the guides. The load cells have a maximum load
capacity of about 180 N (with a safe overload of 150%) and an accuracy of ±
0.25% at full scale. The load cells were connected to a data logger (Camp-
bell Scientific, CR3000) which collected force and displacement data every
second. The displacement of the plate was measured using a Linear Vari-
able Differential Transformer (LVDT, SigmaEpsilon, AS-630) which had a
linear accuracy of ± 0.3%. The plate was pulled with an electric motor
positioned at the back of the machine. The pullout apparatus was designed
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and constructed to remain stiff with negligible internal elastic deformations.
In laboratory tests, roots or fibers were embedded in soil or sand within a
horizontal wooden box (600 x 600 x 1300 mm) (Figure 4.1) and attached
to the loading plate. In the field, roots prepared on the vertical face of a
soil profile were attached directly to the plate of the machine.

Field Experiments

Study Area

The study area is located at Uetliberg near Zürich, Switzerland (Long.
8.470631, Lat. 47.366211; UTM/WGS 84) at an altitude of 630 m a.s.l.
The site is on a flat ridge in the northern part of the Albis range. The ge-
ological substratum is a limestone and the Uetliberg rise consists of glacial
sediments deposited during the Wurm period [Vanomsen, 2006]. The cli-
mate is continental with mean annual precipitation of 1100 mm and mean
annual temperature of 8 ◦C [Vanomsen, 2006]. The soil in the area is an
Inceptisol with a mollic surface horizon (Ah, 0.1–0.2 m depth) and a cambic
subsurface horizon (Bh, > 0.2 m depth) [Soil Survey Staff, 2010]. The soil of
the mollic horizon is classified as a silty loam [Soil Survey Staff, 2010]. The
upper layer of the soil was well structured with aggregate sizes ranging from

Figure 4.1: (a) Schematic of the pullout machine. Moving parts are shown
in red. (b) Photo of the pullout machine in the laboratory. (c) Detail of
the rigid plate with attached strain gages.
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1 to 20 mm. Gravels and cobbles with diameters between 5 and 100 mm
constituted only 5% of the soil material. Soil samples were taken from the
mollic horizon (Ah) to measure water retention and grain-size distribution
on dispersed and aggregated samples (Figure 4.2). The fitting parameters
of the water retention curve are typical of a loamy soil and indicate a high
porosity of almost 60%. To measure the grain-size distribution of the dis-
persed soil, 5 kg of soil was dried and wet sieved for particle sizes from 0.1
to 10 mm. For the aggregated soil, an additional 5 kg of soil was dry sieved
for particles greater than 2 mm (10 min throw-action sieving with ampli-
tude of 3 mm with a sieve shaker (Retsch, AS 300)) to illustrate the effect
of aggregation on the particle-size distribution (Figure 4.2b). The small-
est fraction of the soil (< 0.1 mm) was analyzed with the laser diffraction
technique after treatment with H2O2 (2 ml on 2 g soil), Calgon (sodium
hexametaphosphate), and UV (for 1 min).

The canopy of the forest stand is a single layer dominated by Norway
spruce trees (Picea abies L.) (about 90% of trees) with stem diameters be-
tween 200 and 300 mm at 1.3 m height. The mean stem density is 400 to 500
trees ha−1 and the mean tree height measured with a hypsometer is about
23 m. The spruce trees were planted and are regularly distributed. The au-
tochthonous vegetation typically consists of a deciduous forest dominated
by beech trees (Fagus silvatica L.) and belongs to the phyto-sociological
class of the Fagetum typicum. The regeneration layer is composed of beech
(Fagus silvatica L.) and Sycamore maple (Acer pseudoplatanus L.) species.

Soil Trenches

In order to investigate the pullout resistance of natural root bundles of
spruce, 6 rooted soil profiles near spruce trees were used as test samples.
Trees with average dimensions of about 300 mm in diameter at breast height
were chosen, avoiding trees growing below the forest canopy. Trenches
were dug 2.5 m from the center of the tree stem. Each trench was 2 m
long, 0.8 m in width, and 0.5 m deep. The orientation of the trench was
chosen to minimize interactions with root systems of other trees. Before
the excavation, roots of spruce trees were carefully cut along the trench line
with a garden shear to prevent mechanical stresses before the test.

Field Experimental Setup

Roots intersecting the profile (Figure 4.3) were selected based on their di-
ameters (between 1 and 3 mm) and their locations on the profile (to allow
for a good connection to the pullout plate). Strain gages were positionned
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Figure 4.2: Characteristics of Uetliberg soil used for the laboratory experi-
ments: (a) Water retention curve of the fine component of soil (aggregates
< 2 mm) and van Genuchten [1978] model fit with parameters α = 5.2
[10−1 mm], n = 1.5, θr = 0.15, and θs = 0.575; (b) grain size distribution
(aggregated and dispersed).

on a 40 mm squared mesh to ensure that the sensors were lined up with
the axis of the pull direction. Roots were glued to metal rings equipped
with a screw that overlapped the de-barked end of the root. The length of
the overlapping segment was proportional to the diameter of the root and
embedded in a rubber tube in which liquid glue was injected (see Figure
4.3). Prepared roots with glued metal rings were attached to strain gages on
the pullout plate and pre-tensioned using a screw system to a load between
0 and 2 N. The pre-tensioning activated all roots at the same time once
the plate started to move. After the experiment, in situ volumetric water
content of the soil was measured using a handheld TDR (Time Domain
Reflectometry) instrument (Hydrosense, Campbell Scientific).
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Figure 4.3: Field soil profile showing roots of spruce (Picea abies) with
metal rings ready for a pullout experiment.

Laboratory Experiments

Laboratory experiments consisted of three types of tests (Table 4.1): i)
cotton threads as root analogs, ii) field-sampled root segments of spruce
trees, and iii) field-sampled natural roots of spruce trees. These materials
are described in the next subsection. Cotton fibers were embedded in wet or
dry sand to investigate the influence of tortuosity and branching points on
the global pullout behavior of individual fibers in homogeneous conditions.
To simulate tortuosity, fibers were laid in sand in a zig-zag pattern consisting
of 200 mm long segments at 90 degree angle (Figure 4.4). Branching points
were simulated by crimping 4-mm diameter lead fishing beads at 200 mm
intervals along the fiber. Straight natural root segments were pulled out
from sand or soil under different moisture and confining pressure conditions.
These tests aimed at quantifying root-soil friction under different conditions.
Finally, we tested natural roots in reconstituted soil matrix using straight
and tortuous roots and roots with and without branching points (branching
points removed). Tortuosity, defined as the ratio of length along the root
axis and the straight distance between the two end points of the root, was
measured in the laboratory and was 1.4 for cotton fibers and ranged between
1.0 and 1.2 with a 1.1 average for natural roots.
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Figure 4.4: Laboratory set up of experiments with tortuous cotton fibers in
sand.

Table 4.1: Summary of Field (F) and Laboratory (L) experiments with
cotton fibers (A) roots (R) and roots segments (RS) in sand (SA) or soil
(SO) under dry (D) or wet conditions (W). Fibers and roots are also grouped
into straight (S), tortuous (T), branched (B) or a combination of these
groups.

Roots and Cotton-Thread Root Analogs

Cotton Fibers
Cotton fibers were used to study pullout behavior without the geomet-

rical and mechanical variability found in roots. Cotton was selected due
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to the similarity of its apparent elastic properties to those of fine roots.
Cotton fibers had mean diameters of 0.2 mm (±10%) and were 1 m long.
Dry fibers had a maximum tensile force of about 25 N (0.8 N standard
deviation) and an elastic (Young’s) secant modulus of ∼ 42 GPa (6.8 GPa
standard deviation). Wet cotton fibers had a maximum tensile force of 22
N (1.5 N standard deviation) and an elastic (Young’s) secant modulus of
∼ 31 GPa (3 GPa standard deviation).

Natural Root Segments
In order to characterize friction between the root surface and the soil

matrix (root-soil interfacial friction), we collected 5 root segments with
diameters between 4 and 6 mm. These straight segments were cut from
large secondary [Santantonio, 1990] lateral spruce (Picea abies L.) roots
sampled from the first 400 mm of the top soil layer. The diameter of each
root segment was measured every 100 mm to calculate the root surface
area used to convert measured pullout forces to frictional stresses. All
root segments had lengths between 60 and 1000 mm with a fairly constant
diameter (±6%).

Natural Roots
Twenty seven roots of spruce (Picea abies L.) were collected and stored

in a solution with 10% ethanol at 4oC to prevent the deterioration of the
root material following procedures outlined in Bischetti et al. [2003]. Root
diameters ranged between 1 and 4 mm. Roots were sampled from the up-
permost 400 mm of the top soil layer and can be classified as secondary
lateral roots [Santantonio, 1990]. The experiments were carried out within
two weeks of collection. Before the experiments, roots were hand washed
gently under water to remove residual soil and root hairs. Fine root tips
were also removed. For each root, we measured root diameter at its base,
tortuous and straight length, diameter at each branching point, and branch-
ing distances (Figure 4.5). The straight length of a root was measured by
gently stretching it on a table. A branching point was defined when a lateral
root was larger than 0.5 mm in diameter.

A power-law fit of tortuous length, L, versus base diameter, db, yielded

L = 335 d0.63
b , (4.1)

where L and db are both in millimeters. Data show that the number of
branching points (nbp) increases nearly linearly with base root diameter
(nbp = 2.8 db; see Figure 4.6).

Dividing the tortuous root length by the number of branching points
we obtain the value of the mean branching distance. The mean branching
distance, associated with the mean lengths of root segments with constant
cross-sectional diameters, is a parameter in the root bundle model. Mean
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branching distances, however, were normally distributed and highly vari-
able, between 30 and 187 mm with a standard deviation of 43.3 mm. For
modeling purpose we assumed a mean value of 90 mm based on the average
of 23 measurements.

Previous studies on root growth and root distribution have used a scaling
factor (also called a proportionality factor) to characterize the variation of
diameter along root length [van Noordwijk et al., 1994; Ozier-Lafontaine et
al., 1999; Vercambre et al., 2003; Collet et al., 2006]. This scaling factor is
the ratio of the main root cross-sectional area before and after the branching
point, including cross-sectional areas of any branching lateral roots. We
used the geometrical model of Schwarz et al. [2010a] to compute root
diameter as a function of length along the root:

d(l) = 2

√
l

b

f 2

4
s, (4.2)

where d is the root diameter at a distance l from the root tip, b is the mean
branching distance, f is the mean diameter of fine roots (in our calculation
assumed to be 1 mm, following the classification of fine roots in Santantonio
[1990]), and s is the scaling factor. For d(L) = db, substituting equation (1)
into equation (2) and rearranging, we obtain

s(db) =
b

335
d1.4
b , (4.3)

where s, db and b are in millimeters. Measured values of scaling factor
fit well with values computed using equation (3) (see Figure 4.7). Thus,
equation (3) was used as an input in the Root Bundle Model [Schwarz et
al., 2010a].

Figure 4.5: Characterization of geometrical parameters of a root. The
red circles indicate branching points. The drawings show the geometrical
meaning of tortuous and straight root length.
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Figure 4.6: Number of branching points versus root diameter. The black
line shows the linear regression with intercept at 0 and a slope of 2.8. The
gray lines show the confidence interval of the regression at the 5% of prob-
ability.

Experimental Setup

Laboratory Experimental Setup

In the laboratory experiments we used the same apparatus as in the field ex-
periments except that in the laboratory roots were embedded in a soil/sand
matrix contained in a wooden box. The setup was designed to operate hor-
izontally to avoid overburden gradients along the roots. As soil matrix we
used a uniformly graded silica sand (D50= 0.6 mm) or a silty loam collected
in the study area (see Figure 4.2). The fine soil material was sieved in the
field with a 20 mm mesh and kept dry in the laboratory. The roots/fibers
were embedded in the soil matrix adding the soil material layer by layer
and retaining an approximate bulk density of 1.0 throughout the vertical
column. The upper surface of the soil matrix was leveled to equalize weight
distribution. The confining pressure was determined by adding weights on
top of the soil surface over a wooden board. We used weights of 120 and
270 kg to simulate upper confining pressures of 2 and 4.5 kPa, respectively.
The preparation of different moisture conditions was performed by adding
the amount of water needed to obtain the desired gravimetric water content
and mixing the mass manually. The matrix mass was then left to equili-
brate for a few hours prior to setting into the wooden box. The soil was
characterized by standard laboratory drained direct shear tests on recon-
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Figure 4.7: Root diameter versus calculated scaling factor of tested roots.
The nonlinear regression model is shown to be significant with a p-value less
than 0.001 and a residual standard error of 0.32 on 22 degrees of freedom.

structed saturated samples with material from the Ah horizon at confining
pressures of 50, 100, 150, and 200 kPa (see parameters in Table 4.2). Al-
though confining pressures in the standard shear tests were higher than
under real conditions (0.5–1 m soil depth), they yielded standard parame-
ters that could be compared with other soils.

Table 4.2: Soil properties of the Ah horizon.

Property Symbol Value Unit

Bulk density ρb 1000 [kg m−3]
Porosity n 63 [%]

Residual friction angle φr 25 (SD=2) [◦]
Cohesion c 17.5 (SD=5) [kPa]
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The Root Bundle Model (RBM)

Experimental force-displacement pullout curves were compared with RBM
predictions. The RBM [Schwarz et al., 2010a] is an extension of the fiber
bundle model [e.g., Sornette, 1989; Pollen et al., 2004; Raischel et al. 2006;
Cohen et al., 2009] that takes into account failure mechanisms of individual
roots (i.e., slip and breakage) and root-soil friction. The model calculates
the pullout force of a root bundle as a function of displacement during
displacement-controlled loading of the bundle. Key parameters of the model
are: root length, root tortuosity, branching point coefficient (a coefficient
that describes how much a branching point influences the maximum and the
residual pullout force of a root), root-soil friction angle (derived from the
root-soil interfacial friction forces measured at different confining pressures),
water content, and confining pressure. Based on a sensitivity study of
the RBM [Schwarz et al., 2010a], the most sensitive parameters were the
coefficients used to describe root length (equation (1)) and the branching
point coefficient.

4.4 Results and Discussion

Experiments using Cotton Fibers

Figure 4.8 displays the pullout behavior of cotton fibers averaged over 5
replicates for straight fibers (S), tortuous fibers (T), straight fibers with
branching points (SB), and tortuous fibers with branching points (TB),
placed in wet (5% VWC) and dry sand.

Results show that, in wet sand, S fibers had the smallest maximum
pullout force (about 5 N), and peak strength occurred at a relatively small
displacement (within the first 10 cm in this case). Also, friction during the
slip-out phase decayed exponentially. SB fibers showed a higher maximum
pullout force (about 10 N) also within the first 10 cm of displacement (cor-
responding to 10% strain). In contrast with SB fibers, the slip-out phase of
S fibers was more gradual and linear. T and TB fibers showed similar pull-
out behaviors with maximum pullout force of about 15 N at displacement
of 25–30 cm. The slip-out phase also followed exponential frictional decay.
For tortuous fibers, the effect of branching points was negligible.

The pullout curves of fibers in dry sand (Figure 4.8b) showed, in general,
lower maximum forces than in wet sand. T and TB fibers reached maximum
pullout forces at larger displacement than S and SB fibers. Moreover, in
contrast to wet sand, the behavior of T and TB fibers differed considerably,
suggesting that the presence of branching points in tortous roots had a
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larger influence in dry sand than in wet sand. The lower secant elastic
modulus of cotton fibers does not justify the different measured pullout
behaviors of cotton fibers in wet and dry sand. Water, however, appears
to have the most influence on interfacial friction and hence on the pullout
force.

Figure 4.8: Pullout tensile forces versus displacement for four different
classes of cotton fibers (straight fiber (S), tortuous fiber (T), straight fiber
with branching points (SB), and tortuous fibers with branching points
(TB)), in (a) wet sand (15% VWC) and in (b) dry sand (0% VWC). Curves
are averages of 5 experiments. The slip out phase begins at the displacement
at which the maximum pullout force is reached.

Experiments using Root Segments

Effects of Soil Type and Water Content on Friction Tradition-
ally, the effects of lateral branching roots and root hairs are considered as
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an integral part of the global root-soil interfacial friction. To better un-
derstand root-soil interfacial friction, however, we focused on friction due
to interactions between the roughness of the root bark and the soil matrix
by performing pullout experiments in the laboratory with natural root seg-
ments sampled from the field (no branching points and no root hairs). To
quantify systematically the effects of confining pressure and soil water con-
tent, we repeated experiments with different combinations of these factors.
In total we performed 24 experiments, each time using the same 5 root seg-
ments (pseudo-replicates), for a total of 120 force-displacement curves (see
Table 4.1). A possible variation of root-soil interfacial friction due to wear
of the samples caused by the angular sand could not be observed between
the first pullout test and successive tests. In fact, the variability of the
pullout behaviors between the replicated tests did not show a decreasing
trend and it was probably more influenced by local packing condition of the
sand/soil matrix than by wear of the root-soil interface. Figures 4.9 and
4.10 show force-displacement results of 5 specific pullout experiments in soil
and sand, respectively, with root segments of different diameters. In soil,
maximum pullout force and displacement at maximum pullout force were
nearly identical for the dry and wet cases (Figure 4.9a,b). Pullout forces
for the dry soil (Figure 4.9b), however, showed large, rapid, oscillations of
up to 25 N for the large root segments, while wet soil force-displacement
curves in Figure 4.9a were smoother, indicating a more uniform friction. In
contrast, maximum pullout forces in dry sand (Figure 4.10b) were three to
five times larger than in wet sand (Figure 4.10a). Pullout forces decayed
rapidly after a sharp peak in dry sand while they plateaued in wet sand.
For sand, the dry cases showed only slightly more oscillations than the wet
cases.

Figures 4.11 and 4.12 show the values of root-soil interfacial friction
under various combinations of moisture and confining pressure for soil and
sand, respectively. For soil, results in Figure 4.11 show that volumetric
water content in soil causes a small but perceptible decrease of root-soil
friction. A possible explanation for the decrease of friction with increasing
water content is the decrease of soil aggregate stiffness with water: under
wet conditions, individual aggregates are more plastic (less stiff) and deform
more easily, resulting in a lower root-soil interfacial friction angle and thus
lower friction. The data of Figure 4.11 were used to calibrate the root-soil
interfacial friction parameters of the RBM such as the angle of friction (42◦)
and the cohesion (ranging between 0 kPa in the dry case, and 2 kPa in the
wet case with 20% VWC). The discrepancy between the values of cohesion
obtained for the soil (17.5 kPa, Table 4.2) and for the root-soil interface is
likely due to the different types of test (drained saturated shear test for the
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Figure 4.9: Pull out behavior of root segments in wet (a) and dry soil (b).
Volumetric water contents are, respectively, 20% and 0%, and confining
pressure is 4.5 kPa in both cases.

soil at confining pressure of 50, 100, 150, and 200 kPa, and pullout tests for
the roots with low confining pressures between 2 and 4.5 kPa) and method:
for soil, cohesion is extrapolated from the residual shear force, while for
pulled roots we consider the maximum pullout force. The influence of the
type of test and of the confining pressure on the derived angle of internal
friction has been discussed by Fannin et al. [2005]. They showed that
the maximum angle of shearing resistance in cohesionless soils is stress-
dependent and exhibits a linear relation with the logarithm of effective
stress. In our case, we observed a similar behavior if we consider separately
each pair of shear test data at different confining pressures (50-100 kPa, 100-
150 kPa, and 150-200 kPa). In particular, we obtained that the angle of
internal friction for the three combinations of confining pressures decreases
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Figure 4.10: Pull out behaviors of root segments in wet (a) and dry sand
(b). Volumetric water contents are, respectively, 10% and 0%, and confining
pressure is 4.5 kPa in both cases.

with increasing confining pressure (28◦, 26◦, and 24◦, respectively), whereas
cohesion increases (10.5 kPa, 15.1 kPa, and 20.9 kPa, respectively).

In natural soils, root hairs, root exudates, pressure due to root growth
and overall adaptation of the root to the pore structure of the soil should
increase root-soil shear strength in comparison with measured laboratory
values. Under field conditions, soil bulk density increases with soil depth. In
our study area [Vanomsen, 2006], a bulk density of 1400 kg m−3 is exceeded
at depth ranging between 200 and 600 mm. This range of depths provides an
indication of the possible root zone depths for spruce trees (Picea abies L.)
[Brady and Weil, 2007] where most of root reinforcement would take place.
Thus, for the soil mechanical characterization, we sampled soil at the Ah
horizon with a soil bulk density of 1000 kg m−3 (Table 4.2) representing
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realistic conditions of the soil in the rooted zone. At such low confining
pressure (0–8.5 kPa), structured soils in the laboratory should offer a lower
surface of contact between roots and soil aggregates than in a natural setting
thus explaining the lower friction between roots and soil.

Figure 4.11: Box plot of maximum pullout friction stress of roots in soil
(in [Pa]) for different combinations of confining pressures/water contents
([kPa]/[%]). For each cases, a minimum of five tests were performed. For
each cases is shown the median (bold black line segment), the 75% percentile
(gray box), and the 100% percentile. An isolated circle indicates that one
data point was outside the 95% percentile.

Root-soil interfacial friction for sand was highly correlated with confin-
ing pressure for dry sand, but not for wet sand. We hypothesize that, since
root segments were neither perfectly straight nor smooth, wet unsaturated
sand does not transmit confining pressure homogeneously to the root be-
cause the matrix is self-supporting at the onset of root segment slip (Figure
4.10a). In contrast, we expect that dry sand would fill the void space left
behind a slipping root segment (Figure 4.10b). Confining pressure is thus
more homogeneously transmitted to the root-matrix interface resulting in
higher interfacial friction. Mickovski et al. [2007] measured higher interfa-
cial friction in wet sand, in apparent contradiction with our measurements.
We hypothesize that this apparent contradiction is due to the different ex-
perimental setup. In the case of Mickovski et al. [2007], root analogues are
pulled vertically, whereas in our case the natural root segments are pulled
horizontally. Other pullout tests on stem segments of purple willow (Salix
purpurea L.) [Bischetti et al., 2009] gave root-soil interfacial friction stress
between 0 and 5 kPa for a confining pressure of 3.9 kPa in a poorly graded
sand with a soil moisture of 5–10 %, in accord with our own measurements.
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Figure 4.12: Box plot of maximum pullout friction stress of roots in sand
(in [kPa]) for different combinations of confining pressures/water contents
([Pa]/[%]). For each case, a minimum of five tests were performed. For each
case is shown the median (bold black line segment), the 75% percentile (gray
box), and the 100% percentile. A lone circle indicates that one data point
was outside the 95% percentile.

Effect of Fiber Type We observed different behaviors between cotton
fibers and root segments of spruce (Picea abies L.) in pullout experiments
in sand with different moisture contents (Figures 4.8 and 4.10). Under wet
conditions, friction is highest for cotton fibers but lowest for root segments.
We explain this opposite behavior by the difference in diameter of cotton
fibers and roots relative to the grain size and by the difference in material
properties: in the case of cotton fibers, their diameters are smaller than the
grain size of the sand particles and the material is highly deformable, thus
contacts between fibers and soil matrix are limited in dry conditions and
confining pressure in the matrix is only partially transmitted to the fiber-
matrix contacts. Under wet conditions, capillary water forming pendular
bridges between the cotton fibers and the grains increase the surface contact
and the apparent cohesion between fibers and matrix.

Effect of Fiber Length Although the effect of the root length-
diameter relationship (also known as root aspect ratio) on the pullout force
were not studied in the present experiments, root length has a major effect
on the root mechanical behavior, as has been widely recognized [Waldron
and Dakessian, 1981; Ennos, 1990; Michovski et al., 2007; Michovski et
al., 2010] and demonstrated in the Root Bundle Model [Schwarz et al.,
2010a]. Our measurements of root geometry confirm that root tortuous
length increases with increasing root diameter for spruce trees (Picea abies
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L.) (see equation(2)). Different tree species or root types would yield dif-
ferent parameters that would likely modify significantly the pullout forces
of individual roots and root bundles.

Laboratory Experiments with Natural Roots

To quantify the influence of tortuosity and branching points on the pullout
behavior of natural roots taken from the study area, we performed pullout
tests with 3 roots of different diameters (1, 2 and 3 mm). The experiments
were repeated 3 times for each case considered (unbranched, branched, and
tortuous-unbranched), and the results are shown in Figure 4.13.

Effect of Branching Points Comparison between data in Figures
4.13a and 4.13b highlights the importance of root branching pattern on
global pullout behavior, as was previously shown for cotton fibers (Figure
4.8). The maximum pullout force was twice as large for branched samples
than for unbranched samples, while the displacement at maximum pullout
force was in both cases similar. For both cotton and natural root exper-
iments, the presence of branching points doubles the value of the maxi-
mum pullout force. The larger displacement at maximum pullout force
observed for branched roots is attributed to the additional root-soil fric-
tion of branching points that increases root pullout force. With branching
points, the mobilization of tensile strength along anchored root branches
is also included and is manifested primarily at larger displacement. The
initial part of the force-displacement curve (root stretching) is similar for
branched and unbranched roots.

Predictions with the RBM confirm the need to introduce a branching
point coefficient [Schwarz et al., 2010a] that explicitly considers this addi-
tional friction to improve estimation of root mechanical behavior. Other
studies [Stokes et al., 1996; Dupuy et al, 2005; Mickovski et al., 2007] have
also recognized the importance of branching pattern in pullout behavior of
roots, but the parametrization of branching points in a model and the use
of experimental data to validate it is novel. The assumption of the RBM to
neglect the influence of the branching angle is based on results reported by
Stokes et al. [1996] which showed that for a certain type of branching pat-
tern, a variation of branching angle from 30 to 90 degrees increased pullout
force for an individual branching point by less then 5%.

Effect of Tortuosity Figure 4.13c shows that for tortuous roots, both
the maximum pullout force and the displacement at maximum reinforce-
ment were higher than for straight roots without branching points. The
larger values of pullout forces measured for tortuous roots can be attributed
to the increase in root-soil interfacial friction due to the increased normal
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stress at the root-soil interface caused by the component of the pullout force
perpendicular to the root. The increase in displacement is attributed to a
lower global (effective) Young’s modulus caused by the low bending resis-
tance of a root embedded in soil. The magnitude of the effective Young’s
modulus depends on the bending properties of the tortuous root as well as
on the plasticity of the soil. Different soil stiffness will also modulate the
effects of tortuosity on root mechanical behavior. For stiff soil, tortuosity
has little or no effect on the effective Young’s modulus whereas for more
compliant soils the effects of tortuosity will vary as a function of the com-
pression and shearing properties of soil. The calibration of the tortuosity
coefficient in the RBM with laboratory data resulted in an effective Young’s
modulus one-third the value of the root material modulus [see Schwarz et
al., 2010a].

Previous numerical simulations [Schwarz et al., 2010a] have shown that
root tortuosity has a major impact on the mechanical behavior of pulled
roots. Predicted curves in Figure 4.13c were obtained using measured tor-
tuosity of 1.1. The implementation of a tortuosity factor in modeling root
reinforcement is a new element that explains the range of displacements at
which roots reach their maximum pullout force.

Pullout Tests in the Field

We performed a total of 6 pullout field experiments using a total of 36
roots with diameters ranging from 1 to 3 mm. Figure 4.14 shows the mean
behavior of different root diameter classes (the mechanical behavior of in-
dividual roots showed a high degree of variability in terms of maximum
pullout force (standard error of 30%) and displacement (standard error of
25%)). We observed that small roots tended to slip out whereas larger roots
(in this case ≥ 2 mm) tended to break. The volumetric soil water content
for these experiments was between 15 and 20%.

Figure 4.15 shows the global pullout behavior of one of the five root bun-
dles from a field test and comparison with a model run. The global pullout
force increases continuously during the first part of the force-displacement
curve until the first root (or class of root diameters) breaks or slips out
(point A in Figure 4.15). In many cases, in both models runs and field
tests, it is possible to observe the presence of multiple peaks before the
pullout force starts to decrease gradually (point B in Figure 4.15). The
breakage of a root or a class of roots that dominates the bundle may re-
sult in an abrupt decrease in the global pullout force (point C in Figure
4.15). The high variability of individual root behavior strongly influences
the global behavior of a root bundle when considering a limited number of
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Figure 4.13: Comparison between unbranched straight roots (a), branched
straight roots (b), and unbranched tortuous roots (c) in soil. The soil used
in these tests is from Uetliberg and had a volumetric water content of 15%.
Confining pressure was 2 kPa and tortuosity was 1.1 (in the case of tortuous
roots). For the RBM, the value of the branching point coefficient was set
to 0.1.

roots. The prediction of the pullout forces with the RBM shows a peak
value which is about 16% less than the measured maximum peak. More-
over, the predicted displacement at maximum reinforcement is about 30 %
more than measured values (3.8 cm measured and 4.9 cm modeled). For
the same bundle of roots, the use of Wu’s model [Wu et al., 1979] for the
estimation of root reinforcement would result in a constant value of 464 N,
an overestimation of about 60% in root reinforcement.

Figure 4.16 shows the difference between two modeling approaches and
six field pullout tests for quantifying the maximum root reinforcement. The
first approach considers the maximum root reinforcement calculated with
the sum of the maximum forces as in the approach of Wu [Wu et al., 1979].
The second approach is the application of the RBM [Schwarz et al., 2010a]
(Table 4.3). Results show that the RBM tends to underestimate with a
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Figure 4.14: Field pullout forces versus displacement for three classes of
root diameter. Data shown are mean values of respectively 12 roots of 1–2
mm, 9 roots of 2–3 mm and 1 root of 3 mm.

relative standard error of 16%, whereas the sum of maximum forces over-
estimate peak strength by 60%. For this application, the RBM yields more
realistic values of maximum root reinforcement and, in addition, provides
the full stress-strain behavior of root bundles. The causes of the com-
monly observed overestimation of peak forces of Wu’s approach are often
attributed to the lack of consideration of progressive failure of roots [Pollen,
2007]. In contrast, the RBM takes into account progressive failure in addi-
tion to other geometrical and mechanical factors discussed above. A certain
degree of peak force underestimation by the RBM could be explained by
the fact that the pullout curves of natural roots exhibit local force peaks
due to numerous irregularities that are not captured by a model based on
mean forces.

Displacement and Failure Dynamics of Root Bundles

To highlight the importance of failure dynamics of root bundles, we present
in Figure 4.17 calculations of displacement at maximum pullout force for
assumed distributions of root bundles, using the pullout data of individual
roots measured in the field and those modeled with the RBM. These results
show that total displacement to failure was between 20 and 80 mm, and
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Figure 4.15: Pullout forces versus displacement of a field experiment show-
ing the global behavior versus the model behavior, and the single root
behaviors. Capital letters letters indicate the three failure phases which
follow the failure of the three classes of root diameter (A = 1 mm, B = 2
mm, C = 3 mm).

displacement was strongly dependent on the distribution of root diameters
in the bundle. Moreover, we confirm that the displacement at maximum
pullout force increases with increasing size of the dominant root diameter
in a bundle.

The computed displacement at maximum pullout force for the 6 tested
root bundles (Table 4.3) was constant at 4.9 cm. This result is attributed to
the dominance of 2-mm roots in all tested bundles. Hence, the displacement
at maximum pullout force of the bundle corresponds to that of the 2-mm
diameter class (see Figure 4.13). Estimating root-bundle displacement at
failure is one of the most important feature of the RBM. In particular,
the RBM allows the simulation of different modes of global failure of root
bundles that may be characterized by continuous decay of residual pullout
force or by abrupt breakage of a class of root diameter (such as in Figure
4.14). The RBM implements a quantitative approach for explicit consid-
eration of the effects of root tortuosity and soil mechanical properties on
the displacement and failure of a bundle of roots. For root bundles with
few roots, the prediction of the displacement of maximum pullout force or
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Figure 4.16: Measured maximum root reinforcement versus predicted root
reinforcement with the RBM and with the sum of maximum forces [Wu et
al., 1979]. Each data point correspond to the maximum pullout force of
bundles tested in the field experiments.

the displacement at which the most significant decrease in pullout force oc-
curs is challenging. However, the possibility of estimating the displacement
even within an order of magnitude represents a reasonable approximation in
many applications. For root bundles with a large number of roots, the RBM
provides a better prediction for two reasons: (1) for a broad distribution of
root diameters [Schwarz et al., 2010a], an abrupt decrease in pullout force
is unlikely due to the balanced contributions of individual root diameter
classes, and (2) heterogeneities of maximum pullout forces and displace-
ments of individual roots are statistically compensated for roots of similar
diameters. In general, the distribution of root diameters and the number of
roots exert a significant influence on the displacement at maximum pullout
force of a root bundle.
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Figure 4.17: Displacement at maximum root reinforcement for different
types of root distributions in a bundle. The data are obtained using pullout
field data and RBM predicted values. The three bar plots inserts show the
percentage composition of the root bundle for three of the six bundles. Some
of the modeled data points are overlapping due to the dominant effect of a
root diameter class. Thus only four triangles are shown instead of six.

Implications of the model on slope stability
calculations

Results of this study highlight the importance of two mechanical variables
for slope stability calculations: (a) amount of displacement, and (b) vari-
ation of root reinforcement as a function of displacement. Calculations of
factor of safety using infinite slope approaches consider lateral root rein-
forcement as a cohesion term added to the soil intrinsic cohesion. Our mea-
surements clearly demonstrate that these calculations overestimate slope
stability because these two components of the stabilizing force are activated
at different displacements and hence can not be simply additive. Moreover,
Schwarz et al. [2010c] have shown that lateral root reinforcement plays
an important role in the stabilization of small shallow landslides (≤ 1000
m3) where roots do not cross the basal shear plane, and that a realistic
implementation of root reinforcement in a slope stability calculation is pos-
sible only by considering the spatial distribution of all trees and deriving
the value of lateral root reinforcement in the stand based on the spatially
resolved calculation of root reinforcement at the scale of an individual tree.
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Table 4.3: Summary of maximum pullout force and displacement at max-
imum pullout force measured and predicted for the 6 root bundles tested
in the field. The root distributions are expressed as number of roots and
percent of the total.

Bundle
No No of Roots Displacement [cm] Max.Force [N]

1 mm 2 mm 3 mm Data Model Data Model

1
4
(50%)

3
(37.5%)

1
(12.5%)

3.8 4.9 279 234

2
4
(57%)

2
(29%)

1
(14%)

6.7 4.9 227 213

3
3
(60%)

2
(40%)

0
(0%)

2.3 4.9 140 121

4
3
(60%)

2
(40%)

0
(0%)

4.9 4.9 120 121

5
1
(20%)

4
(80%)

0
(0%)

1.4 4.9 162 197

6
3
(50%)

3
(50%)

0
(0%)

2.6 4.9 232
173

With the RBM, a complete description of root reinforcement evolution,
from progressive to abrupt failure, can be obtained that links root mechan-
ical behavior with triggering mechanism of shallow landslide in vegetated
slopes.
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4.5 Conclusions

This study presents results of laboratory and field experiments aimed at
quantifying influences of different geometrical and mechanical attributes
on pullout of individual roots and bundles of roots. In particular, the
experiments focused on effects of root tortuosity, root branching patterns,
root geometry, soil type, and soil moisture on the pullout behavior of an
individual root, as well as root diameter distribution on the global behavior
of a root bundle. The results show that:

1. Branching pattern strongly influences the value of maximum pullout
force of individual roots, whereas root tortuosity has an effect on both
the maximum pullout force and the displacement at maximum pullout
force.

2. Root-soil interfacial friction varies with different soil types.

3. Soil water content does not exert a significant influence on friction but
friction decreases slightly with increasing water content in natural soil.

4. Pullout behavior of different classes of root diameters exhibits large
variability, however, the effect of this variability is limited when a
bundle of roots is considered.

5. The RBM provides a reasonable prediction of global pullout behavior
of root bundles in the field with a mean underestimation of 16%, while
the application of the approach of Wu leads to a mean overestimation
of 60% (the magnitude of the overestimation is strongly related to the
distribution of roots).

The application of the RBM provides important information regarding
root-bundle (and reinforced soil) stress-strain behavior. This information is
particularly important for slope stability calculations and for consideration
of the interactions of different forces (friction, cementation, suction). As dis-
cussed in Schwarz et al. [2010c], implementation of a strain-stress function
in standard slope stability modeling approaches such as finite element or
discrete element models, as well as classical force or momentum equilibrium
calculations, offers considerable advantages. In particular, highly resolved
spatial calculations of force-displacement of root reinforcement behavior
would improve estimation of triggering mechanisms for shallow landslides
with volumes smaller than 1000 m3 [Schwarz et al., 2010c]. The results
contribute to a better estimation of variations of root reinforcement as a
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function of distance from tree stem which is an important practical appli-
cation for optimizing planting or thinning of protection forests [Schwarz
et al., 2010b]. Finally, results demonstrate that for simulation of pullout
mechanical behavior of root bundles, a strain loading approach is necessary
to model slip of individual roots and to obtain realistic force-displacement
pullout curves.
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5.1 Abstract

We propose a new upscaling approach for the quantification of root rein-
forcement based on the Root Bundle Model for the characterization of the
pullout force-displacement behavior and on a simple approach for the es-
timation of root distribution at stand scale. We compared model results
with measurements of root distribution along the scarp of an artificially
rainfall-triggered landslide in a vegetated hillslope. The results show that
the model tend to overestimate the density of small roots (1, 2 and 3 mm
diameter), leading to an error in the estimation of maximal root reinforce-
ment. Variability of maximal root reinforcement within the forest stand is
high, ranging from 0 up to 20 kPa. However, most soil reinforcement by
roots occurs close to the tree stem or in zones where root systems overlap.
We think that the presented method is important for practical and scien-
tific application, since a detailed description of maximal root reinforcement
in a slope is fundamental for the prediction of shallow landslides and the
management of protection forests.

Key words: Root Reinforcement, Shallow Landslide, root distribution
modeling, root bundle model.

5.2 Introduction

Plant roots strongly influence the morphology, spatial distribution, and
triggering mechanisms of shallow landslides in vegetated slopes [Schmidt
et al., 2001; Roering et al., 2003]. Typical parameters such as canopy in-
dex, stem diameter distribution and species composition of forested stand
are used qualitatively to define strategies for protection forest management
[Brang et al., 2006]. The mechanical effects of vegetation on the stability
of shallow landslide is widely recognized [Sidle and Ochiai, 2006], and is
usually defined as root reinforcement. Despite considerable progress in this
area, realistic description and analysis of the spatial distribution of root
reinforcement in vegetated hillslopes remain lacking. Many studies on the
stability of vegetated slopes consider root reinforcement as a constant ho-
mogenously distributed basal apparent cohesion [Montgomery and Dietrich,
1994, (TOPOG, SHALSTAB); Sidle and Wu, 2001, (dSLAM); Bathrust et
al., 2005, (SHETRAN); Simoni et al., 2007, (GEOtop)]. Few models imple-
ment heterogeneities due to tree distribution [Sakals and Sidle, 2004; Genet
et al., 2008] and none consider the dynamics of root reinforcement.

Root-soil mechanical properties and interaction have been studied in-
tensively and recently reviewed in the context of triggering of rapid mass
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movements [Schwarz et al., 2010b]. Proper quantification of root reinforce-
ment involves upscaling of reinforcement mechanisms from the individual
root, to root bundle, to interacting neighboring root systems [Schwarz et
al., 2010b]. Previous work highlighted the importance of including the pro-
gressive failure of roots within a bundle. Experiments indicate that the
activation of roots or bundles of roots along a tension crack is not simul-
taneous, and must be considered in evaluating and quantifying root rein-
forcement in a vegetated slope. In recent years the use of the fiber bundle
model concept (FBM) was introduced for the calculation of progressive root
reinforcement in single soil profiles [Pollen and Simon, 2005; Schwarz et al.,
2010a; Cohen et al., in review ], but was not applied to larger scales such
as a forest stand. In addition to progressive failure, the upscaling of root
reinforcement requires knowledge of the spatial root distribution. Schmidt
et al. [2001] showed with detailed measurements in several landslide scarps
that values of root reinforcement must be compiled at the landslide scale
because the vegetation and root reinforcement vary at that scale. An ex-
ample of variation of root distribution at the stand scale is shown in figure
5.1.

Recent studies recognized the importance of lateral root reinforcement
particularly for protection function against shallow landslides [Schmidt et
al., 2001; Roering et al., 2003; Schwarz et al., 2010c]. In many cases,
the effects due to the lateral root reinforcement is higher then those due
to the basal root reinforcement. This consideration is explained basically
by the fact that most of the roots in a forest stand are confined in the
first 1 m of soil and that deep roots reach only locally a shear plane of a
shallow landslides that is usually located at 1-2 m depth [Schmidt et al.,
2001, Danjon et al., 2007]. For this reason the implementation of the lateral
root reinforcement is important for a realistic analysis of shallow landslides.
Studies such as done by Schmidt et al. [2001] and Kukotse et al. [2006]
were the first to introduce 3D analysis of root reinforcement considering
constant lateral and basal root reinforcement for different forest structure.
Kukotse et al. [2006], however, assumed a homogenous root reinforcement
within the same root system and did not consider the lateral interactions of
neighboring root systems and the spatial variability of root reinforcement
within the same root system.

The approach of Schwarz et al. [2010b] is one of the first modeling
framework for the estimation and characterization of root distribution at
stand scale that allow a realistic upscaling of lateral root reinforcement at
the stand scale.

The primary objective of this work is to present a quantitative method
for the characterization of the distribution of lateral root reinforcement on a
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vegetated slope (apparent E modulus, displacement at maximal reinforce-
ment and maximal root reinforcement), and validate it in a case study.
Building up on the outcomes of previous studies such as Sakals and Si-
dle [2004] and others [Wu and Sidle, 1995; Dhakal and Sidle, 2003], we
tested a model framework [Schwarz et al., 2010b] that combined the spatial
distribution of root with the force-displacement characterization of root re-
inforcement at stand scale. In a first step we used the model to characterize
the theoretical spatial distribution and the dynamic of root reinforcement
within single tree root system and between interacting root systems. Sec-
ondly, we present the field characterization and the calibration of the model
for a case study. Finally, we compared the results of the model with the
data on root distribution collected in the landslide scarp present in the
study area. These results help to define the limits and the potentialities of
root reinforcement in the triggering of shallow landslides and expand the
knowledge needed to optimize the management of protection forests.

Figure 5.1: Soil profile showing the variability of root distribution at stand
scale (Patagonia, South America).
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5.3 A model of root reinforcement for

interacting root systems

We model the spatial distribution of root reinforcement by upscaling the
mechanical behavior of a single root and its spatial extension to a large
number of roots distributed in a forest stand [Schwarz et al., 2010b]. The
framework combines two independent models: a) a root distribution model
for secondary lateral roots and b) a single root pullout model. We assume
that:

1) Root distribution of an individual tree is not influenced by concur-
rence of neighboring trees and is symmetrical.

2) The pullout behavior of a single root is not influenced by neighboring
roots.

3) Lateral root reinforcement is isotropic.
The motivations for these assumptions are discussed in the following

sections.

Root distribution of interacting root systems

The model to estimate root distribution of a single tree is based on four
parameters [Schwarz et al., 2010a]: 1) Pipe coefficient (empirical coefficient
used to estimate the distribution of fine roots as a function of tree size,
specie and stand characteristics). 2) Maximum lateral rooting distance
(estimated with empirical formulas). 3) Scaling factor or proportionality
factor (empirical coefficient used to calculate the maximum root diameter
(φmax) at a prescribed distance from stem). 4) Exponent λ (empirically
fitted exponent used to calculate the density of coarse roots as a function
of fine root frequency). The maximum root diameter at a certain distance
from a tree was derived by an empirical function considering the number of
branching points along the root [Schwarz et al., in review ]. The calibration
of this correlation was done using the only reported data available for spruce
trees (Picea abies).

In Schwarz et al. [2010b] we showed how these parameters may be
obtained from literature data and how this approach allows an estimation
of root distribution for spruce trees (Picea abies).

Following the model of Schwarz et al. [2010b], the number of roots N
in 1 m width vertical soil profile (considering a theoretical infinite depth),
for the root diameter class φ at a position x, due to the vicinity of the tree
t, is calculated as
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Nφ,x,t = Dfr
(log(1 + φmax)− log(1 + φ))

log(1 + φmax)
φλ (5.1)

where Dfr is the density of fine roots (≤ 1 mm diameter) which depends
on the tree stem diameter and the distance from tree stem, φmax is the
maximum root diameter at a prescribed distance from stem, and λ is the
fitted exponent for an empirical set of data. In this study these parameters
are calibrated considering class-diameters sizes of 1 mm. We employed a
model similar to that of Ammer and Wagner [2005] to estimate density
of fine roots (Dfr) as a function of distance from a single tree stem, and
we assume a constant value of branching distance [Van Noordwijik et al.,
1994; Ozier- Lafontaine et al., 1999] for the calculation of maximum root
diameter φmax at a prescribed distance from stem, as reported in Schwarz
et al. [2010b]. The distribution of fine roots is mostly influenced by below-
ground competition and we partly considered this aspect by the calibration
of two parameters: 1) the pipe theory coefficient [Schwarz et al., 2010b]
which has to be calibrated for different stands and tree species; 2) the
maximal threshold of fine root density which is characteristic of each forest
stand.

The upscaling of the root distribution at the stand scale is done consid-
ering a linear superposition of single root systems. The root distribution at
position x for a root diameter class φ is calculated as

Nφ,x =
T∑
t=1

Nφ,x,t (5.2)

where t is the tree numbering index and T is the total number of trees in
the stand.

Mechanical reinforcement of interacting root systems

To estimate mechanical reinforcement, we use a modified version of the root
bundle model (RBM) [Schwarz et al., 2010a]. The RBM is an extension of
the Fiber Bundle Model [e.g., Sornette, 1989; Kun et al. 2007; Cohen et
al., 2009] that takes into account geometrical and mechanical characteristics
of roots such as length and tortuousity. The model calculates the pullout
force of a root bundle as a function of displacement during displacement
controlled loading of the bundle (see Figure 5.2). The simplification of
this version of the RBM is based on the assumption that all roots break
instead of slipping out. This simplification is justified by the fact that
field observations during the pullout tests indicate that most roots break,
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and omitting slip reduce the computation time of the numerical simulations
considerably. Moreover, based on the study of Schwarz et al. [2010a], one of
the most sensitive parameters of the RBM is the coefficient used to estimate
root length.
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Figure 5.2: Typical force-displacement behavior of a root bundle modeled
with the simplified version of the RBM.

The geometrical and mechanical characteristics of each root are ex-
pressed in the model by the following empirical equations

L(φ) = L0

(
φ

φ0

)γ
(5.3)

where L(φ) is the tortuous root length in [mm], L0 is an empirical character-
istic length in [mm], φ is root diameter in [mm], φ0 is a reference diameter
(in order to obtain a dimensionless value), and γ is an empirical power-law
exponent. The effect of the apparent Young’s model was implemented in
the simplified model as

E(φ) = E0

(
φ

φ0

)−β
r (5.4)

where E(φ) is the Young’s modulus [MPa], E0 is an empirical characteristic
modulus in [MPa], β is an empirical power-law exponent, and r is a di-
mensionless coefficient introduced to consider the effects of root tortuousity
on the tensile behavior of a root [Schwarz et al., 2010a]. The threshold of
maximal tensile force for each root diameter class is then calculated as

Fmax(φ) = F0

(
φ

φ0

)ξ
(5.5)

where Fmax(φ) is the maximal tensile force [N] F0 is an empirical charac-
teristic modulus in [N], ξ is an empirical power-law exponent.
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The parameters of the RBM are in part calibrated using literature data
(see Table 5.1) and in part using field data (see section 5.5).

Table 5.1: Values of the calibrated parameters for the RBM.

Symbol Parameter Value Unit

- Pipe coefficient 0.09 [−]
b Mean branching distance 90 [mm]
L0 characteristic length 285 [mm]
γ exponent root length 0.7 [-]
E0 characteristic Young’s modulus 600 [MPa]
β exponent Young’s modulus 1 [-]
r tortuosity coefficient 0.3 [-]
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5.4 Model Application

The following section shows examples of results obtained with the proposed
simplification of the RBM. The presentation of these results follows the
upscaling approach from the root distribution and root reinforcement within
a root bundle, to the reinforcement at single root system scale, and finally
to the stand minimal lateral root reinforcement.

Roots distribution of interacting root systems

The parameters used in the RBM for the calculation presented in this sec-
tion were set considering typical literature values [Schwarz et al., 2010a]
and are reported in Table 5.1 in the following section.

The calculated values of root distribution within two interacting root
systems show that the frequency of fine roots reach values of 250 roots per
vertical square meter only in cases of high tree density (for example 600
trees/ha with stem diameters of 60 cm). These data are comparable with
those reported in literature [Schmid and Kazda, 2002; Bischetti et al., 2005].
Figure 5.3 shows the simulated spatial root distribution of fine roots (1 mm
diameter) between two trees of 0.3 m stem diameter at different distance
from each other (10, 5, 2 m). In this case, root systems start to interact at
distances lower then 9 m and the maximal root frequency per square meter
reached is less than 200 roots. The distribution of coarse roots is derived
as a function of the fine root distribution and the distance from tree stem.
The results show that the range of possible maximal root diameter goes
from 10 to 50 mm for root systems belonging to 10 and 60 cm tree stem
diameter, respectively.

Lateral root reinforcement of a single root system

From the combination of the root distribution model and the RBM we
can characterize the mechanic of root reinforcement within a single root
system. The plots in Figure 5.4 show the distribution of the maximal root
reinforcement, the displacement at maximal root reinforcement and the
secant modulus of elasticity in function of the distance from tree stem.

Nearby the tree stem, root reinforcement slightly increase due to the
increasing number of fine roots (within a radius 5 times the tree stem
diameter); further away from the tree stem, root reinforcement decrease
exponentially down to 0 at a distance that corresponds to the maximal lat-
eral rooting extension. From this plot we can see that the maximal lateral
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Figure 5.3: Calculated distribution of 1 mm roots within the interaction of
two trees at different distances. Colored circles indicate the position of the
tree stems. In this example we considered trees with 0.3 m DBH.

extension of the root systems range between 2 m for a 0.1 m tree stem
diameter and 6.5 m for a 0.5 m tree stem diameter.

The Figure 5.4b shows that the displacement at maximal root rein-
forcement for the three stem diameters considered is characterized by three
values: 56 mm, 112 mm and 169 mm. These values correspond to the dis-
placement thresholds of maximal tensile force for the three smallest classes
of root diameters (1, 2 and 3 mm). Thus, the plot shows that in zones near
the tree stem of 0.4-0.5 m diameter the mechanical behavior of the root
bundle is dominated by the 3 mm diameters whereas with increasing dis-
tance from the stem or decreasing stem diameter the root bundle behaviors
are dominated by smaller root diameters (2 and 1 mm).

The secant modulus of elasticity is the quotient between the maximal
tensile force of the root bundle and the corresponding displacement. The
values of plot 4c show that the stiffness of root reinforcement decrease with
increasing the distance from tree stem.
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Figure 5.4: Calculated maximal root reinforcement and displacement at
maximal root reinforcement as a function of the distance from tree stem.
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Lateral root reinforcement between interacting root
systems

The calculations of root reinforcement between the root systems show dis-
tributions similar to those of the fine roots (Figure 5.3). Figure 5.5 shows
that in the case of trees with 0.3 m stem diameter the minimal root rein-
forcement may vary from 0 (10 m distance) to 15 kPa (when trees are a 2
m distance from each other). For a distance of 5 m the root reinforcement
result in a more or less constant reinforcement of 7 kPa.

Figure 5.5: Calculated distribution of maximal root reinforcement within
the interaction of two trees at different distances (as Figure 5.3). In this
example we considered trees with 0.3 m DBH.

Distribution of lateral root reinforcement at stand
scale

At stand scale the zones of minimal root reinforcement are generally local-
ized in areas between the trees, where the density of roots is low. Figure
5.6 shows how the minimal root reinforcement within a homogeneous unit
cell of a stand can vary in function of the dimension of the trees and their
set distances. The results show that for a inter-distance of 4 m trees of 0.1,
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0.3, 0.5 and 0.7 m stem diameter, the minimal lateral root reinforcement is
about 0, 10, 20 and 30 kPa respectively. This density of trees corresponds
to a stand density of about 600 tree/ha, that mean a stand basal area of
4, 42, 117, 230 m2/ha, respectively. In the case of low tree density (like
100 trees/ha) it results that only trees with diameter bigger than 0.7 m are
present and assure a minimal lateral root reinforcement of about 7 kPa.

Surprisedly, the values calculated for the two different types of tree
distribution in stand (hexagonal or squared) result to be similar, with a
maximal difference from each other of less then 10%. Moreover, the minimal
root reinforcement decay exponentially with increasing distance between the
trees. In all the cases considered here, the maximal density of fine roots
was always less then 300 roots/m2, which is below the values of maximal
phisiological threshold reported in literature [Schwarz et al., 2010b].
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Figure 5.6: Plot of minimal lateral root reinforcement in function of distance
(bottom axis) between trees for 2 types of trees distributions (triangle (red
lines) and squared (blue lines)).

5.5 Case study: the Rüdlingen experiment

Field site

The study area is situated on the upper part of the Rhine river bank with a
S-E exposition near Buchberg (Swiss midland). This area consists mainly of
molasse with a lithology composed of sandstone. Soils are shallow and under
the forest cover they developed in the form of a brown earth. The stand is
located on a slope (37o-40o) at circa 350 m altitude. The horizontal profile is
slightly concave. The vegetation cover is composed of three layers: a single
layer of trees (covertures of circa 80%, high from 5-20 m), a lower layer with
shrubs (1-5 m) and finally a herb layer. The species composition of each
layer is quite heterogeneous thus we decided to do the root reinforcement
characterization based on the data of the most present species that is the
ash tree (Fraxinus excelsior). The site is classified as Aceri−Fraxinetum.
The location is humid due to the vicinity of the river, and the reaction of the
soil-stone substrate is basic. The slope is generally well drained (no signs of
reduction in the soil profiles) and the soil biological activity is high, forming
a mull humus layer. The soil is good aggregated in the upper layers (crumbs,
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diameter aggregates circa 1-10 mm), but shows increased density at circa
50-70 cm depth. The upper layers of the soil profile in some zones of this
area are the deposit material of a recent shallow landslide that failed in the
upper part of the slope. Damages on the tree trunks and the age of young
trees growing on the sediment indicate that the event was about 6 years ago
(2002-2003). The position, dimension and species of the present trees were
collected in situ using a meter-band, a compass and an inclinometer. This
study area was chosen because it was the location of a landslide experiments
coordinated from the IGT group of the ETH Zurich within the TRAMM
multidisciplinary project (www.cces.ethz.ch/projects/hazri/tramm).

Root distribution measurements

We characterized the root distribution considering root diameter classes
and frequency. First we used 2 soil profiles at 1.5 and 2.5 m from the
stem of an ash tree with a diameter of 31 cm in order to calibrate the
model of Schwarz et al. [2010b] (pipe coefficient) and we calibrated the pipe
coefficient considering the minimal Sum of Squared Errors (SSE). After the
landslide experiment occurred the 18 March 2009 (Figure 5.7), we collected
the distribution of root along the scarp and compared the results with the
model. We mapped only live roots (following criteria reported in Schmidt
et al. [2001]) of tree species. The length of the scarp was divided in sub-
sectors of 1 m width and within each sub-sector the diameter of the roots
was measured with a digital caliper. As data we obtained the number of
roots of each root diameter class (1 mm classes) in each sub-sector. For
semplicity the sub-sector are grouped in 4 bigger sector (see Figure 5.7).

Calibration of the root distribution function

The results of the root distribution mapped in the field for the calibration
of the root distribution model (Figure 5.8) show that the number of fine
roots decrease with increasing distance from the tree stem (52 roots of 1
mm diameter at 1.5 m distance from the tree stem versus the 30 roots at
2.5 m distance from the stem). Moreover, the data show that the maximal
root diameter present in the profile is higher at 1.5 m than at 2.5 m with
values of 9 and 6 mm, respectively. The decay exponent λ used in eq. 5.1
was set equal to -1 for the best fit of the data. Field observation on the
root orientation with respect to the vertical plane of the soil profile show
that most of the roots in the top layers of the soil were oriented parallel to
the slope with high variable parallel orientations. The vertical distribution
of roots in the soil profile confirmed the observation done from previous
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Figure 5.7: Plan view of the landslide experiment side in Rüdlingen before
(a) and after the failure (b). The green points and labels T1-T5 in figure a
indicate the position of some tree on the slope present also in figure 5.13.
Red numbers in figure b indicate the sector of the scarp where roots were
mapped.

studies that most part of the root biomass is confined in the first meter of
soil depth and that decay exponentially with soil depth [Abe and Iwamoto,
1990; Abe and Ziemer, 1991; Abernethy and Rutherfurd, 2001; Schmidt et
al., 2001; Schenk and Jackson, 2002; Bischetti et al., 2005; Laio et al., 2006;
Docker and Hubble 2009].
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In order to compare these results with other literature data [Schmid and
Kazda, 2002; Bischetti et al., 2005] we calculated the cross sectional area,
the correspondent root area ration (RAR = cross section area of roots /
area of the mapped soil profile), and the biomass of the roots (considering
a density of 0.6 g/cm3 and a length-diameter relation as showed in Schwarz
et al. [in review ]). The resulting total cross section area at 1.5 m distance
was 1317 mm2 m−2 (that correspond to a RAR of 0.13%) , whereas at 2.5
m distance was 1004 mm2 m−2 (that correspond to a RAR of 0.1%). The
estimated biomass would correspond to 1209 and 693 g m−2, respectively.

Figure 5.8: Calibrated root distribution function with the field data of
two soil profiles at 1.5 and 2.5 m from the stem of a ash tree ( Fraxinus
excelsior).

Root distribution along the landslide scarp

In this section we present the comparison between the predicted value of
root distribution and the data collected along the landslide scarp in the field
area (Figure 5.9). Additionally to the root distribution, we characterized
the mechanical behaviors of root reinforcement along the scarp and at stand
scale.

The Landslide area was 8 m width and about 15 m long with a mean
depth of 1.5 m (varying between 0.8 and 1.7 m). Most of the tree roots
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Figure 5.9: Pictures of the landslide scarp. The big beech (Fagus silvatica)
stump in the red circle can be used as reference and corresponds to the big
tree in the top-left position of the plan view (Figure 5.13).

along the 24 m long mapped scarp were localized in the first 0.6 m of soil
depth, whereas the root network of the grass plants was confined in the
first 0.2 m of soil depth. In the following results we considered only the
distribution of tree roots. In order to facilitate the presentation of the
results we considered 4 central sectors of the scarp each one with a length
of 5 m (Figure 5.10) and root diameter class up to 20 mm. The roots of
1-2 mm diameter (that corresponds to the diameter class of the fine roots)
represented the 81 % of the total number of roots. In term of cross section
area, fine roots represent the 23 % of the total roots cross section area. The
most important diameter class as percent of cross section is the 2 mm class
with a total of 2176 mm2 on a total of 15242 mm2, that corresponds to the
14% of the total root cross section area. The total RAR results to be 0.04
%.

The results of the predicted root distribution in each single sectors show
that the model tend to overestimate the number of roots (Figure 5.10).
Considering all the roots, the model has an average error of 18%, derived
from high variable errors within each single sector (25 %, 5%, 58% and 7%,
respectively). This variability leads to an error in the calculation of the
maximal root reinforcement of about 28%; in particular we notice that 65%
of this error is due to the overestimation of the number of roots with diam-
eter less then 5 mm. The total root reinforcement at 50 mm displacement
calculated using the measured root distribution was 83 kN, whereas using
the modeled root distribution we obtain a value of 106 kN.
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Figure 5.10: Measured and predicted distribution of roots of different di-
ameter classes (x axis) in the 4 sectors of the landslide scarp.

Pullout measurements and calibration of the RBM
for individual tree roots

We carried out a total of 27 root pullout tests for thread diameters up to
5.5 mm for Ash tree roots (Fraxinus excelsior). After the excavation of a
soil profile at 1.5 and 2.5 m from the tree we chose living roots and we set
up the pullout tests, as described in Schwarz et al. [in press ]. The first 5-10
cm of the roots exiting the soil profile was debarked and a metal ring was
attached to it using a commercial glue injected in a plastic tube that covered
the root and the screw of the metal ring. After 1-2 hours, when the glue was
solidified, we performed the manual pullout tests using a digital force gauge
(IMADA, ZPS-DPU). In all cases the roots break; most of the times within
the space between the glued metal ring and the soil profile surface, in only
few cases the roots break within the soil matrix (few centimeters behind the
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soil profile surface). All the root diameter with bark were measured before
the tests. Regression curves of the thread strength versus root diameter
data were subsequently used to extrapolate root tensile strength for roots
>5.5 mm in diameter.

The fitting of the non linear regression was done using the nls package
in R [Ihaka and Gentleman, 1996; see http://www.r-project.org/].

The data and the non linear fitting confirm the trend of the results re-
ported in previous work in Europe [Bischetti et al., 2005] (Figure 5.11).
However, it results that our measured maximal pullout forces are in gen-
eral lower then the forces fitted with second-order polynomial regression
by Schmidt et al. [2001] for the data of plant species in the Oregon Coast
Range. The fitted curve obtained from the field pullout test was used to
calibrate the RBM [Schwarz et al., 2010a].
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Figure 5.11: Measured maximal tensile force of roots with different diam-
eter. The non linear fitting line (red) is compared to the fitting equations
reported in Bischetti et al. [2005] for spruce (violet line) and beech (green
line), and with range of value reported by Schmidt et al. [2001] for 12 plant
species in Oregon (yellow dashed lines).

Estimating spatial lateral root reinforcement

The calculation of the maximal root reinforcement with the RBM along the
scarp gives values that range between 2 and 14 kPa, with a mean value of 7
kPa. However, considering that this is overestimated, the real values should
be about 25% lower. The comparison between the calculated root reinforce-
ment and the distribution of roots along the scarp in Figure 5.12 shows that
there is a good correspondence between the frequency distribution of roots
and the variation of the maximal root reinforcement. Moreover, the peaks
on root reinforcement corresponds quite well to the presence of maximal
root diameter. For orientation we can observe that the first peak of rein-
forcement (at about 5 m distance along the scarp in sector 1) corresponds
to the position near the big tree circled in Figure 5.9. The calculation of
the root reinforcement using the Wu method [Wu et al., 1979] gives higher
values than the simplified RBM (the root reinforcement would be 27.8 kPa
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in sector 1, 22.2 kPa in sector 2, 17.4 kPa in sector 3 and 10.6 kPa in sector
4).

Figure 5.12: a) Measured and predicted distribution of roots of different
diameter classes (x axis) along the landslide scarp (y axis). The isolines
indicate the number of roots present in the soil profile per linear meter
along the scarp (red indicates density of less than 40 roots/m, orange indi-
cates root density between 40 and 80 roots/m, and yellow color indicates
root density higher than 80 roots/m). b) Distribution of calculated max-
imal lateral root reinforcement along the scarp using the measured root
distribution and the simplified version of the RBM.

We highlight the presence of few roots bigger then 20 mm diameter
along the scarp. In total, we mapped 19 of these big roots with diameter
between 20 and 45 mm, that are not predict by the model. However, root
reinforcement calculations show that their mechanical contribution to the
reinforcement represents less the 1.5 % of the total reinforcement (which
correspond to 1200 kN along all the scarp at maximal reinforcement).

The maps in Figure 5.13 not only show the maximal root reinforcement
(that corresponds to the maximal value of the force-displacement curve
in Figure 5.2), but also the displacement needed to reach the maximal
reinforcement. The quotient between this two values (maximal force and
displacement) represents the secant Young’s modulus, that can be use to
characterize the distribution of stiffness due to the presence of roots. The
three peaks of reinforcement shown in Figure 5.12 correspond in the map
to the position of the three trees along the landslide scarp (blue line in
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Figure 5.13: Map of maximal root reinforcement (a) and displacement at
maximal root reinforcement (b) in the study area of Rüdlingen. Green
points indicate tree positions and dimensions. See figure 5.7 for tree location
on the slope.

the Figure 5.13). The map of displacement at maximal root reinforcement
shows that the critical displacement on the slope correspond to the three
characteristic distances shown in Figure 5.4 (that correspond to the values
of 56 mm , 112 mm and 169 mm). In fact, we can interpret this map
saying that rooted soil is more stiff near tree stems than areas with low root
frequency. Moreover, we can say that the roots of 1 mm diameter dominated
the mechanical behavior of root bundles in areas with displacement values
lower than 56 mm, whereas areas with values between 56 and 112 mm are
dominated by the 2 mm root diameter and so forth. The distribution of
the secant Young’s modulus has a distribution of values between 0 and 150
kPa.
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5.6 Discussion

Modeling of lateral root distribution

The prediction of root distribution is an important element for the quantifi-
cation and spatial characterization of root reinforcement. We highlight the
importance to characterize the distribution of root distribution in term of
frequency and dimension of roots, instead of more common quantities such
as root biomass or cross section area. This type of data input are fundamen-
tal for the characterization of the dynamic behaviors of root reinforcement,
which was never considered in previous landslide analysis.

Our approach for the quantification of root reinforcement is explicitly a
compromise between the need of a complex set of equations and parame-
ters to run a model and the use of easy to measure parameters measurable
in the field or with remote sensing. However, one of the limitation of the
present application is that only few data for the calibration and validation
of the model exist. Nevertheless, we obtain an acceptable agreement be-
tween the modeled and measured distribution of roots along the landslide
scarp. However, it is difficult to delineate a list of the main sources of er-
rors, considering the controverse bibliography informations. For instance,
Bolte et al. [2004] show that the relationship between DBH and coarse root
biomass is not moderated by tree species (spruce or beech), and Puhe et al.
[2003] suggested that root distribution is more influenced by stand location
than species composition. However, some authors show that root systems of
different species show different characteristic shapes [Polomski and Kuhn,
1998; Tatarinov et al., 2008] and plasticity [Schmid and Kazda, 2002]. In
the particular case of alpine spruce stands, we consider that the above-
ground competition for light represents the most important limiting factor
for growth, whereas the underground competition for water and resources is
less important. Similarly, the competition in our study area could be con-
sidered driven by light. Based on these consideration we deduce that for
the modeling of root distribution of tree stand where water or underground
resources are not the main factor of competition, a simple superposition
approach for interacting root systems gives satisfactory results for slope
stability calculations.

During the calibration of the root distribution function no roots bigger
then 20 mm were found, whereas in the landslide scarp some sporadic roots
reach dimension of 45 mm. The fact that the model did not predict the
presence of few outstanding bigger roots is probably due to the condition
that our model is based on concepts valid only for secondary lateral roots
and for a monopodial root branching pattern. As shown in Schwarz et al.
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[2010a], a good approximation of the maximal root diameter in a root bun-
dle is important because it has a major influence on the root reinforcement
calculation.

Literature values show that an empirical calibration of the equation used
for the calculation of the maximal lateral root extend is difficult due to the
high variability of data. However, Schwarz et al. [2010b] show that a simple
linear regression (such as the one used in this study) could reasonably fit
a wide range of reviewed datasets. We consider this aspect an important
field of research that need more future studies.

The overestimation of predicted root distribution may arise for different
reasons: a) more trees are needed for the calibration of the model. b) Root
frequency distribution are not the only data-set calibration needed, and
other parameters should be implemented in the model. c) Fine roots have
a strong seasonality, hence there are less fine roots in winter (when the
landslide occurred) than in summer (when the calibration was done). To
answer to this questions more work is needed in future validation research.
Moreover, other aspects such as the seasonal decay of fine roots in tree
species should be considered. We consider also that roots of grass plants
shouldn’t be taken into account at the scale of hillslope, because these roots
are present only for limited periods of the year and are not homogeneously
distributed.

Characterization of lateral root reinforcement

The characterization of the type of failure of a root bundle is important
for the understanding of the triggering mechanisms of shallow landslides.
For instance, abrupt failure of the bundle in a tension crack would lead to a
rapid redistribution of forces in the surrounding crack zones with a dynamic
that is driven by the stiffness of the root reinforcement (in stiff zones the
forces will be redistributed more widely, whereas in less stiff zones forces
are redistributed locally), similar to a domino effect. In the case of root
bundles that fail more progressively, the combination of the local residual
root reinforcement and the stiffness of the reinforced soil assure a more
homogeneous distribution of destabilization forces, and thus increase the
stability of a slope.

In the case of ideally homogeneous forest stands such as shown in Figure
5.6, the small variation in minimal lateral root reinforcement between the
two different geometrical assets could be interpreted by the fact that at a
certain distance from trees (tails of the curves in Figure 5.4a) the variation
of root reinforcement is small for a big interval of distances (within 2 m
there is a variation of 3 kPa of reinforcement). Thus, the differences are
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remarkable only for high tree density, where the distances between stems
are lower than 2 or 3 m. In this case, both the increased reinforcement and
stiffness assure the stability of large steep areas.

Along the scarp in the study area, the use of the simplified RBM predicts
a total reinforcement of 106 kN using the modeled root distribution, or 83
kN using the measured root distribution. In comparison, the approach of
Wu et al. [1979] leads to values of 470 kN in the case of the modeled
root distribution and of 251 kN for the case of measured root distribution.
The overestimation of 23 kN using the RBM is due to the overestimation
of root frequency, especially in the diameter classes of 1, 2 and 3 mm.
Moreover, it must be considered that generally the use of the RBM leads
to a underestimation of the pullout force of a bundle (between 10 and 20
%) [Schwarz et al., in review ]. Thus, It seems that these two types of
errors tends to compensate each other. However, This range of errors are
less important if compared with the 100% error obtained using the Wu
approach [Wu et al., 1979] .

Distribution of dynamic root reinforcement under
heterogeneous vegetation cover

We show that the presence of roots strongly change the local stiffness of
the soil, thus under the same stress condition the slope responds locally in
different ways either to lateral shearing, compression or tension.

Like in other scarps of shallow landslides, also in this case we observed
that the line of the scarp, and thus the tension crack, goes through areas
of high values of root reinforcement nearby the lower side of tree stems.
From the visual analysis of the failure, we conclude that the instability
of the slope is triggered in the central-upper part of the landslide, where
the root reinforcement is low and the stiffness of the rooted soil is low
too. Then, due to the compressive pressure (which is much higher then
the tensile stress) the crack develop following the path where the balance
between compression and tension/shearing forces allow the triggering or not
of the neighbor areas, hence ideally where stiffness and reinforcement are
lower (see Figure 5.14). In this case of study the location of the weak zone
that triggered the failure was strongly influenced by the high heterogeneity
of the bedrock surface and by the artificial rainfall distribution; hence, it
is difficult to clearly quantify the role of the spatial distribution of roots
on the development of the tension crack. Future work will focus on this
aspect and clarify the role of hydrogeology too. The analysis of the crack
propagation in this case of study leads to other interesting questions related
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to the mechanisms of root reinforcement. For instance, it is assumed that
the reinforcement of the same bundle of roots pulled out from the upper
part of the crack or from the bottom part of the crack behave in the same
way. However, we believe that this is not true and that roots pulled out from
a stable soil mass show higher tensile forces than roots pulled out from a
sliding mass of soil (in which the pore ratio change during the displacements
and consequently also the root-soil frictional behaviors). Hence, we believe
that soil in the downslope side of a stem is less reinforced by roots than the
upslope side, and that these differences could be the reason why usually
tension crack develop preferably nearby the downslope side of the trees
present on a slope. Further ongoing research is also focusing on this aspect.
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Figure 5.14: Map of the apparent secant elastic modulus in the study area
of Rüdlingen. Isolines in MPa. The yellow areas indicate values bigger than
150 MPa, orange areas indicate values between 100 and 150 MPa, and red
areas indicate values lower than 100 MPa.

5.7 Conclusions

We presented the theoretical and practical application of a modeling frame-
work for the spatial characterization of root reinforcement at stand scale.
With relative few inputs (position and dimensions of trees) we showed that
it is possible to realistically estimate the variability of the reinforcing effect
of roots within a forest stand. The possibility to quantify the dynamics of
root reinforcement represent a big improvement for the implementation of
root reinforcement in slope stability models. Moreover, it gives the possi-
bility to better understand the mechanisms of shallow landslide triggering
in vegetated hillslope using advanced models such as finite element method
(FEM) [Merodo et al., 2004], discrete element methods (DEM) [van Asch
et al., 2007] or cell automata techniques [Segre and Deangeli, 1995]. This
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framework can also be extended in the future for the characterization of
the temporal variability of root reinforcement in function of different forest
managements in space and time. Moreover, new studies are needed to un-
derstand the dynamic of shallow landslides failures and to quantify the real
contribution of roots to the force redistribution during the propagation of a
tension crack in a vegetated slope. Such kind of models are strongly needed
for a more realistic prediction of landslides and sediment mobilization at
catchment scale, but also for the planning in protection forests management
and bioengineering.
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6.1 Abstract

Vegetation significantly affects hillslope hydrological and mechanical prop-
erties related to shallow landslide triggering. In view of the complexity of
soil plant hydrological interactions, the quantification of root mechanical
reinforcement remains a challenge. Herein we present a back analysis of
mechanical stability criteria related to a well-characterized vegetated shal-
low landslide in Italy, focusing on the quantification of lateral and basal
root reinforcement. Lateral root reinforcement is included in slope stability
estimates by adding a stabilizing force proportional to the scarp surface
and root distribution. This stabilizing force is added to the force balance
equation for the infinite slope model for different landslide shapes and di-
mensions. To quantify root reinforcement, we use the Wu model and the
fiber bundle model (WM and FBM, respectively). Implementation of the
latter model allows the quantification of the stressstrain behaviour of a
bundle of roots for different root distributions and mechanical properties.
Results of these models are compared highlighting key differences between
the two approaches. Calculations using the FBM can explain the overes-
timation of lateral root reinforcement using WM and the commonly ob-
served overestimation in the factor of safety. The model also quantifies
the displacement-dependent behaviour of root reinforcement on vegetated
slopes. Lateral root reinforcement can strongly influence the stability of
slopes up to a certain area (1000 - 2000 m2 ). The magnitude of this sta-
bilizing effect depends on parameters such as inclination, soil mechanical
properties, and root distribution.

6.2 Introduction

Understanding and quantifying the mechanical effects of vegetation on steep
slopes remains an unresolved problem. Modelling approaches span a wide
range of spatial scales, from modelling of a single root to modelling the
stability of an entire vegetated slope. The combination of different spa-
tial and temporal scales and the various processes and elements present in
a vegetated system make quantitative description complex and sometimes
contradictory. A growing number of models are employed for quantifying
root reinforcement; however, direct comparisons between model predictions
and data remain sketchy. Recently, the application of the fiber bundle
model (FBM) for the estimation of root reinforcement proposed by Pollen
and Simon [2005] has emerged as a useful representation of mechanical and
geometrical characteristics of plant root systems. The model has previ-
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ously been used extensively in engineering and material sciences to study
the breakdown of complex heterogeneous materials [Peires, 1926; Kun et
al., 2007]. In addition to other well-known methods and techniques used to
study root reinforcement, like shear, pullout, or centrifuge tests [Anderson
et al., 1989; Zhou et al., 1998; Fan and Su, 2008], back analysis offers a
useful approach to understand the potential contribution of root reinforce-
ment to mechanical stability of a natural slope. Usually, the effects of roots
on slope stability at the slope or catchment scale are implemented in two-
dimensional models where lateral effects are neglected and reinforcement is
considered only if roots cross a slip surface (Sidle and Wu, 2001; Bathurst
et al., 2007). In many instances, the root reinforcement effect is homoge-
nized and added as a uniform cohesion term at the stand scale, neglecting
inherent geometrical distribution and local variability. Only a few examples
treat lateral effects of roots in three-dimensional models [e.g., Schmidt et
al., 2001; Kokutse et al., 2006]. Casadei et al. [2003], Casadei and Dietrich
[2003] and Dietrich et al. [2008] were the first to introduce the aspect of
lateral root reinforcement in slope stability calculation and to discuss the
influence of this parameter on the dimension of landslides. In this work we
apply a similar concept for a specific case study. The effect of mechanical
reinforcement by roots under a forest canopy is often limited to surface soil
layers (90% of the roots in the first 50 cm of soil depth) [Schmidt et al., 2001;
Roering et al., 2003; Bischetti et al., 2005]. Consequently, only lateral roots
are considered to contribute to slope stabilization. In this work we report
data collected to characterize the triggering mechanisms of a shallow land-
slide that occurred in Tuscany (Italy) during a rainfall event in November
2000. Motivated by a back analysis of this event, we discuss more general
issues related to slope stability analysis of vegetated hillslopes, particularly
the application of two different root reinforcement models and the use of
slope stability calculations which take into account the role of lateral root
reinforcement [Reneau and Dietrich, 1987; Schwarz and Preti, 2007]. In
addition, we consider the role of soil moisture on slope stability calculation,
either as suction or pore-water pressure at limit equilibrium conditions. We
begin by illustrating the primary conceptual differences between the clas-
sical model of Wu et al. [1979] for quantifying root reinforcement and the
fiber bundle model (FBM) of Kun et al. [2007]. The model introduced
by Wu et al. [1979], in the following text denoted as Wu model (WM),
provided a pioneering contribution to the quantitative consideration of the
mechanical role of vegetation in slope stability. The model considers the
dependency of maximal tensile strength on root diameter [Wu et al., 1979].
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cveg. = α

∑n
i=1 Tiniai
A

(6.1)

where Ti is the maximal root tensile strength (MPa) of the diameter
class i, ni is the number of roots in the diameter class, ai is the cross-
section area of the root diameter class (m2), α is a correction factor which
takes in account the inclination of the roots crossing the shear plane or the
tension crack (the value varies between 1 and 1.2), and A is the area of soil
occupied by the roots (m2). Additional studies by Waldron and Dakessian
[1981] and others advanced the understanding of the mechanisms for root
reinforcement in soils. Incorporating these concepts into simple factor of
safety calculations reveal consistent overestimation of the role of root rein-
forcement of soils based on Wus model [e.g., Pollen and Simon, 2005; De
Baets et al., 2008; Docker and Hubble, 2008; Fan and Su, 2008; Mickowski
et al., 2007]. A summary of various experimental studies is presented in
Table 6.1 showing the magnitude of the overestimation. A ”correction fac-
tor” (frequently denoted as k”) emerged from comparison of experimental
data with model predictions and the average value of this factor is about 0.4
[Preti, 2006; Preti and Schwarz, 2006]. The ”correction factor” is calculated
as the quotient between the measured data value and value estimated with
the model of Wu. This overestimation is attributed primarily to Wus as-
sumption that all roots break at the same time regardless of their diameters.
The introduction of the FBM to quantify root reinforcement [Pollen and
Simon, 2005] allows incorporating mechanical contributions as a function of
root diameters and improves understanding of how a bundle of roots with
varying mechanical properties breaks. The general formulation of the FBM
assumes that at a certain strain (ε) fibers of class j with strength threshold
σmaxj

< Ejε are broken (or have a plastic residual strength), while remain-
ing fibers carry a load equal to Ejε, where Ej is the youngs modulus of the
fiber class j. The global behaviour of the bundle is calculated as

σ(ε) =
n∑
j=1

Ejε (6.2)

In this study we will also summarize the technique used to consider
root reinforcement at the slope scale. With reference to a case study, we
introduce a potential approach for vegetated slope stability estimation, con-
sidering lateral root reinforcement and balancing the burden of detailed and
spatially resolved calculations and the relatively large (and practical) scale
of the required information.
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Table 6.1: Comparison of computed values of correction factor k?? for
different studies, where cv is the apparent root cohesion estimated with the
Wu model (Wu et al., 1979).

Case Study Author
c′veg.

[kPa]
Method

Verified
c′veg.

[kPa]

k′

Salix esigua Pollen [2007] 3
Cumulative
displacement
- stress curve

1.5 0.5

Grass roots
Pollen et al.
[2004]

17.5
Direct shear-
box tests

6 0.34

Platanus
occidentalis

Pollen et al.
[2004]

5.6
Cumulative
displacement
- stress curve

2.31 0.41

Platanus
occidentalis

Pollen et al.
[2004]

5.6
Rip Root
model

2.48 0.44

Wood Rods
Shewbridge
and Sitar
[1989]

3.7 Shear tests 1.8 0.49

Reed fibers
Gray and
Ohashi [1983]

1.5
[kN]

Laboratory-
shear tests

0.6 [kN] 0.4

Copper wires
Gray and
Ohashi [1983]

0.72
[kN]

Laboratory-
shear tests

0.3 [kN]
0.42

6.3 Materials and Methods

Study area and data collection

The study area (Figure 6.1) is located in a catchment near the village of
Vinchiana in the province of Lucca (Tuscany, Italy), where a number of
shallow landslides have occurred. One of them resulting in human casualties
during a mild rainfall event on 19 - 20 November 2000 after very prolonged
rainfall (three weeks duration with a cumulative rainfall of 360 mm of return
time period of more than 100 years). The back analysis carried out in this
study focuses on a particular landslide that affected a small portion of the
slope (area 600 m2) between the altitudes of 260 and 175 m.a.s.l.. The
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mean soil thickness was about 1 m and slope inclination was about 35 o .
The mobilized sediments reached the main stream as a debris flow. Similar
scenarios were observed for other shallow landslides in this area.

Figure 6.1: Localization of the Vinchiana (Tuscany, Italy) case study and
landslides map: black-lines landslide contours and in dark colour areas with
SF 1 estimated by the infinite slope model during the November 2000 event
and in (Solco dellAngelo and Piantone basin).

The site has a dominant vegetation cover composed of chestnut trees
(Castanea sativa Mill.), managed as coppice wood, with the presence
of black locust trees (Robinia pseudoacacia L.) and clusterpines (Pinus
pinaster A.). Tree species composition is dominated by chestnut trees
(70%). In this region, the fruit chestnut crop lies on terraced slopes while
the coppice wood generally lies on steeper slopes (like in our study area).
Since the abandonment of land at the end of the 20th century, both types of
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tree covers are now present in forms going towards mixed and broad leaves
woodland. Today, the fruit chestnut crop is characterized by a stem density
of 120 - 150 plants per hectare. The mass of the vegetation on the landslide
area was estimated with standard dendrometrical methods considering the
neighbour forest stand as reference. The climate is Mediterranean (Köppen
classification). Geologically, the study area is a flysch formation (Macigno)
composed of quartz and feldspar sandstone alternated with layers of silt-
stone. Such geologic formations create acid soils which differ as a function
of slope angle: soils under fruit chestnut crop are classified according to
Soil Survey Staff [U.S.D.A., 1998] as a sandy-clay-loam to a loamy-sand,
subgroups Dystric Eutrochrepts on weak slope, and Lithic Eutrochrepts
and Lithic Udorthents on steeper slopes. Measured pH values ranged be-
tween 4.4 and 4.7 in the A horizon and between 5.6 and 6 in the B horizon.
Soil thickness varies between 35 and 110 cm; A horizon thickness varies be-
tween 5 and 35 cm. The dry and saturated soil bulk density was measured
from undisturbed soil samples. Shear tests in laboratory under saturated-
drained conditions for three different confining pressures (50, 100, and 150
kPa) were carried out on rooted samples (root diameter 1 mm) to charac-
terize the mechanical properties of the soil slip surface with and without
roots. The friction angle was 33.4o with no cohesion (Table 6.2). Single
root specimens were sampled and tested for tensile strength [Preti and Gi-
adrossich, 2009] for the calibration of the root maximal tensile strength of
different root diameter classes. Five infiltration tests with a double ring set-
up were carried out to characterize the infiltration behaviour of the study
area [Hillel, 2004]. Values of saturated hydraulic conductivity range from
10−4 to 10−5 m/s, typical or sandy soils. Since the soil is well structured, we
considered the upper layer of the slope to be well drained. Bulk density of
soil is determined on core samples which are taken by driving a metal corer
into the soil at the desired depth and horizon. The samples (the volume of
which is known) are then oven dried and weighed. In addition to geotechni-
cal data collection, root distributions were mapped for three chestnut trees
and the data were used to calibrate the root distribution model. Table 6.2
shows the measured or assessed values.
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Table 6.2: Values of the parameters used for the inverse analysis considering
three different conditions: saturated profile with basal root reinforcement
only, saturated profile with lateral root reinforcement only, and unsaturated
condition with lateral root reinforcement only.

Parameters
Measured
values

Saturated conditions
Unsaturated
conditions

Calculated
basal
reinf.

Calculated
lateral
reinf.

Lateral reinf.

Vegetation
overload

mveg.

[t/m2]
0.071 0.071 0.071 0.071

Soil bulk
density

γ
[t/m3]

1.4/2.1 2.1 2.1 1.5

Pore-
water
pressure

u
[kPa]

(?) 10 10 1

Saturation % (?) 100 100 10
Soil cohe-
sion

c
[kPa]

0 0 0 0

Friction
angle

θ [o] 33.4 33.4 33.4 33.4

Slope an-
gle

β [o] 35 35 35 35

Lat. root
reinf.

clat.veg.
[kPa]

(?) 0 90 14

Bas. root
reinf.

cbas.veg.
[kPa]

(?) 7.4 0 0

Basal
area

A
[m2]

600 600 600 600

Soil
Depth

h [m] 1 1 1 1
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Scaling of root reinforcement

The positions, dimensions, and species of 54 trees along the scarp of the
Vinchiana landslide were recorded. This information was combined with
pedological and eco-hydrological data to estimate the root distribution on
the slope. In the absence of validation data for different species, we ne-
glected differences between various species. Based on the root distribution
information we calculated the maximal tensile strength of the bundle of
roots at different distances from tree stem. Considering the different tree
dimensions and distances from tree stems, the patterns of root reinforce-
ment were calculated and visualized with a GIS program (ArcGIS from
ESRI) on the entire slope. The raster cells have a resolution of 1 m2 . For
the final calculation of root reinforcement we used the FBM and considered
the peak tensile strength of the bundle of roots as representing the con-
tribution of roots to lateral reinforcement. We extended the fiber bundle
model proposed by Pollen et al. [2004] by introducing a strain step loading
(instead of stress step loading) and considered variation in the root Youngs
modulus as a function of root diameter. An important aspect to keep in
mind is that this peak value is reached at different displacements depending
on the characteristics of the root distribution. With this method we were
able to quantify the variation in the maximum root reinforcement along
the scarp (Figures. 6.2 and 6.4) based only on the trees standing on the
slope; no information was available to reconstruct the original distribution
of vegetation cover that existed prior to the landslide.

Slope stability calculations

We implement limit equilibrium assumptions for an infinite slope to com-
pute slope stability [Coppin and Richards, 1990; Schmidt et al., 2001]. The
failure condition was quantified using the MohrCoulomb criterion. The
inclusion of lateral root reinforcement in slope stability calculations was
achieved by considering an additional stabilizing force proportional to the
scarp surface and to the mean root reinforcement (Figure 6.4). Addition-
ally, we computed the force balance for different landslide shapes (varying
the ratio between the two principal axes L and l in Figure 6.2) and dimen-
sions. The standard formulation of the limit equilibrium equation for the
infinite slope is

SF =
Aτbas.
Fpar.

(6.3)

where SF is the safety factor, A is the landslide area (m2), τbas. is the
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Figure 6.2: Illustration of the lateral area of the scarp (in red) considered to
influence the stability of the landslide through tensile root reinforcement.
The lateral area is related to an elliptic shape with horizontal and vertical
axes l and L, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article).

shear strength at the slip interface (kPa), and Fpar. is the destabilizing force
parallel to slip interface. The modified formulation of the limit equilibrium
equation for a safety factor SF considering lateral root reinforcement is

SF =
Aτbas. + Ftot.veg.

Fpar.
(6.4)

including the terms for lateral and basal forces, Flat.veg. and τbas. , and
the driving force Fpar.. Below the expressions for the various forces and
strengths are listed:

Fpar. = [(Ah) γgsinβ] + (Amveg.gsinβ) [kN ] (6.5)

Flat.veg. =
LateralArea

2
clat. [kN ] (6.6)
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Figure 6.3: Example of tensile strength of a bundle of root as a function of
displacement. The graphic shows the difference between the use of the Wu
model (Wu) and the fiber bundle model (FBM).

τbas. = c+ σ′tanφ′ [kPa] (6.7)

c = cs + cbas.veg. [kPa] (6.8)

where

σ′ = σ − u [kPa] (6.9)

is the effective normal stress and
σ = total normal stress [kPa]

u = pore water pressure [kPa]

φ′ = residual friction angle [o ]

A = basal area [m2]
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h = soil depth [m], perpendicular to the slope

γ = soil bulk density [t/m3 ]

β = slope angle [o]

mveg. = weight of vegetation cover [t/m2]

cs = residual soil cohesion [kPa]

clat.veg. = lateral root reinforcement [kPa]

cbas.veg. = basal root reinforcement [kPa]

g = gravitational acceleration [m/s2]
The main assumption for the implementation of root reinforcement in

the slope stability calculations is that roots along the scarp were subjected
to similar displacement. In reality, roots on the upper part of the scarp are
activated before roots located on the sides of the landslide scarp. Figure 6.5
shows how lateral root reinforcement influences the stability of a landslide
as a function of the landslide dimension. The FBM was applied considering
a series of static strain-controlled loading of a bundle of roots containing
roots with different properties (e.g., Youngs modulus and maximum tensile
strength, which varies as a function of root diameter) to quantify the bundle
stressstrain behaviour. We considered infiltrating water into the profile to
have a twofold effect on slope stability: increasing the soil bulk density
(from 1.4 g/cm2 in dry condition to 2.1 g/cm2 in saturated condition) and
weakening the shear strength of the soil material.

6.4 Results

Root reinforcement

Figure 6.3 shows the value of root reinforcement for a hypothetical root dis-
tribution for the Wu model [modified by Wu et al., 1988] and the extended
FBM as a function of pullout displacement. The WM estimation results
in a constant value of reinforcement of about 3850 kPa, while the result
of the modified FBM shows a strong dependence on displacement and a
maximal peak value of about 14kPa. The distribution of the maximal root
reinforcement calculated with the FBM for the landslide scarp in Vinchiana
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Figure 6.4: Plan view of the root reinforcement distribution along the land-
slide scarp. Yellow circles help to locate the information in the inset; the
inset shows the root reinforcement variability along the scarp calculated
with FBM.

is illustrated in Figure 6.4. The values of maximal root reinforcement in
the stand range between 0 and 100 kPa and between 5 and 25 kPa along
the scarp.

Effects of lateral reinforcement

Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show the results based on the implementation of lateral
reinforcement in our model and its influence on slope stability. Results
in Figure 6.5 depict the force balance for different dimensions of landslides.
The point where the two curves cross defines the dimension at which a slope
become unstable. Figure 6.6 presents the same results in terms of variation
in the safety factor (SF). This scenario is illustrated by plotting the value
of SF versus hypothetical landslide dimension: the slope becomes unstable
and a landslide occurs for size with a value of SF below 1.
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Figure 6.5: Example of a force balance for an elliptical landslide (see Figure
6.2) as a function of landslide dimension. The dotted and continuous lines
represent the destabilization and stabilization forces, respectively.

Back analysis of pore-water pressure and root
reinforcement

It is not surprising that the most uncertain values of the parameters used for
the back analysis were those related to hydrology and root reinforcement.
For the calculation we considered two scenarios: (1) and (1bis) complete
saturation, and (2) unsaturated conditions using the mean estimated value
of lateral root reinforcement (14 kPa). In the first cases 1 and 1bis we as-
sumed that all the entire soil profile was saturated and we estimated (by
inversion) the basal and the lateral root reinforcement, respectively, needed
to attain the limit equilibrium. In the second case (2), we assumed that
no roots crossed the slip surface and only lateral roots contributed to slope
stabilization. Table 6.2 (in italics) shows the measured values used for the
analysis and the values of basal and lateral root reinforcement obtained
from the back analysis. These values likely represent extreme conditions
that could have taken place during the landslide. More realistically, the
values of the parameters at the time of landslide triggering may have fallen
somewhere in between calculated values for saturated and unsaturated con-
ditions. Figure 6.7 shows the critical pore-water pressure (resulting in SF
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Figure 6.6: Variation in the safety factor (SF ) as a function of landslide area
for an elliptical landslide assuming pore-water pressure of 1 kPa (saturation
10%), with and without vegetation. SF greater then 1 means stable, while
SF smaller then 1 means unstable.

= 1) back calculated for several combinations of parameters (basal and
lateral root reinforcement values). Considering low basal root reinforce-
ment because only a few roots crossed the slip surface, with lateral root
reinforcement ranging between 10 and 15 kPa, we can identify from the
graph a plausible combination of values which suggests pore-water pres-
sures in the range of 0.53 kPa, corresponding to a seepage height of 50300
mm with respect to the slip surface (530% saturation). Table 6.2 values
of the parameter used for the back analysis, considering three conditions:
saturated profile with basal root reinforcement only, saturated profile with
lateral root reinforcement only, and unsaturated condition with lateral root
reinforcement only. In bold imposed values and in italics back calculated
values.
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Figure 6.7: Several combinations of back calculated values for root rein-
forcement and pore-water pressure in limit equilibrium conditions (SF = 1)
for the Vinchiana landslide. Clat in the legend is the value of lateral root
reinforcement in kPa.

6.5 Discussion

The introduction of the FBM concept for the quantification of root rein-
forcement in soils [Pollen and Simon, 2005] improved our understanding of
the mechanical behaviour of rooted soils during failure. The FBM [Kun
et al., 2007] used in this work gives results in accordance with data from
literature for the quantification of the correction factor k” (Table 6.1). A
longstanding issue for the application of this approach to slope stability is
limited availability of root distribution data. Field estimation of root dis-
tribution on vegetated slopes is difficult and better techniques are needed.
Despite this shortcoming, the root distribution model used here was in good
agreement with existing field data and was used to calibrate our model.
Neglecting differences between tree species in the estimation of root distri-
bution may have an important influence on calculated root reinforcement
in specific situations. In our case study, however, the forest stand was dom-
inated by Chestnut trees (70%) and thus variations among species may not
play an important role in these particular slope stability calculations. The
absence of data for trees distribution and composition present on the slide
area before the event would clearly result in an underestimation of root
density along the scarp. This problem could be circumvented by increasing
availability of airborne data (LiDAR, aerial photos, DEM, picture, etc.) or
other types of inventories often collected in areas susceptible to landslides.
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In our case, we should keep in mind that the estimation of lateral root re-
inforcement is underestimated because we considered only the influence of
the vegetation present on the upper part of the landslide scarp, and that
the real values of lateral root reinforcement could probably range between
15 and 20 kPa (instead of the calculated value of 14 kPa) if the vegetation
on the landslide would be considered too. Thus, pore-water pressure needed
to trigger the landslide could reasonably have been as high as 24 kPa. The
simplifications made in the slope stability model may, on the other hand,
cause an overestimation of the effects of root reinforcement and a conse-
quent increased stability, as was previously discussed in Section 2. Based
on the calculations presented herein, about 1 kPa of mean pore-water pres-
sure (saturation 10%) was required to trigger the Vinchiana landslide, a
plausible value considering the amount of rain (intensity and cumulative)
and the hydrological properties of the soil. The presence of an asphalted
road about 100 m above the slide area contributed to the local amount of
inflow, increasing the building up of pore-water pressure. Under natural
rainfall events, water may accumulate differentially in various locations on
the slope resulting in local destabilization of different dimensions (based
on subsurface conditions, local topography, etc.). This local hydrologically
induced instability may be contained through lateral stabilizing forces to
a certain dimension (volume or area) where additional increase results in
failure and landslide triggering. The use of the classical WM for estima-
tion of lateral root reinforcement [Wu et al., 1979], would have resulted in
overestimated stabilization forces leading to an error of about 10% in the
calculation of the safety factor. This error would have increased exponen-
tially for smaller landslides, as illustrated in Figure 6.5. This error would be
even higher with Wus estimation for basal root reinforcement, particularly
if this parameter exceeded 5 kPa. Not considering root reinforcement or
suction, it would have required more than 1 kPa of mean basal cohesion
(suction or cementation) to stabilize the landslide footprint. If the lateral
effects of root reinforcement or suction were omitted the result would be
that the area needed more than 1 kPa of mean basal cohesion (either suc-
tion or cementation) to be stable. It is important to point out that the
maximum root reinforcement operates in a range of 05 cm of displacement
(depending on the root distribution), while cementation or suction act at
much smaller displacement (a few millimeters). This scale mismatch im-
plies that root reinforcement acts at different time scales and has effects
of different magnitudes compared to suction or cementation. In our case
study, root reinforcements at different displacements have values between
0 and 20 kPa. Suction in sandy soils has values between 0 and 2 kPa when
(tensile) displacement range is between 0 and 2mm [Richefeu et al., 2007;
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Pierrat and Caram, 1997; Goulding, 2006]. For displacement values exceed-
ing 15cm, soil strength imparted by root reinforcement is the primary lateral
stabilization mechanism on scarp (see Figure 6.3). On the slip surface the
situation is different. The root reinforcement has to be added to the resid-
ual shear strength of the soil material and eventually to suction forces in the
case of unsaturated conditions (but in the case of rainfall-triggered landslide
we often have saturated conditions). Not considering dilatationconsolida-
tion or cementation effects would influence the calculation in the range of
small displacement (a few millimeters). In our case these effects do not
influence the results because we consider a force balance calculation for dis-
placement between 1 and 5 cm, which is a typical range of displacement at
which rooted soils reach their maximum shear and tensile strength [Zhou et
al., 1998]. Assuming that the initial few centimeters of soil deformation are
slow means we can neglect kinetic energy effects. Considering that natural
systems are continuously subjected to cyclic stresses (due to rainfall, snow
melt, daily and seasonal temperature oscillations, atmospheric pressure os-
cillations, etc.) and that they adjust accordingly (at various time scales)
to the new equilibrium conditions, we can imagine that different zones on
a slope are under particular stressstrain conditions at different times. In
the case of the Vinchiana landslide we can hypothesize that less than 2
cm of displacement were needed to reach the critical equilibrium of forces,
because, under dry conditions, equilibrium would be reached at a root-soil
strength corresponding to a displacement of about 23 cm (depending on
local soil characteristics and root distribution).

6.6 Summary

In this work we discussed quantitatively the role of lateral root reinforce-
ment in vegetated slope stability using the FBM formalism. A key outcome
of the model is that we can quantify and interpret the overestimation of k??
often observed in calculations based on the well-known Wu model [Wu et al.,
1979, 1988; Waldron and Dakessian, 1981]. The results of the slope stability
calculations considering lateral root reinforcement show quantitatively the
importance of this parameter in relation to the dimension of the landslide
area. The stabilization effect of lateral roots was shown to be important for
landslides with areas up to 1000 m2 (1.8 > SF > 1) (see Figure 6.6). This
information provides guidance concerning the scale at which vegetation can
contribute to lateral redistribution of destabilizing forces on the slope. Ne-
glecting lateral root reinforcement would result in safety factors SF in dry
conditions of 0.94 for landslides of any size. Another important result of
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the model is the quantification of stressstrain behaviours of a bundle of
roots. These stressstrain curves elucidate the role of root reinforcement in
comparison with other factors such as suction, cementation, or soil friction.
We show that root reinforcement acts in a range of a few centimeters of
lateral displacement (depending on the root distribution) while suction and
cementation act in a much smaller range of a few millimeters.
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Chapter 7

Discussion and Conclusions

The details of the research presented in this work show that the topic of
quantification of root reinforcement in vegetated slopes claims big challenges
in terms of multidisciplinary (from physics to biology, and from engineering
to forest sciences). Moreover, this study represents the first attempt in its
field to draw a consistent upscaling of the involved processes over a wide
range of spatial scales (from local root-soil interface interactions to hillslope
scale). Research presented in Chapters 2 through 6 provide new insights
into root mechanics and root reinforcement for vegetated slopes. Results
ameliorate and extend earlier work on these topics. Specifically, our work
can be discussed considering the two main outcomes: (1) Failure of root
bundles is progressive and mobilization of root strength is a strong function
of displacement and hence failure is a very displacement dependent process;
(2) Spatial characterization of lateral roots at the stand scale is needed for
a realistic estimation of the mechanical effects of roots on slope stability.

(1) Roots in bundles fail progressively. Our description of root
bundles mechanics based on fiber bundle model concepts (the Root Bundle
Model) describe with minimal input data the behavior of roots in soil under
tensile loading. Our results show that equating root reinforcement to a
unique apparent cohesive term valid over all displacements is incorrect.
In Chapters 5 and 6 we showed that maximal root reinforcement takes
place at a few centimeters of displacement (the exact value depends on the
root diameter distribution of the bundle). Thus, root reinforcement cannot
simply be added to the soil lateral cohesion, as often done in infinite limit
equilibrium calculations. This is because the maximum tensile cohesive
strength of soil due to suction and cementation operates at displacements
of only a few millimeters, an order of magnitude less than roots.

Our analysis of root bundle mechanics also shows the precise geometrical
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and mechanical conditions under which a certain class size of roots is prone
to break or slip out of the soil. While Schmidt et al. [2001] report that
bigger roots tend to slip out and smaller roots tend to break, Pollen and Si-
mon [2005] show, through simple calculations and pullout experiments, the
exact opposite. Our numerical simulations yielded both cases depending on
geometrical and mechanical properties of roots and soil. For instance, just
considering the non linear relation between the root diameter and the root
length (see Figure 3.3), it is possible to demonstrate that both conditions
are plausible (fine roots slip and coarse roots break, versus fine roots break
and coarse roots slip).

For the first time our study quantified experimentally the influence of
soil water content on the root-soil interface friction, showing that pullout
forces of roots are low influenced by the water content of the tested soil
(loamy soil). These results may differ a lot considering different types of
soil. Further research is needed to quantify this aspect. Considering the
outcomes of our experiments it can be argued that the wetting process dur-
ing rainfalls and the related weakening effects on root reinforcement is not
the dominant factor that causes the triggering of a shallow landslide. More
realistically it is the change in the strength and plasticity of the soil matrix
that causes the triggering of the shallow landslides. For instance, studies on
the compression strength of soil aggregates show that the maximum rupture
energy does change one order of magnitude with water content [Munkholm
et al., 2007], and similar behaviour is observed for the residual and maximal
shear strength of soil [Lu and Likos, 2006]. However, even a small varia-
tion in soil moisture can lead to a change in the type of failure of a single
root (slipping instead of breaking). The combination of abrupt failures of
breaking roots and the residual reinforcement imparted by slipping roots
results in different macroscopic behavior of a bundle, depending mainly on
root size distribution and soil matrix conditions. Variation of soil moisture
may lead in this case to big differences in the global pull out behaviors of
a bundle of roots, particularly when small roots outnumber coarse roots
(as is the case in real situations). Generally speaking, roots in wet soil
(60% to 100% degree of saturation) slip out instead of breaking, show a
smaller resistance to pullout and a higher displacement at maximal pullout
force. These effects of soil moisture on the global behavior of a bundle are
strongly influenced by root size distribution: it is possible that the maximal
pullout resistance is slightly higher in wet soil than in dry soil because of
the residual strength of small roots (see chapter 3). These different types
of macroscopic behaviors have an important meaning to landslide trigger-
ing dynamics in which the activation or failure of certain classes of roots
across a tension crack may slow down and suppress a landslide or abrupt
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failure.Further investigations are needed, however, in order to more fully
test this hypothesis.

A possible limitation of the presented RBM is due to the consideration
of conditions where roots are pulled out of a soil mass. In reality, there
are cases where in certain zones of a slope, it is the soil mass that moves
apart from fixed root bundles (as in the case of a tree standing on the
upper side of a tension crack). No previous studies have considered this
scenario and further research is needed to clarify this aspect. From field
observations and considering the volumetric strain of failing soil mass, it
is possible to formulate the hypothesis that root bundles pulled out from
stable soil matrix have higher maximum strength than root bundles slipping
out from failing soil matrix.

Another limitation of the RBM model is that it considers only a quasi-
static strain load. This condition may be realistic for zones of vegetated
slope where the propagation of tension cracks starts in the early stages of
the failure of a landslide. The application of the RBM in the case of fast
loading rates, like in the case of zones in the bottom part of a landslide, may
lead to false estimations. Considering the behavior of root reinforcement
under different loading rates represents and important field of research also
for other processes influencing tree stability like wind solicitation [Vanom-
sen, 2006] and the impact of rockfall [Jonsson, 2007]. The study of these
processes represents a big challenge for the future research. Moreover, the
influence of combined stresses due to landslide and wind solicitations on
the root bundles and consequently on the stability of a slope remains to be
studied.

In practical applications, a simplified version of the RBM that avoids
complications due to slip out of roots may be sufficient (see Chapter 6).
The estimation of root distribution still remains a challenge and must be
addressed in future studies as it has a large influence on the predicted mag-
nitude of root reinforcement. The root distribution model presented in this
work (Chapters 3 and 6) is based on simple assumptions, but has the im-
portant advantage of considering only the maximum root size as a function
of tree size, and the distance from it. Both quantities (tree size and tree
position) are easily measurable, possibly by means of light detection and
ranging (LIDAR). Moreover, the model may be easily calibrated for differ-
ent locations and tree species using only two parameters (pipe coefficient
and mean root branching distance). Despite this simplification, more field
data and case studies are desired for further validation of the model and
for future model extensions.The modeling of root distribution at different
scales represents an important element for the spatial characterization of
root reinforcement and it is one of the most promising research topics for
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improving model results and capabilities. For instance, only few quantita-
tive data are available to show the influence of soil depth and compaction
on the rooting depth of different types of trees. Moreover, few studies
were undertaken to study and quantify the intra- and interspecific com-
petition of neighbor root systems. In this context, there are no studies
that consider the effects of biodiversity in terms of increased root reinforce-
ment due to the spatial niche differentiation of root distribution of different
tree species. Furthermore, the fact that the mass distribution of fine roots
depends on growth and death of individual root tips with relatively high
turnover rate [Majdi et al., 2005; Borja et al., 2008] depending on local con-
ditions [Johnsen et al., 2005] and season, may also represent an important
research area relevant to root reinforcement quantification. Finally, data
on rate of root decay after thinning measures are needed to implement the
time evolution of root strength for different scenarios of forest management.

(2) Spatial characterization of lateral roots at the stand scale
is needed for a realistic estimation of the mechanical effects of
roots on slope stability. Our study focused on lateral roots instead of
basal roots because numerous field evidences indicate that the majority
of roots on landslide scarps are oriented roughly parallel to the ground
surface and located within the upper 0.5–1 m of the colluvium [Schmidt et
al., 2001; Roering et al., 2003]. Based on this observations, our modeling
framework presented in Chapter 1 and 6 represents a new methodology
for the spatial characterization of lateral root reinforcement that can be
upscaled at the hillslope scale. The limitation of the proposed framework
lies in the parameterization and computational burden; hence it would be
limited to small-scale applications (forest stand or hillslope) and would not
be suitable for an entire catchment. Nevertheless, coupling information on
soil thickness, topography and hydrology would make it possible to better
define mass and shape of potentially unstable zones.

As discussed in Schmidt et al. [2001], assessing shallow landslide sus-
ceptibility in forested hillslopes with different land-use histories requires
knowledge of the spatial variability of root cohesion and vegetation age.
However, studies on the influence of vegetation cover on the pedological
evolution of the soil are still missing. In slope stability models, spatial and
temporal variability of root cohesion greatly affect the outcome. When com-
paring predictions of regional slope stability to mapped landslides resulting
from a given storm, site-specific variations of not only root reinforcement
but also variations in soil depth, material properties, and hydrologic rout-
ing, strongly influence the outcome of the results. Hence, a detailed spatial
characterization of root distribution will yield a better estimation of the
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location and the magnitude of the landslide event. These results are also
needed because they are fundamental inputs to other dynamic models that
consider the runout of debris flow which are strongly influenced by the
initial triggered volume [Christen et al., 2007; Begueŕıa et al., 2009].

Rickli et al. [2002] showed that the volumes of landslides are usually
bigger in forest stands than in open meadows because of the effect of root
reinforcement. Calculations in Chapter 6 explain and confirm quantitatively
the results of Rickli et al. [2002]. However, the number of landslides in
forests or in meadows can vary depending on catchment characteristics and
on the rainfall event. Rickli and Graf [2009] showed that shallow landslides
in forests occur generally on steeper slopes (>35o) than in meadows (25–
35o). Moreover, Rickli et al. [2002] also showed that within a forest, the
susceptibility to landslides strongly depends on the condition of the forest
structure: the probability to have a landslide in a well-structured forest
with a canopy cover larger than 80% is 10 times less than in a poorly-
structured forest with a canopy cover that is less than 30%. The application
of the methodology presented in Chapters 5 and 6 for typical conditions of
vegetated hillslopes, such as described by Rickli and Graf [2009], gives, for
the first time, the possibility to quantitatively define the limits of lateral
root reinforcement. The results show that in the best cases forests with a
minimal lateral root reinforcement of 5 kPa may stabilize landslides with
volumes up to 1000 m3.

The results shown in Chapters 5 and 6 indicate that the variability
of root reinforcement within a forest stand is high but that a simplified
calibrated model can yield a good estimation of root distribution. The
simplified version of the Root Bundle Model also gives a good spatial char-
acterization of the dynamics of root reinforcement at the scale of a forest
stand. These results make apparent that a simple infinite slope equilibrium
approach for estimating slope stability is limited because that approach
fails to include the dynamic of the failure process. However, while research
should pursue this path to obtain a better description of the triggering
mechanisms of shallow landslides, for practical application the classic infi-
nite slope approach still represents a simple suitable method that needs to
consider the variability and dynamic of root reinforcement, at least from
a conceptual point of view (as shown in chapter 6). In particular, it is
important to highlight how the results presented in this work and the field
observation suggest that maximum root reinforcement represent only part
of the contribution of roots to slope stability and that the change in stiffness
of the rooted soil could have a large influence on the triggering mechanisms
of shallow landslides. For instance, the application of simple fracture me-
chanics principles shows that even large root reinforcement may trigger
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small landslides if the stiffness of the rooted soil is low; vice versa, if the
rooted soil is suffiently stiff, even low values of maximum root reinforcement
may stabilize big volumes of soil. The implementation of this aspect in new
modeling approaches represents a big challenge for further research.

In conclusion, this thesis investigated in details the triggering mecha-
nisms of shallow landslides in vegetated hillslopes with specific emphasis
on the mechanical effects of root reinforcement. The approaches used in
this research to quantify and understand triggering mechanisms are based
on physically-based models that strike a compromise between too much
complexity that require large input data sets difficult to obtain, and over
simplification of physical processes. The presented modeling framework
considers a fully spatial distributed approach for the upscale of root rein-
forcement quantification from single root to hillslope scale. In this regard
we agree with the statement of van Asch et al. [2007] , which suggest
that physically-based models do not have to be complete and perfect, they
only have to be adequate for the purpose of hazard assessment. Our work
represents a good example of how physical models may be used to under-
stand the mechanics of the fundamental processes and how accurate model
simplifications may be applied in practice. We believe that the results of
this work will contribute to a better understanding of the triggering mecha-
nisms of shallow landslides and will help practitioners for assessing shallow
landslides, manage protection forests, and plan bioengineering measures.
For instance, the use of extended slope stability models that consider the
spatial distribution of vegetation will allow not only a better estimation of
the timing, location and dimension of shallow landslides, but it also will
allow a quantitative evaluation of the protection function of forests, thus a
cost/benefit analysis too. This kind of quantitative instrument represents
today an important tool for decision makers to justify strategic political
decisions. Furthermore, the combination of such slope stability analysis
for vegetated slope with forest growth models would allow to extend the
predictions to longer time scales. The possibility to simulate the evolution
of future slope stability scenarios in vegetated slopes represents a powerful
tool for efficient planning in forest and landscape management.
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